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A B S T R A C T
This manuscript presents the dissertation of Eliezer Sepúlveda Hernán-
dez to obtain the title of Doctor in Physics by the University of La
Laguna, according to the modality of compendium of publications.
Three peer-reviewed articles published in scientific journals are pre-
sented and a summary of the thesis work is given.
The work is based on the high-quality ground-based remote sens-
ing Fourier Transform InfraRed spectrometer for the inversion of
precise total column amounts and vertical profiles of different atmo-
spheric trace gases. The thesis is focused on the optimization of the re-
trieval strategies for the greenhouse gases water vapour and methane.
For this purpose the inversion code PROFFIT is applied. The ver-
tical distribution of water vapour and tropospheric methane as de-
rived from our remote sensing measurements are compared against
very precise in-situ measurements. Thus, the quality of our retrieved
products are documented. These studies have been carry out at the
Izaña Atmospheric Research Center (IARC-AEMET), Canary Island,
28.30◦N, 16.50◦W.
The first article presented in this dissertation, Schneider et al. [37],
shows for the first time the capability of the international network
TCCON (Total Carbon Column Observing Network) to derive the
vertical distribution of tropospheric water vapour (the lower and the
middle/upper troposphere can be distinguished). The second article,
Sepúlveda et al. [41], presents a novel strategy for the inversion of
tropospheric methane independent on the stratospheric methane con-
tribution. This study applies NDACC (Network for the Detection of
Atmospheric Composition Change) spectra for the subtropical site of
Izaña. The third article, Sepúlveda et al. [42], extends the previous
study to a set of nine globally distributed NDACC sites from the Arc-
tic to the Antarctic, and thus under different contrasting atmospheric
conditions. We introduced an aposteriori correction that further re-
duce the stratospheric methane variations. This study demonstrates
the feasibility of our proposed inversion strategy.
The manuscript is organize in two parts. The first part (Dissertation
Summary) gives an overview of the thesis work. It introduces the moti-
vation and objectives, the methodology of work, and summarizes the
results and discussion in separate chapters. The second part (Articles)
presents the three peer-reviewed articles as they have been published
in the scientific journals.
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Part I
D I S S E RTAT I O N B Y C O M P E N D I U M O F
P U B L I C AT I O N S : D I S S E RTAT I O N S U M M A RY
This first part of the manuscript gives an overview of the
thesis work accordingly to the three articles presented.
The first chapter introduces the background, the motiva-
tion, and objectives of the studies. The second chapter
presents the methodology followed during the thesis. The
third chapter presents and discusses the main results of
the three articles. Finally, the summary and conclusions
of the thesis are presented in the fourth chapter.

1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 an overview
The human activities during the last decades has provoked strong
modifications in the Earth’s atmosphere. Prominent examples are the
stratospheric ozone depletion and the upward trend in the concen-
tration of greenhouse gases (GHG). While studies about the strato-
spheric ozone depletion have progressed rather well, there still exists
a considerable deficiency in understanding the sources and sinks of
the GHG and the complex interplay between GHG concentrations
and climate.
Understanding the global carbon cycle, and predicting its evolution
under future climate scenarios is one of the biggest challenges facing
science today. The feedbacks between climate change and the carbon
reservoirs are not well known or understood. The spatial and tempo-
ral distribution of natural sinks over land and oceans remains elusive,
which makes impossible a better quantification of their underlying
mechanisms and drivers. In addition to natural sinks, anthropogenic
emissions from fossil fuel burning and land use change need to be
known at regional level and with better accuracy (Ciais et al. [3]). The
uncertainty in the sources and sinks of the carbon cycle is a major con-
tributor to the uncertainty in climate predictions. These uncertainties
must be reduced to better understand global climate change. In this
context, inverse models are applied (e.g. Bousquet et al. [1], Tans et al.
[45]). They use atmospheric measurements of GHG concentrations in
combination with an atmospheric transport model for estimating the
surface fluxes. Currently surface in-situ concentration measurements
are the primary data used to constrain these inverse model estimates.
Accuracy is extremely good, but there are sampling issues which limit
the value of these data for estimating sources and sinks. GHG con-
centrations measured near the surface are significantly influenced by
vertical transport, which is highly variable and poorly simulated in
global models. Moreover, these measurements only cover a fraction of
Earth’s atmosphere. A great number of surface in-situ measurements
are therefore required. For instance, the Global Atmosphere Watch
(GAW) program has been established by the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO).
In this context, remote sensing observations are very important
datasets to improve surfaces flux estimations. For instance, O’Brien
and Rayner [25] showed that high precision measurements of GHG
column-averaged amounts can improve the source/sink estimates
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compared to estimates based on the surface layer data.Olsen and
Randerson [26] proposed using total column-averaged observations
of carbon dioxide (CO2) as valid input for inverse models. However,
given the long atmospheric lifetimes of most GHG (e.g. CO2 about 30-
95 yr and methane (CH4) about 12 yr), the fluxes are small compared
to the resident quantity in the atmosphere. Therefore, the remote sens-
ing accuracy requirements are very demanding, since small errors in
the retrieved total column concentrations may result in significant er-
rors in the derived fluxes (e.g. Chevallier et al. [2]).Remote sensing
observations can
well complement the
surface in-situ data
Currently ground- and space-based remote sensing techniques can
provide this kind of data on a regular basis. With the implementation
of the Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON, Wunch
et al. [52]), the consolidation of the Network for the Detection of At-
mospheric Composition Change (NDACC, Kurylo and Zander [19]),
and with the new generation of the space-based sensors (e.g. GOSAT,
OCO-2. . . ) the remotely-sensed column-averaged GHG amounts are
becoming very attractive for inverse modelling and indispensable for
climate monitoring.
High-precision Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer is
one of the most suitable instruments to measure GHG concentrations
from remote sensing techniques. In fact, it is the technique used by the
ground-based TCCON and NDACC networks as well as by several
space-based remote sensors like IASI onboard METOP and TANSO
onboard GOSAT. This advanced instrument, based on a Michelson In-
terferometer, measures high-resolution solar absorption spectra with
combines a high spectral resolution and a very good signal-to-noise
ratio. As a result, it is able to simultaneously detect many different
atmospheric constituents.
The ground-based FTIR technique allows for measuring column
amounts and volume mixing ratio (VMR) profiles of many differ-
ent atmospheric gases often with an unprecedented precision. For
instance, total column amounts of ozone (O3), water vapor (H2O) or
CH4 with a precision of 0.5− 1% (Schneider et al. [34], Schneider and
Hase [32], Sepúlveda et al. [41]). During the last years there have been
a lot of efforts for assuring the high quality of these data: e.g. mon-
itor the instrumental line shape (Hase et al. [15]), monitor and im-
prove the accuracy of the applied solar trackers, thereby improving
the knowledge of the observed airmass (Gisi et al. [10]) as well as for
developing sophisticated retrieval algorithms (Hase et al. [16]). The
good quality of this long-term ground-based FTIR data sets has been
extensively documented by theoretical and empirical validation stud-
ies (e.g., Schneider et al. [35], García et al. [8], Sepúlveda et al. [41]).
Furthermore, these ground-based FTIR products have been used to
validate remote sensing products from space. For example, validation
of carbon monoxide (CO), H2O, and isotopes of H2O measured by
SCIAMACHY (Frankenberg et al. [7], Laat et al. [20]); CO measured
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by ACE (Clerbaux et al. [4]), validation of O3, nitric acid (HNO3),
nitrous oxide (NO), CH4 measured by ILAS (Griesfeller et al. [12])
and in particular the validation for the IASI sensor of O3, H2O, and
isotopes of H2O and CH4 (Viatte et al. [46], Schneider and Hase
[33], García et al. [9]).
Among these GHG, water vapour and methane play an important
role in this thesis. Water vapour is the dominant GHG in the atmo- Water vapour is the
dominant
greenhouse gas
while carbon dioxide
followed by methane
are the most
important
anthropogenic
greenhouse gases
sphere, and in particular its concentration and evolution in the up-
per troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) are of great scien-
tific interest for climate modelling (Spencer and Braswell [43]). Water
vapour is the main responsible atmospheric gas that regulates the
weather and climate and contributes with about 90% of the Earth’s
natural greenhouse effect. The continuous cycle of evaporation, vapour
transport, cloud formation, and precipitation distributes water and
energy around the globe. The quick changes of atmospheric water
vapour concentrations with time, their large horizontal gradients, and
their decrease of several orders of magnitude with height makes their
accurate detection a challenging task for any measurement technique.
Although GHG concentrations as CO2 and CH4 have changed nat-
urally over the past several thousand years, human activities are re-
sponsible for its recent strong increase. The increased anthropogenic
emissions are mainly due to extraction and distribution of fossil fuels,
industry, agriculture (including biomass burning), and waste. CO2
is the most important anthropogenic GHG followed by CH4. Their
concentrations have been continuously modified by human activities
since pre-industrial times (1750): for CO2 from about 280 ppm to
more than 400 ppm nowadays, and for CH4 from 715 ppb to about
1900 ppb nowadays. As consequence these two GHG show the high-
est radiative forcing: for CO2 1.66 ± 0.17 Wm−2 and for CH4 of
0.48 ± 0.05 Wm−2. Although CH4 is less abundant than CO2, it is
more efficient than CO2 to trap outgoing long wave radiation (IPCC
[17]).
1.2 motivation
The Izaña Atmospheric Research Center (IARC), located in the Tener-
ife island is a worldwide reference station. Since almost three decades,
the IARC aims at monitoring atmospheric constituents that are capa-
ble of forcing change in the climate of the Earth, through modification
of the atmospheric radiative environment (GHG and aerosols), and
those that may cause depletion of the global ozone layer. This site
takes part in the ground-based FTIR international networks NDACC
and TCCON since 1999 and 2007, which measure high- and low- res-
olution solar absorption spectra, respectively. It is a global GAW sta-
tion since 1984 and belongs to other many international and national
networks. This station is usually located above a strong subtropical
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temperature inversion layer, acting as a local barrier pollution and
being very well situated to study the free troposphere. This fact only
occurs in few stations around the world. The high-precision ground-
based FTIR measurements at the IARC are excellent for monitoring
subtropical long-term time series of many different GHG concentra-
tions and for validating satellite measurements. These FTIR measure-
ments are also very valuable as inputs for estimating surfaces carbon
fluxes of the subtropical North Atlantic region. Moreover, the possi-
bility to empirically validate our FTIR products with in-situ measure-
ments, taken at the same station, make our results more valuable.
Very recently, retrieval strategies for determining H2O vertical dis-
tribution have become feasible within NDACC (e.g. Schneider et al.
[34, 36, 39]). However, within TCCON no H2O profiles have been
shown. TCCON H2O profiles would be very desirable for comple-
menting the NDACC H2O dataset as might provide tropospheric
H2O data with an unprecedented high measurement frequency.
On the other hand, the establishment of an improved NDACC CH4
retrieval guideline is under discussion. The objective is an NDACC
CH4 product that approaches the high precision requirements of TC-
CON (a few per mil). Different studies have been developed (e.g.
Sussmann et al. [44]) without finding a general agreement within the
network. The CH4 total column-averaged is affected by the strong ver-
tical gradient in the stratosphere. Therefore, strongly dependent on
the tropopause altitude. The uncertainty in modelling the variations
of the tropopause altitude and of stratospheric CH4 significantly lim-
its the usefulness of the CH4 total column-averaged observations for
inverse modelling purposes.
We face this thesis work with the idea of contributing to these two
important issues.
1.3 objectives
The general aim of this dissertation is the determination of total col-
umn amounts and profiles of different GHG concentrations from
ground-based FTIR measurements obtained at the super-site of Izaña
and its validation against in-situ measurements. In order to achieve
precise total column amounts and profiles of any infrared absorber,
a dedicated retrieval set up must be carefully developed. In this the-
sis we aim to optimize the inversion of two main GHG absorbers,
H2O, and CH4. Firstly, we will investigate the possibilities of the low-
resolution near-infrared TCCON spectra to determine the vertical dis-
tribution of the tropospheric H2O. Secondly, we will investigate the
possibilities of the high-resolution mid-infrared NDACC spectra to
determine precise total column amounts and tropospheric CH4 be-
ing independent from the stratospheric contribution.
2
W O R K I N G M E T H O D O L O G Y
This chapter presents the working methodology applied during the
thesis. The measurement site, its situation and the activities related
with the thesis work will be given. A detailed information about the
FTIR instrument will be presented. We will explain how the FTIR
spectra are evaluated in order to retrieve the different atmospheric
gas concentrations and how we estimate the theoretical error of the
FTIR products. Finally, we will show the independent techniques
used to validate our FTIR data.
2.1 the measurement site
This thesis has been carried out at the high mountain super-site obser-
vatory of the Izaña Atmospheric Research Centre (IARC) in the Ca-
nary Island of Tenerife, located at 2370 m a.s.l., at 28.30◦N, 16.50◦W
and about 300 km from the African West coast (Figure 1). The IARC
belongs to the Spanish State Agency of Meteorology (AEMET is its
Spanish acronym). The observatory is located in the subtropical North
Atlantic Ocean and above a stable trade wind inversion layer (typi-
cally located between 800 and 1500 m a.s.l.) that works as a natural
barrier for local pollution. Its situation provides clean air and clear
sky conditions, during almost the whole year, offering excellent con-
ditions for in-situ and remote sensing observations. Generally, during
daytime the strong diurnal insolation generates a slight upslope flow
of air originating from below the inversion layer, but during night-
time the inverse circulation is established (downslope flow). During
the latter conditions, the airmasses at Izaña are well representative
for the free troposphere of subtropical North Atlantic region. In win- This thesis work has
been carried out at
the Izaña
Atmospheric
Research Centre,
located in the
Tenerife island,
Spain.
ter (December to April) the mean dynamical tropopause height is
10.5 km, although large variations are observed, i.e. both typical mid-
latitudinal values of 8–10 km and typical tropical values of 13–16 km
are possible. In summer (July to September), when there are less dis-
turbances in the ULTS, the tropopause height is relatively stable and
is located around 14.5 km. This pronounced inter-seasonal and day-
to-day variability in winter is typical of a subtropical region, since it
is the transition area from the high tropical tropopause to the lower
mid-latitude tropopause (Rodriguez-Franco and Cuevas [30]).
The IARC is one of the world-wide leading atmospheric monitor-
ing facilities that offers perfect scientific infrastructures. It has a com-
prehensive measurement program of a large variety of atmospheric
constituents. Detailed information of the activities, programs, projects,
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etc. of the observatory can be found in its official website http://www.
izana.org/. Here, only the activities directly related with the thesis
work are discussed.
In 1999 a collaborative agreement was signed between the IMK-
ASF (KIT, Germany) and the AEMET-IARC and, as result, a Bruker
IFS 120M FTIR spectrometer was installed in the observatory. In 2005
this spectrometer was replaced for the upgrated version, a Bruker IFS
120/5HR, one of the most complete remote sensing instrument avail-
able (Figure 1). An intercomparison study between both instruments
(IFS 120M - IFS 120/5HR) can be found in Sepúlveda et al. [41] and
García et al. [8]. The ground-based FTIR spectrometer in the IARC is
the only one dedicated exclusively to atmospheric research in Spain.
The IARC FTIR actively contributes to the international remote
sensing networks of NDACC and TCCON and participates in na-
tional and international projects (e.g. currently NOVIA,. . . as nation-
als and NORS, INGOS, MUSICA, VALIASI,. . . as internationals projects,
respectively). The IARC is a global station of the GAW program since
1984, when it started measuring continuously surface in-situ CO2 and
CH4, followed by N2O and SF6 in 2007.
total carbon column observing network (TCCON) is focused
on the measurement of accurate and precise total column abun-
dances of GHG concentrations (mainly CO2, CH4 and N2O)
and aims at a precision of 1-2 per mil. TCCON measures in the
near-infrared spectral region with high-quality ground-based
FTIR spectrometers and applies the same measurement proto-
cols and retrieval set up through the whole network. Currently
there are about 19 globally distributed sites. Details on this net-
work can be found in Wunch et al. [52].
network for the detection of atmospheric composition change
(NDACC) provides long-term observations of many trace gases
and allows assessment of their impact on global climate. It is
composed of more than 70 high-quality remote-sensing research
stations operating several different measurement techniques. Cur-
rently, 22 NDACC sites operate high-quality ground-based FTIR
spectrometers measuring in the mid-infrared spectral region.
Details on this network can be found in Kurylo and Zander
[19].
global atmosphere watch (GAW) program has been established
by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) in order to
ensure consistent high quality standards. It measures high qual-
ity in-situ GHG concentrations (e.g. compatibility between lab-
oratories of ±2ppb for CH4, ±0.1ppm for CO2, and ±0.1ppb
for N2O).
The AEMET has a well established radiosondes program since 1970
in the Tenerife island. The meteorological radiosondes are launched
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twice a day (00 and 12 UTC) from the Güimar station (WMO station
#60018, 105 m a.s.l.), 15 km southeast of the observatory. Until June
2005 the Vaisala RS80 was employed but since then, the Vaisala RS92
have been used.
(a) Izaña Atmospheric Observatory.
(b) Scientifc container hosting the FTIR sytem.
(c) FTIR  experiment.
Figure 1: a) Main building of the Izaña observatory. b) Scientific container
hosting the Bruker IFS 120/5HR instrument at IARC. c) The FTIR
experiment inside the container (the temperature and humidity
conditions are controlled).
This thesis has also used data from others atmospheric measure-
ment stations. From eleven surface in-situ GAW stations and from
nine globally distributed NDACC FTIR sites (that take part on the
project MUSICA1). The doctoral student has visited and worked for a
period of eight months at two of those NDACC FTIR stations: at the
Karlsruhe Institute of Techonology (KIT), Germany and at the Uni-
versity of Wollongong (UOW), Australia. Information of all of these
sites can be found in the third article presented in this dissertation.
2.2 fourier transform spectrometry : instrument and gen-
eral concepts
Most atmospheric molecules interact with electromagnetic radiation
in the infrared spectral region, which makes infrared remote sens-
ing an important tool for atmospheric research. This thesis work is
based on the ground-based FTIR experiment. Generally, the experi-
ment uses the direct solar radiation. However, measurements with
1 MUlti-platform remote Sensing of Isotopologues for investigating the Cycle of At-
mospheric water, Schneider et al. [39]
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less sensitivity using the moon as the light source have been per-
formed (Notholt et al. [24], Notholt and Lehmann [23], Wood et al.
[51]), but are not used in this dissertation.
The ground-based FTIR experiment consists in a high precise solar
tracker that captures the direct solar light beam and couples it into
a high resolution Fourier Transform spectrometer. The high precisionThe solar absorption
spectra is measured
with a Fourier
Transform Infrared
spectrometer
solar tracker is controlled by a combination of astronomical calcula-
tions and a solar quadrant sensor, or more recently by a digital cam-
era (Gisi et al. [10]), for active tracker control. The FTIR instrument is
based on the two-beam interferometer originally designed by Michel-
son in 1891. The Michelson interferometer is a device that can divide a
beam of radiation into two paths and then recombine the two beams
after a path difference has been introduced. A condition is thereby
created under which interference between the beams can occur. The
variation of intensity of the beam emerging from the interferometer
is measured as a function of path difference by a detector. The path
difference, also known as optical path difference (OPD), is measured
with a monochromatic laser (normally a helium neon laser). The ob-
served intensity fluctuation is an interferogram which is converted
by a Fourier transformation into a spectrum. A very detailed descrip-
tion of Fourier transform spectrometry can be found in the textbook
of Davis et al. [5].
Currently at IARC we use a Bruker IFS 120/5 HR instrument that
records direct solar spectra in the mid- and near- infrared spectral
region, using a set of different apertures, filters and detectors. A gen-
eral view of the FTIR system is shown in Figure 1. The mid-infrared
measurements are made between 740 and 4250 cm−1, corresponding
to 13.5− 2.4µm, with a spectral resolution of 0.005 cm−1, defined as
0.9/OPDmax, being the OPDmax the maximum OPD (180 cm). The
near-infrared measurements are made between 3800 and 15500 cm−1,
corresponding to 2.6−0.65 µm, with a resolution of 0.02 cm−1 (OPDmax
of 45 cm). In the mid-infrared spectral region a potassium chloride
(KBr) beamsplitter and either of two liquid-nitrogen-cooled semicon-
ductor detectors are used for the record of the interferogram. The pho-
tovoltaic indium antimonide (InSb) detector or the photoconductive
mercury-cadmiun-telluride (HgCdTe), MCT detector. These detectors
are sensitive to radiation from 1850− 9600 cm−1 (5.4− 1.1µm) and
680− 6000 cm−1 (14.7− 1.7µm), respectively, and are typically used
in conjunction with narrow-bandpass filters and different apertures
(current settings at IARC are listed in Table 1). In the near-infrared
spectral region a calcium fluoride (CaF2) beamsplitter and an Indium
Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) (3800-12000 cm−1) or a Silicon (Si) (9500-
30000 cm−1) photodiode detectors are used at room temperature for
the record of the interferograms. As aforementioned, the first spec-
trometer at the IARC was the Bruker IFS 120M which was operated
between 1999 and 2005. This instrument only measured in the mid-
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Table 1: Current measurement settings applied for the acquisition of the
IARC FTIR spectra, accordingly to the NDACC and TCCON rec-
ommendations.
Filter No. Entrance aperture Spectral range Detector Resolution
(mm) (cm−1) (cm−1)
1 0.8 3950− 4300 InSb 0.005
2 1.0 2700− 3500 InSb 0.005
3 0.8 2420− 3080 InSb 0.005
4 1.0 1950− 2700 InSb 0.005
5 1.0 1800− 2200 InSb 0.005
6 1.5 700− 1400 MCT 0.005
7 1.5 3950− 11000 InGaAs 0.02
infrared spectral region, at slightly higher resolution (OPDmax of
250 cm), but showed a poorer signal-to-noise ratio and, consequently,
a lower sensitivity.
The wavelength dependent sensitivity of the detector and the ef-
ficiency of the beamsplitter affects the measured broadband signal.
This dependence can be cancelled out by performing an absolute
calibration, whereby the instrumental sensitivity is determined by a
measurement with a black body cavity emitting Planck radiation of
known temperature. However, for standard trace gas retrievals rela-
tively narrow spectral windows are used. Then, an absolute calibra-
tion is not required, since high resolution solar absorption spectra are
self-calibrating in the sense that the absorption signature is referenced
to the surrounding continuum. At the IARC the spectra measured in
the mid-infrared region are calibrated using a black body source at
1273K and in the near-infrared at about 3000K.
Recording of one spectrum requires between some seconds to a
few of tens minutes, depending on the spectral resolution and quality
needed. For instance, one scan can be performed in 30 seconds, but
normally several scans are co-added in order to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio. Therefore, the acquisition of one spectrum can last several
minutes.
A constant solar input is required to obtain a correct spectrum. If
the intensity of the incoming solar radiation varies during the acqui-
sition of an interferogram, which occurs when there are clouds in the
path between the FTIR instrument and the Sun, the resulting spec-
trum will be distorted. This is due to the fact that the continuum level
and the higher-resolution spectral structure will have a different gain
signals. Although this distortion may be subtle, it can significantly
alter the retrievals. Therefore, observations are only performed under
homogeneous sky conditions (generally clear sky conditions). How-
ever, in the near-infrared spectral region the detectors are supported
by electronics that allow for solar intensity variations during data
acquisition. And therefore, these variations can be corrected using
the method described by Keppel-Aleks et al. [18], resulting in higher-
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quality spectra and less data loss during partly cloudy conditions.
This correction does not work under thick clouds.
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Figure 2: Transmittance of some main absorbers (see legend), solar features
(grey line) and solar absorption spectrum measured by the IARC
ground-based FTIR spectrometer (red lines).
Solar absorption spectra contain information about the absorbing
gases present in the atmosphere (line positions), the amounts of each
gas present (line depths/areas) and some information about the al-
titude distribution of each gas (line shapes). Figure 2 shows a cali-
brated solar absorption spectrum measured with settings according
to filter 3 (see Table 1) on the 20 July, 2013 at the Izaña Observatory
(lowermost plot). The upper plots show the absorptions lines of the
most relevant absorbers in this spectral region (Meier et al. [21]) plus
solar features (observed spectrum from the ATMOS mission, Farmer
[6]). This narrow-band filter covers multiple absorbers and gives an
impression of the huge amount of information present in these high
resolution spectra. Making a zoom to the plot, individual absorption
lines of different absorbers are discernible (Figure 3).
The characteristic absorption features seen in Figure 3 are caused
by molecules absorbing radiation at frequencies that correspond to
the allowed transitions between different vibrational and rotational
states. As a consequence of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, ab-
sorption lines are never infinitely narrow. The shorter the lifetime,
the larger the uncertainty in a state’s energy and the broader the ab-
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Figure 3: Zoom of Figure 2 for the spectral region 2610− 2615 cm−1. The
main absorption features are displayed.
sorption or emission line (as the energy uncertainty manifests itself
as an uncertainty in the frequency of the line). There are mainly three
effects responsible for the broadening of spectral lines:
• Natural broadening owing to the finite natural lifetime of a molecule
in an excited state. For vibrational-rotational states is usually
very small (< 10−6 cm−1) and therefore can be ignored in most
practical situations.
• Collision broadening, also known as pressure broadening, occurs
when the collisions of atoms, ions or gas molecules shorten the
lifetime of states. In gases it is proportional to pressure. This
means that absorption lines from spectra taken through the
whole atmosphere will have different shapes depending upon
the vertical distribution of the absorbing gas in the atmosphere.
Pressure broadening leads to a Lorentzian line shape contribu-
tion at a given wavenumber υ.
• Doppler broadening occurs because molecules travelling with dif-
ferent velocities with respect to the light source absorb at differ-
ent wavelengths (Doppler effect). Doppler broadening produces
a Gaussian line shape due to the Gaussian distribution of molec-
ular velocities.
Pressure broadening dominates in the troposphere, but its effects
drop off rapidly with altitude as the pressure drops. Doppler broad-
ening is temperature dependent, but its variation through the atmo-
sphere is much smaller than pressure broadening. Stratospheric gas
lines are primarily Doppler broadened. The two types of broadening
become equally significant at around 30 km (for υ ≈ 1000 cm−1). The
convolution of Lorentzian and Gaussian line shapes produces a Voigt
line shape. This variation of the shape and width of the absorbing
gas lines with respect to the pressure means that spectra of atmo-
spheric gases contain information about the altitude of the absorbing
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gas as well as the total number of absorbing molecules in the path.
Therefore, the high resolution FTIR spectra disclose not only the total
column amount of the absorber, but also contain some information
about its vertical distribution. The higher the spectral resolution, the
larger the amount of information about the absorbers vertical distri-
bution (Paton-Walsh [27]).
In order to deduce correct information from the FTIR measure-
ments, an accurate knowledge of the instrumental line shape (ILS)
is crucial to characterize the instrumental performance. If for exam-
ple, the actual ILS is left undetermined and simply assumed to be
perfect, a substantial systematic error might be introduced. A poorly-
aligned spectrometer may have an additional loss of modulation effi-
ciency compared with that of an ideal instrument. The ILS of an ideal
instrument is affected only by modulation loss that is due to the self-
apodization of the interferometer, accepting a finite field of view, and
is symmetric. A modulation loss broadens the ILS, and a phase error
makes the ILS asymmetric. This simple description allows the charac-
terization of the two main features of any imperfect ILS, its width and
degree of asymmetry. Periodic independent ILS measurements using
low-pressure gas cell have to be performed. The low-pressure gas in-
side the cell is chosen such that its absorption lines are preferably
narrower than any spectral details observed in the atmospheric spec-
tra. Typically a cell of HBr or N2O gas is considered within NDACC
and of HCl or N2O within TCCON. At IARC the ILS is retrieved
from N2O absorption measurements using a 20 cm cell at a pressure
of 10Pa within NDACC and a 25 cm cell at a pressure of 5.03hPa
within TCCON. In the atmospheric FTIR community the ILS is de-
termined using the LINEFIT code, as described in Hase et al. [15].
The loss of modulation efficiency and the phase error is described by
twenty parameters at equidistant positions along the interferogram
connected by an adjustable smoothness constraint. The actual ILS ob-
tained by LINEFIT is then applied in the atmospheric retrievals.
2.3 evaluation of the spectra
2.3.1 Retrieval Code
From one single spectrum many different atmospheric infrared ab-
sorbers can be retrieved. However, the inversion of just one single ab-
sorber requires a complete dedicated retrieval set up. We derive the
total column amounts and the VMR profiles from the FTIR spectra
using the retrieval code PROFFIT, which implements the line-by-line
radiative transfer model PRFFWD. These algorithms have been devel-
oped by Dr. Frank Hase at IMK-ASF (KIT, Germany). Details of the
codes can be found in Hase et al. [16]. The PRFFWD model applies
the parameters of a spectroscopic database (e.g. HITRAN, Rothman
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et al. [31]) and includes a ray tracing module in order to precisely
simulate how the radiation passes through the atmosphere (Hase and
Höpfner [14]).
In the ground-based remote sensing FTIR community other retrieval
codes are also applied: e.g. TCCON uses as official code GFIT (Washen-
felder et al. [49]) that only allows scaling retrieval, while NDACC
uses SFIT2 (Pougatchev et al. [28]), in addition to PROFFIT. Both
codes allow scaling and profile retrievals. A scaling retrieval means
that the vertical distribution of the absorber gas is scaled according
to the apriori assumptions. A profile retrieval uses optimal estima-
tion techniques that allows the concentration profiles to be adjusted.
In addition, PROFFIT allows the simultaneously temperature profile
inversion and introduces linear and logarithmic scale retrievals. The
latter is specially important when retrieving high variable absorbing
gases such as H2O. The spectra used in
this thesis have been
analysed with the
inversion code
PROFFIT
The basic equation for analysing infrared solar absorption spectra
is the Lambert Beer’s law:
I(λ) = Isun(λ)exp
(
−
∫Obs.
TOA
σx (λ, s(T, p)x(s)ds)
)
(1)
where I(λ) is the measured intensity at wavelength λ, Isun the ex-
traterrestrial solar intensity, σx(λ, s) is the absorption cross section
and x(s) the concentration of an absorber x at location s. The inte-
gration is performed along the path of the direct sunlight (between
the Observer, Obs., and the Top Of the Atmosphere, TOA). The cross
section σx depends on temperature and pressure.
The measurement I(λ) is simulated by the PRFFWD radiative trans-
fer model. For the purpose of numerical handling, the atmospheric
state x(s) and the simulated spectrum I(λ) are discretized in form of
a state vector x and a measurement vector y. The measurement and
state vector are related by a vector valued function F, which simulates
the atmospheric radiative transfer and the characteristics of the mea-
surement system (spectral resolution, instrumental line shape, etc.):
y = F(x) .
The retrieval adjusts the amount of the absorbers to obtain the best
fit between the measured and simulated spectra. This is an under-
determined problem, i.e. there are many different atmospheric states
(x) that produce almost identical spectra (y). A unique solution cannot
be obtained but we can estimate the most probably solution for a
given measurement. This optimal estimation approach combines the
measurement information with apriori knowledge and provides the
most probable solution minimising the following cost function.
[y− F(x, p)]TS−1 [y− F(x, p)] + [x− xa]
TS−1a [x− xa] (2)
Here the first term is a measure for the difference between the mea-
sured spectrum (y) and the spectrum simulated for a given atmo-
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spheric state (x), whereby the actual measurement noise level is con-
sidered (S is the noise covariance). The second term is the regularisa-
tion term. It constrains the atmospheric solution state (x) towards an
apriori state (xa), whereby the kind and the strength of the constraint
are defined by the matrix (Sa). The constrained solution is reached at
the minimum of the cost function Eq. 2.
Since the equations involved in atmospheric radiative transfer are
non-linear, the cost function, Eq. 2, is minimised iteratively by a Gauss-
Newton method. The solution for the (i+1)th iteration is:
xi+1 = xa + SaKiT (KiSaKiT + S)−1[y− F(xi) +Ki(xi − xa)] (3)
where K is the Jacobian matrix which samples the derivatives ∂y/∂x
(changes in the spectral fluxes y for changes in the vertical distribu-
tion of the absorber x). These regularisation and iteration methods
are standard in the field of remote sensing. An extensive treatment of
this topic is given in the textbook of Rodgers [29].
vertical resolution When retrieving vertical profiles, it is im-
portant to document the vertical resolution and sensitivity that can
be achieved with the remote sensing system. The vertical information
contained in the FTIR profile is characterized by the averaging kernel
matrix A. It samples the derivatives ∂xˆ/∂x (changes in the retrievedThe vertical
information
contained in the
FTIR profile is
characterized by the
averaging kernel
matrix A
concentration xˆ for changes in the actual atmospheric concentration
x), describing the smoothing of the real vertical distribution of the
absorber by the remote sensing measurement process:
xˆ− xa = A(x− xa) (4)
Providing these kernels is rather important since they document what
is actually measured by the remote sensing system. This matrix de-
pends on the retrieved parameters, the quality of the measurement
(the signal-to-noise ratio), the spectral resolution, the solar geometry,
the choice of spectral microwindows, and the apriori covariance ma-
trix Sa. The rows of A are generally peaked functions, their full width
at half maximum (FWHM) is a measure of the vertical resolution of
the retrieval at a given altitude. The so-called sensitivity of the re-
trievals to the measurements at altitude z is calculated as the sum of
the elements of the corresponding averaging kernel (sum along the
rows of A),
∑
jAzj. It indicates, at each altitude, the fraction of the re-
trieval that comes from the measurement rather than from the apriori
information. A value close to zero at a certain altitude indicates that
the retrieved profile at that altitude is nearly independent of the real
profile and is therefore approaching the apriori profile. The columns
of A give the response of the retrieval to a δ-function perturbation in
the state vector. The perturbation should be small enough that the re-
sponse is linear in the size of the perturbation, but large enough that
rounding errors are unimportant. The trace of the averaging kernel
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matrix can be interpreted as the degree of freedom of signal (DOFS)
of the measurement. It quantifies the amount of information intro-
duced by the measurement and can be considered as the number of
independent layer retrieved. The higher the value, the more informa-
tion is obtained from the measurement.
2.3.2 Error Analysis
The error analysis applied to any inverse method shows how a re-
trieval is related to the true state of the atmosphere and how vari-
ous sources of errors are propagated into the final product. The error
calculations presented in our study apply the error estimation capa-
bility incorporated in the PROFFIT retrieval code. The error analysis
is based on the analytic error estimation approach of Rodgers [29],
where the error given by the difference between the retrieved and the
real state, (xˆ − x), is linearised about a mean profile xa (the applied
apriori profile), the estimated model parameters pˆ, and the measure-
ment noise :
(xˆ− x) = (Aˆ− I)(x− xa) + GˆKˆp(p− pˆ) + Gˆ (5)
Here, the circumflex indicates an estimated quantity. I is the identity
matrix, Aˆ is the averaging kernel matrix, Gˆ the gain matrix (G =
(KTS−1K + Sa−1)−1KTS−1), and Kˆp a sensitivity matrix to input
parameters (instrumental line shape, spectroscopic parameters, etc).
Note that pˆ is the best estimate of the model parameters, that differs
from the true value p, which is the values that the atmosphere and the
instrument know about. The gain matrix Gˆ samples the derivatives
∂xˆ/∂y (changes in the retrieved atmospheric state xˆ for changes at the
spectral bin y).
Equation 5 identifies the three classes of errors. The first term on the
right hand side, are the errors due to the inherent finite vertical reso-
lution and the limited sensitivity of the observing system (smoothing
error). The second term are the errors due to uncertainties in the in-
put parameters applied in the inversion procedure, and the third term
are the errors due to measurement noise (with an assumed Gaussian
noise with σ = ).
For the error analysis we assume the following uncertainty sources:
measurement noise, ILS (modulation efficiency and phase error), base-
line (offset and amplitude), line of sight (solar tracker misalignment),
solar lines (intensity and spectral position), spectroscopic line param-
eters (intensity strength and pressure broadening), temperature and
humidity.
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2.4 intercomparison between remote sensing and in-situ
measurement techniques
The FTIR products require precise documentation of their quality
in order to be used as a reference measurement. This documenta-
tion is often done by theoretical studies, as mentioned in the pre-
vious Section 2.3.2. These calculations give a good overview of the
achievable data quality, however, they depend on the assumed error
sources. Therefore, a quality assessment should be completed by a
comparison to independent measurements of similar or better qual-
ity. At IARC, the FTIR H2O profiles are usually compare to measure-
ments obtained with radiosondes (e.g. Schneider et al. [36]), the FTIR
O3 profiles to Electro Chemical Cell (ECC) or Brewer measurements
(e.g. García et al. [8], Schneider et al. [35]), and the FTIR CO2 and
CH4 column-averaged amounts to surface in-situ measurements (e.g.
Sepúlveda et al. [40, 41]).
In the studies presented here, we empirically validate our FTIR
H2O profiles against radiosondes and our retrieved tropospheric column-
averaged CH4 mole fractions against surface in-situ CH4 GAW mea-
surements.
We use coincident Vaisala RS92 radionsondes to perform the H2O
intercomparison as suggested by (Schneider et al. [36]). The tempera-
ture and radiation dependence of the RS92 is corrected (Vömel et al.
[47]) and the estimated precision is about 5% for precipitable water
vapour and for the lower and middle tropospheric VMR (Miloshevich
et al. [22]). In the upper troposphere and for very dry conditions, it is
poorer (about 10− 20%). The FTIR H2O profiles show a rather verti-
cally poorly-resolved resolution, when comparing to those radioson-
des data (resolution of about 20 m). Hence, for an adequate compar-
ison, we have to adjust the vertical resolution of the high-resolved
radiosondes data to the poor-resolved FTIR data, by convoluting the
RS92 profiles (xRS92) with the FTIR averaging kernels A
xˆRS92 = A(xRS92 − xa) + xa (6)
The result is a smoothed RS92 profile (xˆRS92) with the same vertical
resolution as the FTIR profile.
The FTIR measurements are representative of the background sig-
nals, thereby the surface in-situ GAW CH4 data should be filtered
to assure comparable conditions, i.e. in-situ regional-scale signals.
Different filters have been applied depending on the GAW specific
site conditions (time, wind speed, combining information from close
stations. . . ). At the GAW stations used in this thesis work, the sur-
face in-situ CH4 mixing ratios are measured using gas chromatogra-
phy GC-FID technique or by optical techniques like cavity ring-down
spectroscopy (CDRS) or in-situ FTIR analysers. Details on these tech-
niques can be found in Gómez-Peláez and Ramos [11], Winderlich
et al. [50], and Griffith et al. [13], respectively.
3
R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N
This section presents the findings of this dissertation. Thereby, we
summarize the main results and discussion of the three peer-reviewed
articles presented for the thesis.
3.1 article 1
remote sensing of water vapour profiles in the frame-
work of the total carbon column observing network
(tccon): In this article we demonstrate that TCCON spectra allow
to distinguish lower from middle/upper tropospheric water vapour
concentrations. We apply an optimal estimation retrieval approach on
logarithmic scale to obtain the vertical distribution of H2O. We per-
form an error analysis and investigate the vertical information gain
for different spectral resolutions. And finally, we empirically validate
our H2O profile FTIR product with data obtained from Vaisala RS92
radiosondes. TCCON spectra
allow distinguishing
lower from
middle/upper
tropospheric water
vapour
concentrations
The optimal estimation of atmospheric water vapour amounts from
ground-based FTIR spectra is far from being a typical atmospheric
inversion problem and, due to its large vertical gradient and vari-
ability, standard retrieval methods are not appropriate. In this study
we apply the inversion strategy as explained in Schneider et al., [34]
and Schneider et al. [38] and references therein, using the retrieval
code PROFFIT 1. We have selected the spectral H2O signatures from
six spectral microwindows between 4564 − 4702 cm−1. These spec-
tral windows contain weak absorption signatures of CO2, N2 and
CH4. All these absorbers are jointly fitted. Our forward model applies
the HITRAN 2008 (Rothman et al. [31]) spectroscopic line parameters
in order to obtain the simulated spectrum. The temperature profiles
are taken from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) reanalysis temperature. The apriori information is taken from
a large ensembe of Vaisala RS92 radiosonde measurements.
The error estimation method is performed for different spectral res-
olutions assuming the error sources described in Section 2.3.2. The
error estimations reveal that the uncertainties in the ILS, the applied
temperatures, and the spectroscopy parameters are the leading error
sources. When the temperature is simultaneous fitted with the water
vapour lines, the temperature error is reduced. The smoothing error is
the most important H2O total column random error. Water vapour is
1 Please note that we do not use the standard TCCON procedure (scaling retrieval of
an apriori profile)
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a extremely variable atmospheric trace gas. The FTIR remote sensing
system is not equally sensitive at all atmospheric altitude levels and
consequently the highly varying vertical water vapour distributions
cause significant random errors in the retrieved column abundances.The smoothing error
is the most
important H2O
total column
random error
We investigate the effect of the spectral resolution on the vertical
resolution of the remote sensing system. For this purpose, we have
measured spectra with different spectral resolution (0.004 cm−1, 0.02
cm−1, 0.1 cm−1, and 0.5 cm−1). The higher the spectral resolution the
longer the time for acquiring a spectra. We conclude that the TCCON
spectra (spectral resolution of 0.02 cm−1 and spectra acquisition time
of 1-2 minutes) achieves a good compromise between vertical resolu-
tion and measurement frequency. For TCCON spectra the lower tro-
pospheric water vapour concentration can still be well distinguished
from middle/upper tropospheric concentrations (DOFS value of 2.3)
and the measurement acquisition time is reduced from 8 minutes for
typical NDACC spectra (recorded with a spectral resolution of 0.004
cm−1) to 2 minutes. At resolution lower than 0.02 cm−1 the measure-
ment acquisition time is further reduce but also the sensitivity. Then,
the profiling capability of the system is limited.
The radiosonde measurements offer a good opportunity for vali-
dating the FTIR profiles but for an adequate comparison they have to
be degraded to the vertical resolution of the FTIR profiles (we do it
accordingly to Schneider et al. [36]). Figure 4 shows coincident mea-
surements for Vaisala RS92 and FTIR H2O concentrations presented
as percentage difference to the apriori climatologic profile. The FTIR
data is for TCCON resolution (0.02 cm−1). Two days with different
H2O concentrations are plotted for January 2009, 24 and 25. Both, the
FTIR and smoothed RS92 profiles detect very similar differences to
the apriori profile, which documents the good quality of the FTIR
data. Figure 4 also depicts the profiles produced by an retrieval setup
that only allows for a scaling of the apriori profile (e.g. TCCON of-
ficial retrieval strategy; green dashed line). If the actual profile slope
is significantly different from the apriori profile slope the scaled pro-
file and the optimally estimated profile differ significantly (see right
pannel). The spectral residuals produced by the scaling retrievals are
much larger than the residuals produced by the profile optimal esti-
mation retrieval. This documents that the TCCON spectra contain a
lot of information about the vertical distribution of the absorber and
an optimal estimation retrieval approach is more reliable.
TCCON measurements can also be used to investigate variations
on the tropospheric water vapour distribution on different time scales
ranging from few minutes (typical acquisition time) up to several
days.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the lower and middle/upper tro-
pospheric H2O concentrations (it shows the difference to the clima-
tologic mean). The lower troposphere (black squares) presents large
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Figure 4: Examples for coincident Vaisala RS92 and FTIR H2O measure-
ments (scaling and optimal estimation (OE) approach) for spectra
taking at TCCON resolution. Presented as percentage difference to
a subtropical climatologic profile. A denotes averaging kernel.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the lower (black squares) and middle/upper (red
dots) water vapour concentrations on the 19 May 2010.
short term variability after noon time that can be explained due to
increased turbulence during the morning hours when the landmass
heats faster than the overlying airmass, thereby producing an insta-
ble atmospheric layering. This variability is larger than the estimated
random error (black error bar in Fig. 5). At the end of the day the
situation is different, the landmass cools faster than the overlying
airmass, thereby causing high vertical stability. In the upper tropo-
sphere (red circles) the diurnal evolution is rather smooth. The water
vapour concentrations are rather constant during the whole day. Due
to the long-term strategy of the network and the high measurement
frequency, the TCCON water vapour profile data offer novel oppor-
tunities for estimating the water vapour variability at different time
scales and altitudes.
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3.2 article 2
long-term validation of tropospheric column-averaged
ch4 mole fractions obtained by mid-infrared ground-based
ftir spectrometry : In this article we investigate the total column-
averaged dry air mole fractions of methane (totXCH4) obtained from
a profile scaling and a profile retrieval, and apply two approaches for
deriving the tropospheric column-averaged dry air mole fractions: i)
we use the FTIR hydrogen fluoride (HF) total column amounts as
an estimator for the stratospheric CH4 contribution and correct the
totXCH4 data of a profile scaling retrieval accordingly. We call this
product troXCH4post. This method has been proposed by Washen-
felder et al. [48] for near infrared retrievals and we test it for re-
trievals in the mid-infrared. ii) We directly determine the tropospheric
column-averaged dry air mole fractions of methane from retrieved
CH4 profiles. We call this product troXCH4retr. We compare the dif-
ferent FTIR CH4 data to surface in-situ CH4 GAW data (CH4GAW).
We document the robustness of our suggested approach for obtain-
ing total and tropospheric column-averaged CH4 concentrations. Our
study is done for the mid-infrared NDACC spectra and for the sub-
tropical site of Izaña.
For our CH4 retrieval we use a set of 4 microwindows (between
2614 and 2904 cm−1) containing strong, unsaturated, and isolated
CH4 lines. We consider spectroscopic signatures of 7 interfering species
(H2O, CO2, O3, N2O, NO2, HCl, and OCS) and apply spectroscopic
parameters from HITRAN 2008 (with 2009 updates, Rothman et al.
[31]). As apriori profiles of the interfering species, we apply the clima-
tological entries from WACCM (The Whole Atmosphere Community
Climate Model). We use the NCEP analysis for the temperature and
pressure input profiles. We examine two different CH4 fitting proce-
dures: i) we scale the CH4 WACCM apriori profile and ii) we retrieve
CH4 profiles, whereby a Tikhonov-Phillips method on a logarithmic
scale is applied (Schneider et al. [34]).
The totXCH4 is calculated dividing the CH4 total column by the
dry pressure column (DPC) above Izaña. The DPC is calculated con-
verting the ground atmospheric pressure to column air concentration.
Similar to Washenfelder et al. [48], we calculate the troXCH4post fromOur tropospheric
CH4 is directly
calculated from a
profile retrieval
the CH4 total column after correcting the variation in both surface
pressure and stratospheric contribution. On the other hand, we cal-
culate the troXCH4retr averaging the retrieved CH4 VMR profile be-
tween Izaña ground level and an altitude of 6.5 km.
The error analysis reveals that the scaling retrieval produces totXCH4
and troXCH4post with precision of 0.51% and 0.61%, respectively. It
is important to note that the troXCH4post error calculations do not
consider the differences between the CH4 and HF averaging kernels,
thus the actual error is likely larger. The smoothing error is by far
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the leading random error and determines the precision of totXCH4.
By applying a profiling retrieval, we can reduce the smoothing error,
which theoretically improves the precision of totXCH4 to 0.41%. The
troXCH4retr has an estimated precision of 0.91%.
We compare different time scale variabilities. When comparing in
daily basis the different FTIR CH4 data with the surface in-situ CH4
GAW data we obtain that:
• For totXCH4, obtained from scaling and profiling retrieval, there
is no significant correlation and a relative difference about 5%.
• For troXCH4post the correlation coefficient is rather low and it
does not significantly change when we apply a set of differ-
ent b-values (the b-value is the assumed slope between HF and
stratospheric CH4 amounts). The relative difference is about 2%,
i.e., significantly smaller than for totXCH4.
• For troXCH4retr we get a reasonable correlation (correlation co-
efficient of 0.60) and a relative difference about 0.13%. This com-
parison demonstrates that we can retrieve tropospheric CH4
concentrations directly from the NDACC spectra.
In addition, we assess whether the profiling retrieval can correctly
detect the CH4 variation in the UTLS. We observe that the troXCH4retr
time series shows the upwards shift of the tropopause altitude during
the summer months and can validate this signal by the HF observa-
tions. Vice versa to CH4 the HF concentrations are very small in the
troposphere and start to increase significantly as function of altitude
in the stratosphere. The total column of HF is a good indicator for
the tropopause altitude and thus, it should be anticorrelated with the
CH4 UTLS concentrations. Indeed, we obtain a strong anticorrelation
(R = −0.81) between the HF total amounts and the CH4 mixing ratio
at 21 km (altitude that is very representative for the UTLS region).
This confirms the good quality of our CH4 profile retrieval.
In addition, we compare the annual cycle of the different CH4
FTIR products with the GAW data. For this purpose, we de-trend
the CH4 time series (see Figure 6). We observe that totXCH4 does
not reproduce the tropospheric surface in-situ CH4 variability. The
totXCH4 annual variability is dominated by the annual variability
of the tropopause height, which is lowest by the end of winter and
continuously increases during summer. The totXCH4 cycle obtained The troXCH4retr
cycle is the more
consistent with the
GAW in-situ cycle
from the scaling retrieval (shown as open green triangles in Figure 6)
differs from the totXCH4 cycle obtained from the profile retrieval
(solid orange triangles).
The troXCH4post cycle (open blue stars) behaves similar to the totXCH4
cycle and thus, the HF correction method as applied in this study
does not adequately account for the stratospheric contribution. Fi-
nally, the troXCH4retr cycle (solid red stars) is more consistent with
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Figure 6: The multi-annual mean annual cycles of different CH4 datasets.
(SR) denotes scaling retrieval and (PR) profile retrieval. The er-
ror bars correspond to the standard error of the mean [2 x
STD/sqrt(N)].
the GAW in-situ cycle (dark circles). The amplitudes and phases of
both cycles are very similar, thereby confirming that the directly re-
trieved tropospheric column-averaged XCH4 values are a very good
proxy for the free tropospheric CH4 concentrations.
Finally, the interannual trend of the different FTIR products agree
similarly well with the GAW data.
3.3 article 3
tropospheric ch4 signals as observed by ndacc ftir at
globally distributed sites and comparison to gaw sur-
face in-situ measurements : Article 2 only works with data
from the subtropical site of Izaña. For article 3 we extend that study to
a set of nine globally distributed NDACC sites (listed in Table 2) and
focus on the quality of the lower free tropospheric CH4 FTIR data.
We compare this tropospheric CH4 data with surface in-situ CH4We extend the last
study to a set of nine
globally distributed
NDACC sites
measurements from the GAW network (stations listed in Table 2). We
document that our tropospheric CH4 data are largely independent on
the local small-scale signals of the boundary layer, and only weakly
dependent on UTLS CH4 variations. In order to achieve the weak
dependency on the UTLS, we use an aposteriori correction method.
The study shows that there is a reasonable consistency between the
tropospheric CH4 data produced for the different NDACC FTIR sites.
We apply exactly the same retrieval setup for all the NDACC FTIR
stations, improving the retrieval strategy of Sepúlveda et al. [41] (ar-
ticle 2). We slightly change our microwindow selection to further re-
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Table 2: Pairing of NDACC FTIR and surface in-situ GAW stations.
FTIR NDACC site Location GAW site Location
Eureka 80 .1◦N, 86 .4◦W Alert 82 .45◦N, 62 .52◦W
Ny-Ålesund 78 .9◦N, 11 .9◦W Ny-Ålesund 78 .9◦N, 11 .9◦W
Kiruna 67 .8◦N, 20 .4◦E Pallas-Sammaltunturi 67 .97◦N, 24 .12◦E
Bremen 53 .1◦N, 8 .9◦E Mace Head 53 .33◦N, 9 .90◦W
Karlsruhe 49 .1◦N, 8 .9◦E Schauinsland 47 .92◦N, 7 .92◦E
Izaña 28 .3◦N, 16 .5◦E Izaña 28 .3◦N, 16 .5◦E
Wollongong 34 .4◦S, 150 .9◦E Cape Grim 40 .68◦S, 144 .68◦E
Lauder 45 .1◦S, 169 .7◦E Lauder 45 .1◦S, 169 .7◦E
Arrival Heights 77 .8◦S, 166 .7◦E Arrival Heights 77 .8◦S, 166 .7◦E
duce the impact of H2O. We again apply the HITRAN 2008 spec-
troscopy (with 2009 updates, Rothman et al. [31]) for all the interfer-
ences species, except for CH4 , for which we use a new preliminary
linelist parameters provided by D. Dubravica and F. Hase (private
communication, December 2012). Similar to the previous study: we
perform the inversion of the CH4 profiles on a logarithmic scale ap-
plying a Tikhonov–Phillips ad-hoc constraint; the apriori knowledge
is taken from the WACCM model and we use the NCEP analysis as
the temperature and pressure input profiles.
FTIR measurements contain information about the vertical distribu-
tion from the surface up to the middle stratosphere. We obtain typical
DOFS values close to or above 2.5, indicative of the number of inde-
pendent layers present in the retrieved profile. The left panel of Fig-
ure 7 shows lower/middle tropospheric row averaging kernels as red
lines and kernels at and above the UTLS as blue lines. However, the
averaging kernels indicate contributions of the UTLS to the retrieved
tropospheric CH4 (negative values between 12 and 25 km for the red
tropospheric kernels). This means that the stratospheric CH4 varia-
tions might significantly affect the retrieved tropospheric CH4 sig-
nals, especially since in the UTLS the typical CH4 variation (caused
by tropopause altitude shifts) is larger than the small tropospheric
CH4 variation. These cross-dependencies are the leading error source
in our retrieval, but can be significantly reduced by an aposteriori
correction method. This consists in a simple matrix multiplication
and can be easily applied to any CH4 profile retrieval whenever the
retrieved CH4 state is provided together with the corresponding av-
eraging kernel. The details of this correction method can be found
in section 2.3.3 of this third article (in Chapter 7). The right panel of
Figure 7 depicts the same as the left panel but for the modified av-
eraging kernel. We see that for the aposteriori corrected row kernel
(green lines) there is much less cross talk from the UTLS than for un-
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corrected/original kernel (red lines, left panel). At the same time, the
sensitivity with respect to the lower troposphere is not modified.
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Figure 7: Row averaging kernels of the CH4 product for a typical observa-
tion. Left panel: original kernels A (red: tropospheric kernels, blue:
UTLS kernels). Right panel: kernels A∗ obtained after applying the
aposteriori method (green: tropospheric kernels, blue: UTLS ker-
nels). The typical altitude where the UTLS starts is indicated by
the horizontal black line (11.5 km).
The smoothing error is calculated by separating the signals into the
three rather independent atmospheric CH4 signals: the small-scale
boundary layer signal (Ssm,bl), the regional-scale tropospheric signal
(Ssm,tro), and the UTLS signal (Ssm,utls). We see that, when the aposte-
riori correction method is not applied, the FTIR can well resolve the
tropospheric background CH4 signals with a precision of 0.4-1.2% be-
tween the surface and 6 km altitude. However, the cross dependency
on the UTLS variability, caused by shifts in the tropopause altitude,
adds an uncertainty of up to 1.5% to the lower tropospheric CH4
product. This error is the more important, the lower the tropopause
(it is more important for the polar than for the subtropical sites) and it
can occasionally exceed 2%, which is on the same order as the tropo-
spheric CH4 variations. The contribution from the stratospheric CH4
signal is clearly the leading smoothing error.
When we apply the correction method the smoothing error caused
by the stratospheric variability is significantly reduced in the tropo-
sphere if compared to the uncorrected state. We get for all stations
(except for Arrival Heights) total smoothing errors that are smaller
than 1%. We conclude that to obtain precise tropospheric CH4 prod-
uct, it is important to apply the aposteriori correction.
We empirically validate our retrieved tropospheric CH4 by com-
parison with surface in-situ CH4 data obtained from GAW stations
located close to the NDACC FTIR sites. We pair the stations as shown
in Table 2. In order to get the regional-scale CH4 signal we apply site
specific filters (e.g. filtering by time, wind speed,...). For the Schauins-
land Central Europe GAW station, this kind of filter does not rea-
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sonably eliminate all the expected local small-scale signals. For this
reason, we introduce a new filter method that combines the surface in-
situ CH4 data measured at two Central European sites (Schauinsland
and Jungfraujoch). We define the Schauinsland CH4 background sig-
nal as the signal that remains after requiring common variability in
the Schauinsland and Jungfraujoch data. This filter effectively elimi-
nate the local small-scale signals, thereby allowing the reconstruction
of regional-scale in-situ signals.
We perform daily comparison between the FTIR and GAW data
only for Izaña and Karlsruhe. For the rest of stations we compare
monthly data. This is due to the fact that there are either no measure-
ments available on daily basis or the distance between FTIR and GAW
stations is considerable. We analyse the FTIR and in-situ time series
on different time scales: day-to-day variability (only for Izaña and
Karlsruhe), intra-annual variability (annual cycle) and inter-annual
variability (long term). We find a good consistency for the correla-
tions for all the different time scales. GAW and NDACC
FTIR instruments
consistently detect
different time scales
CH4 variations
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Figure 8: Tropospheric CH4 annual cycle obtained by NDACC FTIR (red
stars) and in-situ GAW (black squares) stations.
We show that both remote sensing and in-situ data observe very
similar lower tropospheric regional-scale CH4 signals. But they show
a systematic difference of about 2% likely due to uncertainties in
the applied spectroscopy parameters of CH4. This documents that
the GAW and NDACC FTIR instruments consistently detect intra-
monthly, seasonal, and long-term CH4 variations. For instance, Fig-
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ure 8 shows the annual cycle obtained at the different NDACC FTIR
and GAW stations.
Finally, we examine whether the FTIR and GAW data observe simi-
lar site specific long-term CH4 evolution. For this purpose, we look at
the de-seasonalised biannual mean data and compare FTIR-WACCM
with GAW-WACCM for each station. We remove the WACCM apriori
data in order to reduce the influence of the apriori in our retrieved
results (note that the apriori is site specific). We observe that both
GAW and FTIR data show similar differences with respect to the
WACCM climatological mean data. We obtain a correlation coeffi-
cient of R2 = 0.69 and calibration factor of 0.98. We think that this
is a conservative documentation of the data consistency.
4
S U M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
Understanding the global carbon cycle and predicting its evolution
under future climate scenarios require precise long-term observations
of GHG concentrations. Global models use theses observations in
combination with atmospheric transport models for estimating the
surface fluxes. Currently surface in-situ measurements are very pre-
cise but they can be affected by local small-scale processes, which are
poorly simulated in the global models. On the other hand, remote
sensing measurements can well complement the in-situ data. Among
the existing ground-based remote sensing instruments, the FTIR spec-
trometer has a special status. The ground-based FTIR technique de-
termines total column amounts and VMR profiles of many differ-
ent atmospheric constituents with high precision. Two globally dis-
tributed networks (TCCON and NDACC) using ground-based FTIR
techniques are in operation, providing long-term observation of many
atmospheric trace gases. In this dissertation, we have optimized the
retrieval strategies of two main contributors to the GHG effect: firstly,
for the inversion of precise tropospheric H2O vertical distribution in
the framework of TCCON. And secondly, for the inversion of precise
total column and tropospheric CH4 concentrations for NDACC sites.
These high-quality FTIR products can be used for satellite validation
or as input for inverse modelling. Our studies have been published
in three peer-reviewed articles, which are used for the presentation
of this dissertation work.
In the first article we document that near-infrared TCCON spec-
tra (at 0.02 cm−1 resolution) contain enough information to retrieve
H2O vertical distribution. The TCCON measurements can be used
to monitor tropospheric water vapour profiles (measure lower and
middle/upper tropospheric H2O rather independently). We show
the good agreement between the H2O vertical profiles obtained with
Vaisala RS92 radiosondes and the FTIR instrument at Izaña. TCCON
can provide data at very high measurement frequency (one measure-
ment every 1-2 min). The high-temporal density of the TCCON H2O
profile data will allow an analysis of tropospheric water vapour vari-
ability for different altitudes and on different time scales (from several
hours to a few minutes).
In the second article our study shows that the high quality mid-
infrared NDACC spectra (at 0.005 cm−1 resolution) contain signifi-
cant information about the typical vertical variability of CH4. For a
scaling retrieval we estimate that the smoothing error is the leading er-
ror component. The smoothing error of total column-averaged dry air
29
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mole fractions of methane (totXCH4) can be reduced when perform-
ing a profile retrieval. We compare our FTIR CH4 products with sur-
face in-situ measurements (CH4GAW), documenting that the annual
cycle of totXCH4 rather follows the annual cycle of the tropopause
altitude and not the annual cycle of tropospheric CH4 mole frac-
tions. Our study shows that totXCH4 is no valid proxy for tropo-
spheric CH4. Furthermore, we investigate two methods for obtaining
a tropospheric CH4 proxy from the FTIR measurements. First, we ap-
ply an aposteriori HF correction method applying a scaling retrieval
(troXCH4post) and second, we directly retrieve tropospheric column-
averaged XCH4 amounts from the spectra (troXCH4retr). We see that
the troXCH4post data do not capture the full amplitude of the tro-
pospheric CH4 annual cycle, while the troXCH4retr and CH4GAW be-
haves similarly.
In the third article we extend the previous study, which was limited
to the subtropical site of Izaña, to a set of nine globally distributed
NDACC FTIR sites covering polar, mid-latitudes, and subtropical re-
gions. We slightly change our previous profiling retrieval in order
to minimise potential humidity interferences at the humid sites. We
demonstrate that the retrieved lower tropospheric CH4 mole fractions
can be significantly affected by CH4 variations in the UTLS caused by
tropopause altitude shifts. We show that this dependency on UTLS
variations can be significantly reduced by an aposteriori correction
method. We compare our retrieved tropospheric CH4 signal to the
surface in-situ CH4 GAW data. To do so, we filter the GAW data
to get the regional-scale signal. We show that both the remote sens-
ing and in-situ GAW data observe very similar lower tropospheric
regional-scale CH4 signals. The good agreement is demonstrated for
the different time scales that are interesting for CH4 source/sink re-
search: daily, seasonal, and long-term biannual mean evolution. In ad-
dition we demonstrate that both networks observe consistent latitudi-
nal CH4 gradients. We conclude that long-term NDACC FTIR obser-
vations can make valuable contributions when investigating sources
and sinks of CH4.
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P U B L I C AT I O N S : A RT I C L E S
This second part of the manuscript presents the three arti-
cles as they have been published in the peer-reviewed At-
mospheric Measurement Technique on-line journal. Note
that the third article presented in Chapter 7 was submitted
recently and is currently under discussion in the Atmo-
spheric Measurement Technique Discussion on-line jour-
nal.
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Abstract. We show that the near infrared solar absorp-
tion spectra recorded in the framework of the Total Carbon
Column Observing Network (TCCON) can be used to de-
rive the vertical distribution of tropospheric water vapour.
The resolution of the TCCON spectra of 0.02 cm−1 is suffi-
cient for retrieving lower and middle/upper tropospheric wa-
ter vapour concentrations with a vertical resolution of about
3 and 8 km, respectively. We document the good quality of
the remotely-sensed profiles by comparisons with coincident
in-situ Vaisala RS92 radiosonde measurements. Due to the
high measurement frequency, the TCCON water vapour pro-
file data offer novel opportunities for estimating the water
vapour variability at different timescales and altitudes.
1 Introduction
During the last years large investments have been under-
taken to set up the Total Carbon Column Observing Network
(TCCON, www.tccon.caltech.edu, Wunch et al., 2010a) as
a quasi-automated monitoring network. A TCCON exper-
iment consists of a high precision solar tracker and a high
quality ground-based Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
spectrometer (e.g., Geibel et al., 2010). A big shipping con-
tainer is typically used as housing of the equipment whose
overall material costs are about 500 kEUR. In the meanwhile
there are about 15 globally-distributed FTIR experiments op-
erating in the framework of the TCCON. The experiments
record direct solar spectra in the near-infrared spectral region
(4000–9000 cm−1). In this spectral region there are distinct
Correspondence to: M. Schneider
(matthias.schneider@kit.edu)
rotational-vibrational bands of the atmospheric trace gases
CO2, CH4, N2O, HF, CO, H2O, and HDO. The TCCON
will focus on the measurement of accurate and precise to-
tal column abundances of the greenhouse gases CO2, CH4,
and N2O (e.g., Yang et al., 2002; Washenfelder et al., 2006;
Wunch et al., 2010b). Concerning CO2 a precision of 0.1–
0.2% (0.4–0.8 ppm) is targeted. Achieving such high preci-
sion is essential for using the column-averaged data in carbon
cycle research (Olsen and Randerson, 2004) however, it is a
very challenging task.
In this context there have been large efforts to ensure that
the TCCON experiments produce spectra of very high qual-
ity: (1) At almost all sites very stable FTIR spectrometer
are applied (Bruker IFS 125HR) and the instrumental line
shape (ILS) is characterised routinely (Hase et al., 1999).
(2) A DC-correction is applied on the interferogram, which
avoids artificial baseline offsets caused by intensity fluctua-
tions while scanning (Keppel-Aleks et al., 2007). (3) Detec-
tor nonlinearities – which cause baseline offsets – are cor-
rected (Abrams et al., 1994). (4) The sampling accuracy
is optimised in order to avoid ghosts (Messerschmidt et al.,
2010). (5) A very high quality solar tracking system has been
developed (Gisi et al., 2010). It guarantees a very high qual-
ity of the measurements, also for low solar elevation angles.
TCCON will provide solar absorption spectra of highest
quality, at several globally distributed sites, and for many
years, which makes it very attractive for many fields of at-
mospheric research. Water vapour is a key parameter con-
cerning climate variability and climate feedbacks (Randall et
al., 2007; Sherwood et al., 2010) whereby long-term obser-
vations of middle/upper tropospheric water vapour are par-
ticularly interesting for climate research, since at these alti-
tudes water vapour acts very effectively as greenhouse gas
(Spencer and Braswell, 1997). TCCON’s demanding quality
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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requirements and its long-term strategy are very promising
for studying the atmospheric water vapour distribution and
its interaction with climate change, but it is important to doc-
ument the quality and characteristics of the water vapour
data that can be produced by the TCCON. In addition pre-
cise TCCON water vapour retrievals are important for ensur-
ing a high quality of the TCCON’s prime target gases (CO2,
CH4, and N2O). Since the highly variable water vapour
absorption signatures often interfere with signatures of the
other TCCON absorbers a precise estimation of the actual
atmospheric H2O distribution for each individual spectra is
needed in order to avoid significant interference errors.
Ground-based solar absorption spectra measured in the
middle infrared in the framework of the Network for the
Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC,
Kurylo and Zander, 2000, www.acd.ucar.edu/irwg) allow
the remote sensing of tropospheric water vapour pro-
files (Schneider et al., 2006; Schneider and Hase, 2009;
Schneider et al., 2010a). More recently, Schneider et
al. (2010c) show that the water vapour profiles retrieved
from near infrared signatures (4500–4700 cm−1) are also
of very good quality. However, the so far applied
spectra have been highly-resolved (spectral resolution of
0.0025–0.0075 cm−1), whereas the resolution of the TCCON
spectra is limited to 0.02 cm−1. In this paper we use TCCON
spectra measured at the Izan˜a Observatory (Tenerife Island,
Spain, 28◦18′ N, 16◦29′ W at 2370 m a.s.l.) and show that the
TCCON spectral resolution is still sufficient to derive tropo-
spheric water vapour profiles. Since a lower resolution spec-
trum is measured within 1–2 min the TCCON can provide
free tropospheric water vapour data with an unprecedented
high measurement frequency. In Sect. 2 we briefly describe
the measurement principle of the TCCON and the general-
ities of evaluating high resolution solar absorption spectra
and the setup of the water vapour profile retrieval. Sec-
tions 3–5 characterise and validate the profiles and Sect. 6
demonstrates the unique measurement frequency of the TC-
CON water vapour profiles. The paper ends with a summary
(Sect. 7).
2 A TCCON experiment and the principles of
ground-based infrared remote sensing
Figure 1 shows the two main components of a TCCON ex-
periment: a precise solar tracker (left photograph) that cap-
tures the direct solar light beam and a high resolution FTIR
spectrometer (right photograph). For TCCON the FTIR
spectrometer measures in the 4000–9000 cm−1 region with
a resolution of 0.02 cm−1 (i.e., maximum optical path dif-
ference, OPD, of 45 cm). This corresponds to a resolution
power λ/1λ at 5000 cm−1 of approx. 2.5× 105. Record-
ing of one spectrum requires between 30 seconds and a few
minutes, depending on the quality needed: one scan can be
performed in 3 s, but often several scans are co-added in or-
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spectra measured at the Izan˜a Observatory (Tenerif Island,
Spain, 28◦18′ N, 16◦29′ W at 2370m a.s.l.) and show that
the TCCON spectral resolution is still sufficient to derive
tropospheric water vapour profiles. Since a lower resolu-
tion spectrum is measured within 1-2 minutes the TCCON
can provide free troposp ic wate vapour data with an un-
recedented high measurement frequency. In Section 2 we
briefly describ the measurement principle of the TCCON
and the generalities of ev luating high resolution solar ab-
sorption t and the setup of the water vapour profile re
trieval. Sections 3-5 characterise and validate the profiles and
Section 6 demonstra es the unique measurement frequency
of the TCCON water vapour profiles. T e paper ends with a
sum ary (S ct. 7).
2 A TCCON experiment and the principles of ground-
based infrared remote sensing
Figure 1 shows the two main components of a TCCON ex-
periment: a precise solar tracker (left photograph) that cap-
tures the direct solar light beam and a high resolution FTIR
spectrometer (right photograph). For TCCON the FTIR
spectrometer measures in the 4000-9000 cm−1 region with
a resolution of 0.02 cm−1 (i.e., maximum optical path dif-
ference, OPD, of 45 cm). This corresponds to a resolution
power λ/∆λ at 5000 cm−1 of approx. 2.5×105. Recording
of one spectrum requires between 30 seconds and a few min-
utes, depending on the quality needed: one scan can be per-
formed in 30 seconds, but often several scans are co-added in
order to increase the signal to noise ratio. Together with the
AC-signal, the DC-signal of the interferogram is recorded.
This allows correcting for inhomogeneous sky conditions,
like cirrus cloud cover (Keppel-Aleks et al., 2007). No ob-
servations can be performed for a sky covered with optically
thick clouds.
Fig. 1. The TCCON experiment at the Izan˜a Atmospheric Research
Centre. The solar tracker (left photograph) is situated at the top
of the experimental housing. It collects the direct solar beam and
reflects it into the housing of the FTIR spectrometer (right photo-
graph) where it is coupled into the spectrometer (circular light spot
on the right part of the photograph).
The basic equation for analysing near infrared solar ab-
sorption spectra is Lambert Beer’s law:
I(λ) = Isun(λ) exp(−
∫ Obs.
TOA
σx(λ, s(T, p))x(s)ds) (1)
Here I(λ) is the measured intensity at wavelength λ, Isun the
solar intensity, σx(λ, s) is the absorption cross section and
x(s) the concentration of an absorber x at location s. The
integration is performed along the path of the direct sunlight
(from the top of the atmosphere (TOA) to the observer). The
cross section σx depends on temperature and pressure. The
measurement I(λ) is simulated by a precise line-by-line ra-
diative transfer model, which includes a ray tracing module
(e.g., Hase and Ho¨pfner, 1999) in order to determine how the
solar light passes through the different atmospheric layers.
By means of the discretisation we can describe the vertical
distribution of the absorber in form of a vector x(z) (amount
of the absorber x at level z). If we also describe the simu-
lated spectrum, I(λ), in form of a vector y containing the ra-
diances in the different spectral bins, we can define a forward
relation, F , that connects the solar absorption spectrum (y)
to the vertical distribution of the absorber (x), to parameters
describing the atmospheric state (patmos), and to parameters
describing the measurement system (pexp):
y = F (x,patmos,pexp) (2)
F is a vector valued function which simulates the at-
mospheric radiative transfer and the characteristics of the
measurement system (spectral resolution, instrumental line
shape, etc.). The retrieval consists in adjusting the amount
of the absorber so that simulated and measured spectrum
agree. This is a non-linear problem (see Eq. 1) and the solu-
tion is obtained by iterative calculations. For each iteration
the derivatives ∂y/∂x determine the changes in the spectral
fluxes y for changes in the vertical distribution of the ab-
sorber x. These derivatives are sampled in a Jacobian matrix
Fig. 1. The TCCON experiment at the Izan˜a Atmospheric Research
Centre. The solar tracker (left photograph) is situated at the top
of the experimental housing. It collects the direct solar beam and
reflects it into the housing of the FTIR spectrometer (right photo-
graph) where it is coupled into the spectrometer (circular light spot
on the right part of the photograph).
der to increase the signal to noise ratio. Together with the
AC-sign l, th DC-signal of the interferogram is recorded.
This allows correcting for inhomogeneous sky conditions,
like cirrus cloud cover (Keppel-Aleks et al., 2007). No ob-
servations can be performed for a sky covered with optically
thick clouds.
The basic equation for analysing near infrared solar ab-
sorption spectra is Lambert Beer’s law:
I (λ)= Isun(λ)exp(−
∫ Obs.
TOA
σx(λ,s(T ,p))x(s)ds) (1)
Here I (λ) is the measured intensity at wavelength λ, Isun the
solar intensity, σx(λ,s) is the absorption cross section and
x(s) the concentration of an absorber x at location s. The
integration is performed along the path of the direct sunlight
(from the top of the atmosphere (TOA) to the observer). The
cross section σx depends on temperature and pressure. The
measurement I (λ) is simulated by a precise line-by-line ra-
diative transfer model, which includes a ray tracing module
(e.g., Hase and Ho¨pfner, 1999) in order to determine how the
solar light passes through the different atmospheric layers.
By means of the discretisation we can describe the vertical
distribution of the absorber in form of a vector x(z) (amount
of the absorber x at level z). If we also describe the simu-
lated spectrum, I (λ), in form of a vector y containing the ra-
diances in the different spectral bins, we can define a forward
relation, F , that connects the solar absorption spectrum (y)
to the vertical distribution of the absorber (x), to parameters
describing the atmospheric state (patmos), and to parameters
describing the measurement system (pexp):
y=F (x,patmos,pexp) (2)
F is a vector valued function which simulates the at-
mospheric radiative transfer and the characteristics of the
measurement system (spectral resolution, instrumental line
shape, etc.). The retrieval consists in adjusting the amount
of the absorber so that simulated and measured spectrum
agree. This is a non-linear problem (see Eq. 1) and the
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Fig. 2. The used spectral microwindows with H2O signatures. The
shown measurement was taken on the 31st of March 2010, at a solar
elevation of 43.4 ◦, and for a total water vapour column amount
of 4.7mm. Black line: measured spectrum; Red line: simulated
spectrum; Blue line: residuals (difference between measurement
and simulation).
K:
∂y = K∂x (3)
Inverting K of Eq. 3 would allow an iterative calcula-
tion of the sought variables x, but the problem is under-
determined, i.e., the columns of K are not linearly indepen-
dent and there are many different solutions that are in ac-
ceptable agreement with the measurement. We cannot derive
a unique solution but we can estimate the most probable so-
lution for the given measurement. This optimal estimation
(OE) approach combines the measurement information with
a priori knowledge and provides the most probable solution
by minimising the following cost function:
[y − F (x)]TS²−1[y − F (x)]
+[x− xa]TSa−1[x− xa] (4)
Where S² is the noise covariance, xa and Sa are the a-priori
known mean distribution and the covariance of the distribu-
tion of the absorber, respectively. The a priori water vapour
information is deduced from daily Vaisala RS92 radioson-
des, which have been launched since 2005 just about 15 km
southeast of the Izan˜a Observatory. For more details about
OE approaches please refer to the textbook of C. D. Rodgers
(Rodgers, 2000).
The optimal estimation of atmospheric water vapour
amounts from ground-based FTIR spectra is far from being
a typical atmospheric inversion problem and, due to its large
vertical gradient and variability, standard retrieval methods
are not appropriate. Only very recently the ground-based in-
frared remote sensing of water vapour profiles has become
feasible. Among others, it requires the inversion to be per-
formed on a logarithmic scale (Schneider et al., 2006) and
the application of a speed dependent Voigt line shape model
(Schneider et al., 2011, and references therein). We use the
code PROFFIT (Hase et al., 2004), which comprises all the
retrieval options that are required for ground-based water
Table 1. Assumed experimental and temperature random uncer-
tainty.
source uncertainty
measurement noise 0.1 %
baseline offset 0.1 %
modulation eff. 5 % (per 100 cm OPD)
phase error 0.01 rad
Line of sight (LOS) 1′
LT temperature 2 K
UT temperature 2 K
line strength, S +1 %
pres. broad. coef., γair +1 %
SDV strength, Γ2/Γ0 +5 %
vapour profile analyses (for a review please refer to Schnei-
der and Hase, 2009).
For the near infrared water vapour retrieval we fit the spec-
tral microwindows as depicted in Fig. 2. In addition to the
water vapour lines these spectral windows contain weak ab-
sorption signatures of CO2, N2O, and CH4. All these ab-
sorbers are jointly fitted. For our spectral line-by-line simu-
lations we apply the HITRAN 2008 (Rothman et al., 2009)
spectroscopic line parameters which we adjusted for a speed-
dependent Voigt line shape model (Schneider et al., 2011).
As temperature profile we apply the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 12UT reanalysis temper-
atures.
3 Water vapour profile error analyses
Our assumed uncertainty sources are given in Table 1. Ma-
jor efforts have been undertaken for constraining the instru-
mental uncertainties of a TCCON experiment (Abrams et al.,
1994; Hase et al., 1999; Keppel-Aleks et al., 2007; Messer-
schmidt et al., 2010; Gisi et al., 2010). As remaining in-
strumental uncertainties we assume a measurement noise and
baseline offset of 0.1% (noise-to-signal and offset-to-signal,
respectively), a modulation efficiency of 5% per 100 cm op-
tical path difference (OPD), a phase error of 0.01 rad, and a
line of sight (LOS) uncertainty of 1′.
In addition there are uncertainties in the applied 12UT
NCEP reanalysis temperature profiles and the spectroscopic
line parameters. We assume uncorrelated temperature un-
certainty of 2K for the lower troposphere (below 5km) as
well as 2K for the upper troposphere (above 5 km). These
uncertainties might be caused by errors in the NCEP data
or by diurnal cycles (the applied NCEP data is for 12UT,
whereas Izan˜a’s FTIR measurements are performed between
10 and 18UT). As uncertainties in the line strength (S) and
pressure broadening parameter (γair) we assume 1% and for
the strength of the speed-dependence (Γ2/Γ0, Wagner and
Fig. 2. The used spectral microwindows with H2O signatures. The
shown meas r ment was taken on the 31st of March 2010, at a solar
elevation of 43.4 ◦, and for a total water vapour column amount
of 4.7 mm. Black line: measured spectrum; Red line: simulated
spectrum; Blue line: residuals ( ifference between measurement
and simulation).
solution is obtained by iterative calculations. For each it-
eration the derivatives ∂y/∂x determine the changes in the
spectral fluxes y for changes in the vertical distribution of
the absorber x. These derivatives are sampled in a Jacobian
matrix K:
∂y=K∂x (3)
Inverting K of Eq. 3 would allow an iterative c lculat on of
the sought variables x, but the proble is under-determined,
i.e., the columns of K are not linearly independent and there
are many different solutions that are in acceptable agreement
with the measure ent. We cannot derive a unique solution
but we ca estimate the m st probable soluti n for the give
measureme t. This optimal estimation (OE) approach com-
bines the measurement information with a priori knowledge
and provides the most probable solution by minimising the
following cost function:
[y−F (x)]T S−1[y−F (x)]+[x−xa]T Sa−1[x−xa] (4)
Where S is the noise covariance, xa and Sa are the a-priori
known mean distribution and the covariance of the distribu-
tion of the absorber, respectively. The a priori water vapour
information is deduced from daily Vaisala RS92 radioson-
des, which have been launched since 2005 just about 15 km
southeast of the Izan˜a Observatory. For more details about
OE approaches please refer to the textbook of C. D. Rodgers
(Rodgers, 2000).
The optimal estimation of atmospheric water vapour
amounts from ground-based FTIR spectra is far from being
a typical atmospheric inversion problem and, due to its large
vertical gradient and variability, standard retrieval methods
are not appropriate. Only very recently the ground-based in-
frared remote sensing of water vapour profiles has become
feasible. Among others, it requires the inversion to be per-
formed on a logarithmic scale (Schneider et al., 2006) and
the application of a speed dependent Voigt line shape model
(Schneider et al., 2011, and references therein). We use the
code PROFFIT (Hase et al., 2004), which comprises all the
retrieval options that are required for ground-based water
vapour profile analyses (for a review please refer to Schnei-
der and Hase, 2009).
For the near infrared water vapour retrieval we fit the
spectral microwindows as depicted in Fig. 2. In addition
to the water vapour lines these spectral windows contain
weak absorption signatures of CO2, N2O, and CH4. All
these absorbers are jointly fitted. For our spectral line-by-
line simulations we apply the HITRAN 2008 (Rothman et
al., 2009) spectroscopic line parameters which we adjusted
for a speed-dependent Voigt line shape model (Schneider et
al., 2011). As temperature profile we apply the National Cen-
ters for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 12:00 UT reanal-
ysis temperatures.
3 Water vapour profile error analyses
Our assumed uncertainty sources are given in Table 1. Ma-
jor efforts have been undertaken for constraining the instru-
mental uncertainties of a TCCON experiment (Abrams et al.,
1994; Hase et al., 1999; Keppel-Aleks et al., 2007; Messer-
schmidt et al., 2010; Gisi et al., 2010). As remaining in-
strumental uncertainties we assume a measurement noise and
baseline offset of 0.1% (noise-to-signal and offset-to-signal,
respectively), a modulation efficiency of 5% per 100 cm op-
tical path difference (OPD), a phase error of 0.01 rad, and a
line of sight (LOS) uncertainty of 1′.
In addition there are uncertainties in the applied 12:00 UT
NCEP reanalysis temperature profiles and the spectroscopic
line parameters. We assume uncorrelated temperature uncer-
tainty of 2 K for the lower troposphere (below 5km) as well
as 2 K for the upper troposphere (above 5 km). These un-
certainties might be caused by errors in the NCEP data or
by diurnal cycles (the applied NCEP data is for 12:00 UT,
whereas Izan˜a’s FTIR measurements are performed between
10 and 18:00 UT). As uncertainties in the line strength (S)
and pressure broadening parameter (γair) we assu e 1 % and
for the strength of the speed-dependence (02/00, Wagner and
Birk, 2009; Schneider et al., 2011) we assume 5%. Please
note that uncertainties in the spectroscopic parameters – al-
though being systematic – can produce random errors, since
the effect of the errors depends on the sensitivity of the re-
mote sensing system which, for example, differs for dry and
wet atmospheric conditions.
The error estimation method is the same as described in
Schneider et al. (2010c), which should be consulted for more
details. In Figs. 3 and 4 we depict the estimated random and
systematic errors for the retrieved profiles. We perform the
estimations for very high resolution spectra (spectral resolu-
tion of 0.004 cm−1 typically used in NDACC) and for spec-
tra with TCCON resolution (0.02 cm−1). Uncertainties in
the ILS, the applied temperatures, and the spectroscopic pa-
rameters are the leading error sources. In addition to the
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Table 1. Assumed experimental and temperature random uncer-
tainty.
source uncertainty
measurement noise 0.1 %
baseline offset 0.1 %
modulation eff. 5 % (per 100 cm OPD)
phase error 0.01 rad
Line of sight (LOS) 1′
LT temperature 2 K
UT temperature 2 K
line strength, S +1 %
pres. broad. coef., γair +1 %
SDV strength, 02/00 +5 %
Table 2. Estimated random errors of the retrieved H2O column
abundances for different spectral resolutions: 0.004 cm−1 (typical
for NDACC) and 0.02 cm−1 (typical for TCCON).
source Res: 0.004 cm−1 Res: 0.02 cm−1
spectroscopy 0.01 % < 0.01 %
measurement noise 0.08 % 0.09 %
ILS 0.04 % 0.03 %
temperature (T-fit) 0.05 % 0.08 %
temperature (no T-fit) 0.16 % 0.14 %
baseline offset 0.14 % 0.14 %
LOS (@80◦ SZA) 0.17 % 0.17 %
smoothing 0.57 % 0.68 %
optimal estimation of an absorber profile PROFFIT can es-
timate temperature profiles. We get the additional tempera-
ture information by fitting two spectral microwindows with
CO2 lines (at 4720–4735 cm−1) simultaneously with the wa-
ter vapour lines shown in Fig. 2. The simultaneous tem-
perature fit significantly reduces the temperature error (com-
pare solid and dotted cyan lines of Fig. 3). The temperature
retrieval is mandatory when analysing very high resolution
spectra and when aiming on middle/upper tropospheric wa-
ter vapour concentrations (see also Schneider et al., 2006).
The systematic profile errors are dominated by uncer-
tainties in the parameters that describe the line shape.
Uncertainties in the air broadening parameter (γair) are
mainly responsible for lower/middle tropospheric errors,
whereas an uncertainty in the strength of the speed-
dependence (02/00) mainly affects the middle/upper tropo-
sphere (Schneider et al., 2011).
Table 2 collects the estimated random error for the re-
trieved H2O total column abundances. When using the as-
sumptions of Table 1 and performing a simultaneous temper-
ature retrieval only baseline offsets and LOS uncertainties
produce errors that are larger than 0.1 %. We also list the
so-called smoothing error, which is due to the limited verti-
cal resolution of a remote sensing system. Water vapour is
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Fig. 3. Estimated H2O random profile errors for the profile re-
trievals of spectra with typical NDACC and TCCON spectral res-
olution (0.004 and 0.02 cm−1, respectively). Blue: spectroscopic
parameters; Black: measurement noise; Red: ILS; Cyan: tempera-
ture profile; Green: baseline offset; Magenta: line of sight.
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for systematic profile errors. Solid line:
line strength (S) uncertainty; Dashed line: pressure broadening co-
efficient (γair) uncertainty; Dotted line: speed-dependence strength
(Γ2/Γ0) uncertainty.
Birk, 2009; Schneider et al., 2011) we assume 5%. Please
note that uncertainties in the spectroscopic parameters — al-
though being systematic — can produce random errors, since
the effect of the errors depends on the sensitivity of the re-
mote sensing system which, for example, differs for dry and
wet atmospheric conditions.
The error estimation method is the same as described in
Schneider et al. (2010c), which should be consulted for more
details. In Figs. 3 and 4 we depict the estimated random and
systematic errors for the retrieved profiles. We perform the
estimations for very high resolution spectra (spectral resolu-
tion of 0.004 cm−1 typically used in NDACC) and for spec-
tra with TCCON resolution (0.02 cm−1). Uncertainties in the
ILS, the applied temperatures, and the spectroscopic param-
eters are the leading error sources. In addition to the optimal
estimation of an absorber profile PROFFIT can estimate tem-
Table 2. Estimated random errors of the retrieved H2O column
abundances for different spectral resolutions: 0.004 cm−1 (typical
for NDACC) and 0.02 cm−1 (typical for TCCON).
source Res: 0.004 cm−1 Res: 0.02 cm−1
spectroscopy 0.01% < 0.01%
measurement noise 0.08% 0.09%
ILS 0.04% 0.03%
temperature (T-fit) 0.05% 0.08%
temperature (no T-fit) 0.16% 0.14%
baseline offset 0.14% 0.14%
LOS (@80◦ SZA) 0.17% 0.17%
smoothing 0.57% 0.68%
perature profiles. We get the additional temperature informa-
tion by fitting two spectral microwindows with CO2 lines (at
4720-4735 cm−1) simultaneously with the water vapour lines
shown in Fig. 2. The simultaneous temperature fit signifi-
cantly reduces the temperature error (compare solid and dot-
ted cyan lines of Fig. 3). The temperature retrieval is manda-
tory when analysing very high resolution spectra and when
aiming on middle/upper tropospheric water vapour concen-
trations (see also Schneider et al., 2006).
The systematic profile errors are dominated by uncertain-
ties in the parameters that describe the line shape. Uncer-
tainties in the air broadening parameter (γair) are mainly re-
sponsible for lower/middle tropospheric errors, whereas an
uncertainty in the strength of the speed-dependence (Γ2/Γ0)
mainly affects the middle/upper troposphere (Schneider et
al., 2011).
Table 2 collects the estimated random error for the re-
trieved H2O total column abundances. When using the as-
sumptions of Table 1 and performing a simultaneous temper-
ature retrieval only baseline offsets and LOS uncertainties
produce errors that are larger than 0.1%. We also list the
so-called smoothing error, which is due to the limited verti-
cal resolution of a remote sensing system. Water vapour is
a extremely variable atmospheric trace gas. Often there are
sharp filaments of increased water vapour amounts followed
by layers with reduced amounts. The FTIR remote sensing
system is not equally sensitive at all atmospheric altitude lev-
els and consequently the highly varying vertical water vapour
distributions cause significant random errors in the retrieved
column abundances: the smoothing errors.
The smoothing error is larger for the lower resolution TC-
CON spectra than for the very high resolution NDACC spec-
tra. On the other hand we observe that the retrievals applying
very high resolution NDACC spectra have a slightly larger
error sensitivity in the middle/upper troposphere than the re-
trievals applying TCCON spectra (see Figs. 3 and 4). This
is due to the fact the retrievals based on the very high reso-
lution spectra are more sensitive to the actual water vapour
distribution but at the same time they are also more sensitive
Fig. 3. Estimated H2O random profile errors for the profile re-
tr evals of spectra with typical NDACC and TCCON spectral res
olution (0.004 and 0.02 cm−1, respectively). Blue: spectroscopic
parameters; Black: measurement noise; Red: ILS; Cyan: tempera-
ture profile Green: baselin offset; Magenta line of sight.
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for systematic profile errors. Solid line:
line strength (S) uncertainty; Dash d line: pressure b oaden ng co-
efficient (γair) uncertainty; Dotted line: speed-dep ndence strength
(Γ2/Γ0) uncertai ty.
Birk, 2009; Schneider et al., 2011) we assume 5%. Please
note that uncertainties in the spectroscopic parameters — al-
thoug bei g systematic — can produ e random error , since
t e effect of the errors depends on the se sitivity f the re-
mot s nsing system which, for example, differs for dry and
wet atmo pheric conditions.
The error stimation method is the same as described in
Schn ider et al. (2010c), which should be consulted for more
details. In Figs. 3 and 4 e depict the estimated rand m and
systematic errors for the r trieved profiles. We perfor the
estimations for very high solution spectra (spectral resolu-
tion of 0.004 cm−1 typically used in NDACC) and fo spec
tra with TCCON resolution (0.02 cm−1). Uncertainties in the
ILS, the applied temperatures, and the spectroscopic param-
eters ar the leading error sources. In addition to the optimal
stim tion of an absorber profile PROFFIT can estimate tem-
Table 2. Estimated random errors of the retrieved H2O column
abundances for different spectral res lutions: 0.004 cm−1 (typical
for NDACC) an 0.02 cm−1 (typical for TCCON).
source Res: 0.004 cm−1 Res: 0.02 cm−1
spectroscopy 0.01% < 0.01%
measurement noise 0.08% 0.09%
ILS 0.04% 0.03%
temperature (T-fit) 0.05% 0.08%
temperature (no T-fit) 0.16% 0.14%
baseline offset 0.14% 0.14%
LOS (@80◦ SZA) 0.17% 0.17%
smoothing 0.57% 0.68%
perature profiles. We get the additional temperature informa-
tion by fitting two spectral microwindows with CO2 lines (at
4720-4735 cm−1) simultaneously with the ater vapour lines
shown in Fig. 2. The simultaneous temperature fit signifi-
cantly reduces the temperat re error (co are solid and dot-
ted c an lines of Fig. 3). The temperature retrieval is manda-
tory when analysin very igh resolution spectra and when
aiming o middle/upper tropospheric water vapour concen-
trations (see also Schneider et al., 2006).
The systematic profile errors are dominated by uncertain-
ties in the parameters that describe the line shape. Uncer-
tainties in the ir broadening parameter (γair) are mainly re-
sponsible for lower/middle tropospheric errors, whereas an
uncertainty in the strength of the s e d-d pendence (Γ2/Γ0)
mainly affects the middle/upper troposphere (Schneider et
al., 2011).
Table 2 collects the estimated random error for the re-
trieved H2O total column abundances. When using t as-
sumptions of Table 1 and performi g a simultaneous temper-
ature retrieval only baseline ffsets nd LOS uncertainties
produc errors that are larger than 0.1%. We also list the
so-called smoothing error, whic is due to the limited verti-
cal resolution of a remote sensing syst m. Water vapour is
a extremely variable atmospheric trace gas. Oft n there are
sharp filaments of increased water v pour amounts followed
by layers with reduced mounts. The FTIR remote sensing
s stem i not equally sensitive at all atmospheric altitude lev-
els and co sequentl the highly v rying vertical water vapour
di tributi s cause significant random errors in the retrieved
column abund nc s: the smoothi g errors.
The smoothi g error is larger for the lower resolution TC-
CON spectra than for the very high resolution NDACC spec-
tra. On the other hand w observe that the retrievals applying
very hig resolutio NDACC spectra ave a slightly larger
error sensitivity in the middle/upper troposphere t an the r -
trievals applying TCCON spectra (see Figs. 3 and 4). This
is due to the fact the retrievals b sed on the very high reso-
lution spectra re mo sensitive to the actual water vapour
distribution but at the same time they are also more sensitive
Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for systematic profile errors. Solid line:
line strength (S) uncertainty; Dash d line: pressure b oaden ng co-
efficient (γair) uncertainty; Dotted line: speed-dep ndenc strength
(02/00) uncertainty.
a extremely variable atmospheric trace gas. Often there are
sharp filaments of increased water vapour amounts followed
by layers with reduced amounts. The FTIR re ote sensing
system is not equally sensitive at all atmospheric altitude lev-
els and consequently the highly varying vertical water vapour
distributions cause significant rando errors in the retrieved
column abundances: the smoothing errors.
he smoothing error is larger for the lower resolution TC-
CON spectra than for the very high resolution NDACC spec-
tra. On the other hand we observe that the retrievals applying
very high resolution NDACC spectra have a slightly larger
error sensitivity in the middle/upper troposphere than the re-
trievals applying TCCON spectra (see Figs. 3 and 4). This
is due to the fact the retrievals based on the very high reso-
lution spectra are ore sensitive to the actual water vapour
distribution but at the same time they are also more sensitive
to the uncertainty source.
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Fig. 5. Averaging kernels for ln [H2O] for different spectral resolution. From the left to the right: 0.004 cm−1, 0.02 cm−1 (resolution of
TCCON spectra), 0.1 cm−1, and 0.5 cm−1. Grey lines: kernels for all atmospheric model grid levels; Black, red, and green lines: kernels for
the 3, 5, and 8 km grid level (representative for the lower, middle, and upper troposphere), respectively; Thick black line: Sensitivity (sum
along the row of the averaging kernel matrix). Indicated is also the altitude where the sensitivity falls below 75%.
to the uncertainty source.
It is important to note that ground-based FTIR measure-
ments need clear sky conditions. No measurements can be
performed when there is a optically thick cloud cover. This
introduces a significant clear sky dry bias in the FTIR data
(Schneider et al., 2010a), which has to be considered when
interpreting the data.
4 Vertical resolution versus spectral resolution
Atmospheric profiles remotely-sensed by ground-based in-
frared spectrometry offer — compared to in-situ measure-
ments — a limited vertical resolution. The vertical structures
that are detectable are documented by the averaging kernels.
Figure 5 depicts typical sets of averaging kernels for water
vapour profile retrievals when applying the near infrared mi-
crowindows of Fig. 2.
In order to assess the effect of spectral resolution on the
vertical resolution of the remote sensing system we mea-
sured spectra with different spectral resolution (0.004 cm−1,
0.02 cm−1, 0.1 cm−1, and 0.5 cm−1) during 20minutes on a
stable day and for typical conditions (stable typical and wa-
ter vapour content, solar elevation angles about 35◦, typical
aerosol loading, etc.).
The averaging kernels for 3, 5, and 8 km (representative
for the lower, middle and upper troposphere) are highlighted
by red, blue and green colors, respectively. The sum along
the rows of the averaging kernel matrix documents the sen-
sitivity of the remote sensing system. It is depicted as thick
black line. For a very high spectral resolution (typical for
NDACC measurements) we can detect 3 km thick layers in
the lower troposphere, 6 km layers in the middle troposphere,
and 10 km layers in the upper troposphere (the layer thick-
ness is defined as the full width at half maximum of the
kernels). Then the sensitivity is almost optimal (close to
unity) throughout the whole troposphere, which means that
the FTIR system is well able to detect the atmospheric vari-
ability between the surface and an altitude of about 12.4 km,
where still 75% of the real atmospheric variability can be
detected by the remote sensing system. Measuring a high
resolution NDACC spectra takes about 8 minutes.
If we reduce the spectral resolution to 0.02 cm−1 — which
is the resolution of TCCON spectra — the middle and upper
tropospheric averaging kernels become broader, but on the
other hand the measurement time reduces to 2 minutes. With
TCCON spectra lower tropospheric water vapour concentra-
tions can still be well distinguished from middle/upper tro-
pospheric concentrations and we can measure a profile each
2 minutes. However, then the range with a sensitivity of at
least 75% is limited to altitudes below 10.7 km.
For a spectral resolution of 0.1 cm−1 the measurement
time but also the sensitivity range get further reduced, but we
still can distinguish water vapour variations that occur above
5 km altitude from variation close to the surface. If we reduce
the spectral resolution to 0.5 cm−1 a measurement takes just
a few seconds, but then the system is not well able to separate
water vapour variations that occur at different altitudes and it
is only satisfactorily sensitive below an altitude of 6.3 km.
The averaging kernels depend on the actual atmospheric
water vapour content (level of saturation of the applied water
vapour lines). However, we use lines that are typically un-
saturated. Even for observations performed at sea level the
averaging kernels are similar to the kernels depicted in Fig. 5.
As an approximation one can consider the different observer
altitudes by vertically shifting the kernels (see also Fig. 1 of
Schneider and Hase, 2009).
Ground-based solar absorption spectra contain informa-
tion about the vertical distribution of the absorber mainly
due to the pressure broadening effect (lines are the broader
the higher the pressure at the absorbers location). The broad-
ening coefficients are typically 0.04-0.08 cm−1atm−1. In the
stratosphere, e.g., at 25 km, the pressure is about 0.025 atm
and the frequency of the absorptions that take place in the
stratosphere are very well defined. In order to detect the
pressure broadening effect in the stratosphere very highly-
Fig. 5. Averaging kernels for ln[H2O] for different spectral resolution. From the left to the right: 0.004 cm−1, 0.02 cm−1 (resolution of
TCCON spectra), 0.1 cm−1, and 0.5 cm−1. Grey lines: kernels for all atmospheric model grid levels; Black, red, and green lines: kernels for
the 3, 5, and 8 km grid level (representative for the lower, middle, and upper troposphere), respectively; Thick black line: Sensitivity (sum
along the row of the averaging kernel matrix). Indicated is also the altitude where the sensitivity falls below 75%.
It is important to note that ground-based FTIR measure-
ments need clear sky conditions. No measurements can be
performed when there is a optically thick cloud cover. This
introduces a significant clear sky dry bias in the FTIR data
(Schneider et al., 2010a), which has to be considered when
interpreting the data.
4 Vertical resolution versus spectral resolution
Atmospheric pr files remotely-sensed by ground-based in-
frared spectrometry offer – compared to in-situ measure-
ments – a limited vertical resolution. The vertical structures
that are detectable are documented by the averaging kernels.
Figure 5 depicts typical sets of averaging kernels for water
vapour profile retrievals when applying the near infrared mi-
crowindows of Fig. 2.
In order to assess the effect of spectral resolution on the
vertical resolution of the remote sensing system we mea-
sured spectra with different spectral resolution (0.004 cm−1,
0.02 cm−1, 0.1 cm−1, and 0.5 cm−1) during 20 min on a sta-
ble day and for typical conditions (stable typical and wa-
ter vapour content, solar elevation angles about 35◦, typical
aerosol loading, etc.).
The averaging kernels for 3, 5, and 8 km (representative
for the lower, middle and upper troposphere) are highlighted
by red, blue and green colors, respectively. The sum along
the rows of the averaging kernel matrix documents the sen-
sitivity of the remote sensing system. It is depicted as thick
black line. For a very high spectral resolution (typical for
NDACC measurements) we can detect 3 km thick layers in
the lower troposphere, 6 km layers in the middle troposphere,
and 10 km layers in the upper troposphere (the layer thick-
ness is defined as the full width at half maximum of the
kernels). Then the sensitivity is almost optimal (close to
unity) throughout the whole troposphere, which means that
the FTIR system is well able to detect the atmospheric vari-
ability between the surface and an altitude of about 12.4 km,
where still 75% of the real atmospheric variability can be
detected by the remote sensing system. Measuring a high
resolution NDACC spectra takes about 8 min.
If we reduce the spectral resolution to 0.02 cm−1 – which
is the resolution of TCCON spectra – the middle and up-
per tropospheric averaging kernels become broader, but on
the other hand the measurement time reduces to 2 min. With
TCCON spectra lower tropospheric water vapour concentra-
tions can still be well distinguished from middle/upper tro-
pospheric concentrations and we can measure a profile each
2 min. However, then the range with a sensitivity of at least
75% is limited to altitudes below 10.7 km.
For a spectral resolution of 0.1 cm−1 the measurement
time but also the sensitivity range get further reduced, but we
still can distinguish water vapour variations that occur above
5 km altitude from variation close to the surface. If we reduce
the spectral resolution to 0.5 cm−1 a measurement takes just
a few seconds, but then the system is not well able to separate
water vapour variations that occur at different altitudes and it
is only satisfactorily sensitive below an altitude of 6.3 km.
The veraging ker els depend on the actu atmo pher c
water vapour ontent (level of saturation of the applied water
vapour lines). Howev r, we use li es th t are typically un-
saturated. Even for observations performed at sea level he
averaging kernels ar similar to the k rnels depicted in Fig. 5.
As an approximation on c n consider the iffer nt observer
ltitudes by vertic lly shifting the l (see also Fig. 1 of
Schneider and Hase, 2009).
Ground-based solar absorption spectra contain informa-
tion about the vertical distribution of the absorber mainly due
to the pressure broadening effect (lines are the broader the
higher the pressure at the absorbers location). The broaden-
ing coefficients are typically 0.04–0.08 cm−1 atm−1. In the
stratosphere, e.g., at 25 km, the pressure is about 0.025 atm
and the frequency of the absorptions that take place in the
stratosphere are very well defined. In order to detect the
pressure broadening effect in the stratosphere very highly-
resolved spectra – like those measured within the NDACC
(typical resolution of 0.004 cm−1) – are mandatory. In the
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Fig. 6. Degree of freedom of the measurement (dof value) versus
spectral resolution.
resolved spectra — like those measured within the NDACC
(typical resolution of 0.004 cm−1) — are mandatory. In the
troposphere the pressure is more than an order of magnitude
higher (e.g., it is still about 0.2 atm at 12 km). For a retrieval
of tropospheric profiles a spectral resolution of 0.02 cm−1
(or even 0.1 cm−1, see Fig. 5) is obviously sufficient. Nat-
urally, a very high spectral resolution is also advantageous
when estimating tropospheric profiles. The higher the spec-
tral resolution the larger the amount of information about the
absorbers vertical tropospheric distribution. For this reason
the smoothing error is the smaller the higher the resolution
of the applied spectra (see Table 2).
The degree of freedom of the measurement (dof value) is
a measure of the amount of information that is introduced by
the measurement. Figure 6 shows how the dof value depends
on the spectral resolution. It is about 2.5 for high resolution
spectra, 2.3 for TCCON spectra, and about 2 for 0.1 cm−1
spectral resolution, which seems to be the limit for identify-
ing two independent atmospheric layers. For a poorer spec-
tral resolution the dof value is below 2 and the profiling ca-
pability of the system is limited. The TCCON resolution is
a good compromise enabling both, good vertical resolution
and high measurement frequency.
Please note that the near infrared spectra allow a retrieval
of H2O profiles but not of HDO profiles. Above 3000 cm−1
the signatures of the latter are rather weak. HDO/H2O pro-
files, which are very useful for investigating the atmospheric
water cycle (e.g., Worden et al., 2007; Frankenberg et al.,
2009; Schneider et al., 2010b), can only be remotely-sensed
from ground applying NDACC’s mid-infrared spectra but not
TCCON’s near infrared spectra.
5 Empirical validation
In this Section we empirically prove TCCON’s water vapour
profiling capability, whereby we take Izan˜a’s TCCON mea-
surements as an example. First, we document that the mea-
sured water vapour absorption signatures contain significant
information about the vertical distribution of tropospheric
water vapour. And second, we compare the retrieved water
vapour profiles to all in-situ Vaisala RS92 radiosonde profiles
measured in coincidence.
5.1 Absorption signatures and vertical distribution of H2O
At Tenerife Island radiosondes (Vaisala RS92) are launched
twice per day (11:15 and 23:15 UT). The launch site is
just about 15 km southeast of the Observatory on the coast-
line. The radiosonde measurements offer a good opportu-
nity for documenting the FTIR’s H2O profiling capability
(e.g. Schneider et al., 2010a). Figure 7 shows some exam-
ples for the agreement between radiosonde and FTIR pro-
files measured in coincidence. The small black squares show
the RS92 profiles after correction of temperature effects and
radiation bias (Vo¨mel et al., 2007). These in-situ profiles of-
fer a very high vertical resolution. In contrast, the remote
sensing technique only allows resolving rather rough vertical
structures (see averaging kernels of Fig. 5). For an adequate
comparison we have to degrade the RS92 profiles to the ver-
tical resolution of the FTIR profiles (e.g., Schneider et al.,
2010a). The blue stars in Fig. 7 depict the RS92 profiles with
the vertical resolution adjusted to the the FTIR profiles and
the red circles depict the optimally estimated FTIR profiles.
The profiles are shown as relative difference to the climato-
logic profile that is applied as the a priori. Any difference
to the 0% line is produced by the FTIR measurement. For
the coincidences shown in Fig. 7, FTIR and smoothed RS92
profiles detect very similar differences to the a priori profile,
which documents the good quality of the FTIR data.
In addition Fig. 7 depicts the profiles produced by an re-
trieval setup that only allows for a scaling of the a priori pro-
file (thick green dashed line). This retrieval approach postu-
lates that the absorption signatures contain information about
the total column abundances of the absorber but not of its
vertical distribution. Naturally, if the actual atmosphere con-
tains vertical water vapour structures which are similar to the
a priori situation (slope of the actual profile is similar to the
slope of the a priori profile) the scaled profile and the op-
timally estimated profile are similar. This is the case on the
days 090124 and 100609. However, if the actual profile slope
is significantly different from the a priori profile slope (days
090125 and 100611) the scaled profile and the optimally es-
timated profile differ significantly.
Figure 8 shows the residuals between measured and simu-
lated spectra for the four exemplary measurements presented
in Fig. 7. Here we take the 4609.9-4612.25 cm−1 spectral
window as example. If the actual vertical H2O structures
significantly differ from the climatologic mean situation (day
090125 and 100611) the spectral residuals produced by the
scaling retrievals are much larger than the residuals produced
by the profile optimal estimation retrieval. On day 090125
the scaling approach produces a spectral residual of 0.53%
(expressed as the root-mean-squares value: rms). We observe
that the synthetic spectra does not well simulate the measured
absorption signature. To the contrary the rms value corre-
Fig. 6. Degree of freedom of the measurement (dof value) versus
spectral resoluti n.
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tral resolution the larger the amount of information about the
absorbers vertical tropospheric distribution. For this reason
the smoothing error is the smaller the higher the resolution
of the applied spectra (see Table 2).
The degree of freedom of the measurement (dof value) is
a measure of the amount of information that is introduced by
the measurement. Figure 6 shows how the dof value depends
on the spectral resolution. It is about 2.5 for high resolution
spectra, 2.3 for TCCON spectra, and about 2 for 0.1 cm−1
spectral resolution, which seems to be the limit for identify-
ing two independent atmospheric layers. For a poorer spec-
tral resolution the dof value is below 2 and the profiling ca-
pability of the system is limited. The TCCON resolution is
a good compromise enabling both, good vertical resolution
and high measurement frequency.
Please note that the near infrared spectra allow a retrieval
of H2O profiles but not of HDO profiles. Above 3000 cm−1
the signatures of the latter are rather weak. HDO/H2O pro-
files, which are very useful for investigating the atmospheric
water cycle (e.g., Worden et al., 2007; Frankenberg et al.,
2009; Schneider et al., 2010b), can only be remotely-sensed
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5 Empirical validation
In this Section we empirically prove TCCON’s water vapour
profiling capability, whereby we take Izan˜a’s TCCON mea-
surements as an example. First, we document that the mea-
sured water vapour absorption signatures contain significant
information about the vertical distribution of tropospheric
water vapour. And second, we compare the retrieved water
vapour profiles to all in-situ Vaisala RS92 radiosonde profiles
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th RS92 profiles after correction of temperature effects and
radiation bias (Vo¨mel et al., 2007). These in-situ profiles f-
fer a very high vertical resolution. In contrast, the remote
sensing technique only allows resolving rather rough vertical
structures (see a aging kernels of Fig. 5). For an adequa
comparison we have to degrade the RS92 profiles to the ver-
tical resolution of the FTIR profiles (e g., Schneider et l.,
2010a). The blue stars in Fig. 7 depict the RS92 profiles with
he vertical resolution adjusted to the the FTIR profiles and
the red circles d pict the optimally estimated FTIR profiles.
The profiles are shown as relative differ nce to the c im to-
logic profile that is applied as the a priori. Any difference
to the 0% line is produced by the FTIR m asurement. F r
the oincid nces shown in Fig. 7, FTIR and smoothed RS92
profiles detect very similar differences to th a p iori profile,
whi h documents the good quality of the FTIR da a.
In addition Fig. 7 depicts th profiles produced by an r -
trieval setup tha only all ws for a scaling of the a priori pro-
file (thick green dashed l ne). This retrieval approach postu
lat s that the absorption signatu es contain information about
th total column bun ances of the absorber but not of its
vertical distribution. Naturally, if the actual atmosphere c n-
ains vertical water vapour structures which are similar to the
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days 090124 nd 100609. However, if the actual profile sl e
is significantly different from the a prior profil slope (days
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Figure 8 shows the residuals betwe n measured and simu
lated spectra for th four exemplary measurements presented
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(expr ssed as the root-mean-squares value: rms). We observe
at the synthetic spectra oes not w ll simulate the measured
abso ption signature. To the contrary the r s value corre-
sponding to the profile optimal estimat on approach is only
0.21%. For this approach the simulated and the m asured
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Fig. 8. Measured spectra and residuals of the 4609.9-4612.25 cm−1 spectral window corresponding to the four examples of Fig. 7. Top
panels: measured spectra; Middle panels: residuals for scaling approach; Bottom panel: residuals for OE approach. The root-mean-squares
(rms) values of the residuals are given in each panel.
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Fig. 9. Difference between H2O total column amounts and lower
and middle/upper tropospheric concentrations obtained by the FTIR
scaling (Sca) and profile optimal estimation (OE) approach versus
the rms value of the respective residuals.
sponding to the profile optimal estimation approach is only
0.21%. For this approach the simulated and the measured
spectra are in very good agreement. The increased spectral
residuals produced by the scaling retrieval documents that
the spectra contain a lot of information about the vertical dis-
tribution of the absorber.
Figure 9 expands the findings of Figs. 7 and 8 to the more
than 3000 Izan˜a near-infrared spectra that have been mea-
sured since June 2008 (when we started recording AC and
DC signals in the near-infrared). The Figure shows a com-
parison of the H2O data retrieved by the scaling and the op-
timal estimation approach versus the ratio of the respective
spectral residuals. The vertical distribution of water vapour
is highly-variable and we observe that a situation like on day
091025 or 100611 is rather frequent: for about 50% of all
measurements the scaling retrieval produces residuals that
are at least by 20% larger than the residuals produced by
the optimal estimation approach. The increased residuals of
the scaling retrievals document that the TCCON spectra con-
tain significant information about the vertical distribution of
tropospheric water vapour. Figure 9 documents that the high
variability of the vertical distribution of water vapour is well
reflected in the water vapour absorption signatures and that
Fig. 7. Examples for coincident Vaisala RS92 and FTIR H2O measurements (scaling and OE approach). Presented as percentage difference
to a subtropical climat logic profile. Black squares: S92 data co rected by the Vo¨mel et l. (2007 method; Green dashed line: FTIR
scaling approach; Red circles: FTIR OE approach; Blue stars: RS92 smoothed with FTIR averaging kernels.
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sponding to the profile optimal estimation approach is only
0.21%. For this approach the simulated and the measured
spectra are in very good agreement. The increased spectral
residuals produced by the scaling retrieval documents that
the spectra contain a lot of information about the vertical dis-
tribution of the absorber.
Figure 9 expands the findings of Figs. 7 and 8 to the more
than 3000 Izan˜a near-infrared spectra that have been ea-
sured since June 2008 (when we started recording AC and
DC signals in the near-infrared). The Figure shows a com-
parison of the H2O data retrieved by the scaling and the op-
timal estimation approach versus the ratio of the respective
spectral residuals. The vertical distribution of water vapour
is highly-variable and we observe that a situation like on day
091025 or 100611 is rather frequent: for about 50% of all
measurements the scaling retrieval produces residuals that
are at least by 20% larger than the residuals produced by
the optimal estimation approach. The increased residuals of
the scaling retrievals document that the TCCON spectra con-
tain significant information about the vertical distribution of
tropospheric water vapour. Figure 9 documents that the high
variability of the vertical distribution of water vapour is well
reflected in the water vapour absorption signatures and that
Fig. 8. Measured spectra and residuals of the 4609.9–4612.25 cm−1 spectral window corresponding to the four examples of Fig. 7. Top
panels: measured spectra; Middle panels: residuals for scaling approach; Bottom panel: residuals for OE appr ach. The root-mean-squares
(rms) valu s of the r siduals are give in each panel.
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Fig. 9. Difference between H2O total column amounts and lower
and middle/upper tropospheric concentrations obtained by the FTIR
scaling (Sca) and profile optimal estimation (OE) approach versus
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sponding to the profile optimal estimation approach is only
0.21%. For this approach the simulated and the measured
spectra are in very good agreement. The increased spectral
residuals produced by the scaling retrieval documents that
the spectra contain a lot of information about the vertical dis-
tribution of the absorber.
Figure 9 expands th findings of Figs. 7 and 8 to the more
than 3000 Izan˜a near-infrared spectra that have been ea-
sured since June 2008 (when we started recording AC and
DC signals in the near-infrared). The Figure shows a com-
parison of the H2O data retrieved by the scaling and the op-
timal estimation approach versus the ratio of the respective
spectral residuals. The vertical distribution of water vapour
is highly-variable and we observe that a situation like on day
091025 or 100611 is rather frequent: for about 50% of all
measurements the scaling retrieval produces residuals that
are at least by 20% larger than the residuals produced by
the optimal estimation approach. The increased residuals of
the scaling retrievals document that the TCCON spectra con-
tain significant information about the vertical distribution of
tropospheric water vapour. Figure 9 documents that the high
variability of the vertical distribution of water vapour is well
reflected in the water vapour absorption signatures and that
Fig. 9. Difference between H2O total column amounts and lower
and middle/upper tropospheric concentrations obtained by the FTIR
scaling (Sca) and profile optimal estim ti (OE) approac versus
the rms value of the respective residuals.
spectra are in very good agreement. The increased spectral
residuals produced by the scaling retrieval documents that
the spectra contain a lot of information about the vertical dis-
tribution of the absorber.
Figure 9 expands the findings of Figs. 7 and 8 to the more
than 3000 Izan˜a near-infrared spectra that have been mea-
sured since June 2008 (when we started recording AC and
DC signals in the near-infrared). The Figure shows a com-
parison of the H2O data retrieved by the scaling and the p-
imal estimation app oach v rsus the ratio of the r spective
pectral resid als. The vertical distribution of water vapour
is highly-variable and we obs rve that a sit ation like on day
091025 r 100611 is r the frequent: for bout 50% of all
me suremen s the scaling r trieval p oduces residuals hat
ar at least by 20% larger than the residuals produced by the
optima estimation approach. The increased residuals of the
scaling retrievals document that th TCCON spectra contain
significant i formation about th vertical distribution of ro-
pospheric water vapour. Figure 9 document that the high
variability of the vertic l distribution of water vapour is well
refle ted in the w ter vapour absorption signatures and that
he FTIR system is well able t distinguish lower from mid-
dle/up er tropospheric water vapour amounts.
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Fig. 10. Correlation between column amounts and volume mixing ratios obtained from coincident Vaisala RS92 and FTIR H2O measure-
ments (Upper panels for scaling and bottom panels for OE approach). From left to right: total column abundances, volume mixing ratios at
3 km and 8 km. Blue solid lines: diagonals; Red dotted lines: linear regression lines.
the FTIR system is well able to distinguish lower from mid-
dle/upper tropospheric water vapour amounts.
5.2 Correlation between coincident FTIR and RS92 mea-
surements
Between June 2008 and August 2010, there are 21 very
close coincidences between the Vaisala RS92 and FTIR
near-infrared measurements (including the four situations
shown in Fig. 7). As close coincidence we define the situ-
ation that the radiosonde measures at 3 km within 10minutes
of the FTIR near-infrared measurement (which takes about
2minutes). Figure 10 shows correlations between the water
vapour data measured by the RS92 and the FTIR system: the
upper panels for the scaling retrieval and the bottom panels
for the profile optimal estimation retrieval. The left panels
depict total column abundances, the central panels concen-
trations at 3 km and the right panels concentrations at 8 km
(whereby RS92 data have been smoothed with the FTIR ker-
nels obtained from the profile optimal estimation retrieval).
Naturally the data produced by the scaling approach do
not well correlate with the RS92 profile. On the other hand,
the optimal estimation approach produces middle/upper tro-
pospheric H2O concentrations which very nicely agree with
the RS92 concentrations (see bottom right panel: correlation
coefficient ρ of 0.976 at 8 km). In the lower troposphere (see
bottom middle panel) the correlation is weaker (ρ of 0.946 at
3 km), since both experiments detect very likely a different
lower tropospheric airmass: the RS92 is launched from the
coastline, 15 km southeast of the observatory. When reach-
ing the altitude of the FTIR instrument (2370m a.s.l.) it is
floating in the free troposphere at a significant distance from
any landmass. In contrast the water vapour amounts detected
by the FTIR instrument will certainly be affected by the land-
mass (turbulent processes, latent heat transfer, etc.). There-
fore, lower tropospheric and total column H2O abundances
detected by the RS92 and the FTIR are hardly comparable.
For more extensive FTIR-RS92 inter-comparison studies
at different sites and applying different spectral signatures
please refer to Schneider et al. (2010a) and Schneider et al.
(2010c).
6 Time scale analysis
Spectra with a resolution of 0.02 cm−1 are measured in less
than 2 minutes. TCCON can provide a uniquely dense set
of solar absorption spectra. Applying the optimal estimation
approach we can use the TCCON measurements for inves-
tigating variations in the tropospheric water vapour distribu-
tion on different timescales ranging from a few minutes up to
several days. Figure 11 shows an example of a diurnal evo-
lution of lower and upper tropospheric H2O concentration as
obtained from TCCON measurements at Izan˜a. Shown is the
difference to the climatologic mean ( xˆ−xaxa , whereby xˆ rep-
resents the retrieved water vapour concentrations and xa the
a priori climatologic mean). On this day we measured about
90 near infrared spectra between 12:30 and 16:30 UT. The
black and red error bars on the right side of the plot indicate
the total random errors as estimated in Section 3.
Concerning the lower troposphere at 3 km we ob-
serve rather large short-term variability between 12:30 and
14:30 UT. This variability is much larger than the estimated
random error (compare the black error bar with the short
timescale scatter of the black squares before 14:30 UT). This
Fig. 10. Correlation between column amounts and volume mixing ratios obtained from coincident Vaisala RS92 and FTIR H2O measure-
ments (Upper panels for scaling and bottom panels for OE approach). From left to right: t tal column abundances, volume mixing ratios at
3 km and 8 km. Blue solid lines: diagonals; Red dotted lines: line r regression lines.
5.2 Correlation between coincident FTIR and RS92
measurements
Between June 2008 and August 2010, there are 21 very
close coincidences between the Vaisala RS92 and FTIR near-
infrared measurements (including the four situations shown
in Fig. 7). As close coincidence we define the situation that
the radiosonde measures at 3 km within 10 min of the FTIR
near-infrared measurement (which takes about 2 min). Fig-
ure 10 shows correlations between the water vapour data
measured by the RS92 and the FTIR system: the upper pan-
els for the scaling retrieval and the bottom panels for the pro-
file optimal estimation retrieval. The left panels depict to-
tal column abundances, the central panels concentrations at
3 km and the right panels concentrations at 8 km (whereby
RS92 data have been smoothed with the FTIR kernels ob-
tained from the profile optimal estimation retrieval).
Naturally the data produced by the scaling approach do
not well correlate with the RS92 profile. On the other hand,
the optimal estimation approach produces middle/upper tro-
pospheric H2O concentrations which very nicely agree with
the RS92 concentrations (see bottom right panel: correlation
coefficient ρ of 0.976 at 8 km). In the lower troposphere (see
bottom middle panel) the correlation is weaker (ρ of 0.946 at
3 km), since both experiments detect very likely a different
lower tropospheric airmass: the RS92 is launched from the
coastline, 15 km southeast of the observatory. When reach-
ing the altitude of the FTIR instrument (2370 m a.s.l.) it is
floating in the free troposphere at a significant distance from
any landmass. In contrast the water vapour amounts detected
by the FTIR instrument will certainly be affected by the land-
mass (turbulent processes, latent heat transfer, etc.). There-
fore, lower tropospheric and total column H2O abundances
detected by the RS92 and the FTIR are hardly comparable.
For more extensive FTIR-RS92 inter-comparison stud-
ies at different sites and applying different spectral sig-
natures please refer to Schneider et al. (2010a) and
Schneider et al. (2010c).
6 Tim scale analysis
Spectra with a resolution of 0.02 cm−1 are measured in less
than 2 min. TCCON can provide a uniquely dense set of so-
lar absorption spectra. Applying the optimal estimation ap-
proach we n use the TCCON measurements for investigat-
ing variations in the tropospheric water vapour distribution
on different timescales ranging from a few minutes up to sev-
eral days. Figure 11 shows an example of a diurnal evolution
of lower and upper tropospheric H2O concentration as ob-
tained from TCCON measurements at Izan˜a. Shown is the
difference to the climatologic mean ( xˆ−xa
xa
, whereby xˆ repre-
sents the retrieved water vapour concentrations and xa the a
priori climatologic mean). On this day we measured about
90 near infrared spectra between 12:30 and 16:30 UT. The
black and red error bars on the right side of the plot indicate
the total random errors as estimated in Sect. 3.
Concerning the lower troposphere at 3 km we ob-
serve rather large short-term variability between 12:30 and
14:30 UT. This variability is much larger than the estimated
random error (compare the black error bar with the short
timescale scatter of the black squares before 14:30 UT). This
variability is due to increased turbulence during the morn-
ing hours when the landmass heats faster than the overly-
ing airmass, thereby producing an instable atmospheric lay-
ering. The vertical instabilities efficiently increase the wa-
ter vapour amounts and adiabatically cool the lower/middle
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Fig. 11. Evolution of lower (black squares) and middle/upper (red
dots) water vapour concentrations between 12:30 and 16:30 UT on
the 19th of May 2010. The error bars indicate total random errors
as estimated for the respective altitudes (see right panel of Fig. 3).
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Fig. 12. Water vapour variability for the different timescales as in-
dicated in the legend. The dotted grey line indicates the estimated
total random error (see right panel of Fig. 3).
variability is due to increased turbulence during the morn-
ing hours when the landmass heats faster than the overly-
ing airmass, thereby producing an instable atmospheric lay-
ering. The vertical instabilities efficiently increase the water
vapour amounts and adiabatically cool the lower/middle tro-
posphere. As a consequence between 13:30 and 14:00 UT
the lower/middle troposphere above Izan˜a gets saturated and
the water partly condensates to cloud droplets. The situation
is different at the end of the day. Then the landmass cools
faster than the overlying airmass thereby causing high ver-
tical stability. After 15:30 UT the low short-term variability
can fully be explained by the estimated random error.
In the upper troposphere the diurnal evolution is rather
smooth. There the water vapour concentrations are rather
constant during the whole day. The observed short-term vari-
ability can fully be explained by the random error (compare
scatter of red dots with red error bar).
We find that such increased lower tropospheric short-
term variability is a typical situation. Figure 12 plots pro-
files of the tropospheric water vapour variability on differ-
ent timescales as obtained from TCCON measurements. The
study bases on measurements taken at Izan˜a on 57 different
days between June 2008 and August 2010. On 15 of these
days we measured continuously near-infrared spectra for at
least 2 hours allowing 50-100 individual profile retrievals for
each of these days. We define the variability as the 1σ stan-
dard deviation of the difference to the a priori value. We ob-
serve that most variability occurs on timescales that are larger
than 1 day. However, even on very short timescales lower tro-
pospheric variabilities cannot be neglected. Within 15 min-
utes only, lower tropospheric water vapour already varies by
6%, which is clearly larger than the estimated measurement
uncertainty (dotted grey line). The significant variability on
rather short timescales justifies the strict coincidence crite-
rion applied for the comparison shown in Figs. 7 and 10. The
short timescale variability also points to small-scale struc-
tures in the horizontal water vapour fields of the lower tropo-
sphere. The significant small-scale and short timescale vari-
ability converts the inter-comparison of lower tropospheric
water vapour measurement techniques into a difficult task.
It is strongly recommendable that the different techniques
measure at exactly the same time and at the same place. De-
tecting a slightly different airmass can introduce significant
uncertainties in the inter-comparison study.
The situation is a bit less critical in the middle/upper tro-
posphere, where a variability of larger than 6% is only ob-
served for timescales larger than 1 hour. It seems that the
middle/upper troposphere is more stable and changes are
smoother in time as well as in space.
It should be noted that the lower tropospheric water vapour
structure can also be observed at very high temporal res-
olution using ground-based atmospheric emission measure-
ments in the infrared and microwave region (Smith et al.,
1999; Gu¨ldner and Spa¨nkuch, 2001). However, to our
knowledge and concerning middle/upper tropospheric water
vapour only TCCON can provide a temporally dense data set
with good quality.
7 Conclusions
TCCON is a rather new and expensive network of high qual-
ity ground-based FTIR systems. There has been a lot of effort
for guaranteeing an ultimate quality of the measured spec-
tra. TCCON’s high quality standards as well as its long-term
strategy are very attractive for many fields of atmospheric
research, in particular for climate change research. Under-
standing the atmospheric water vapour distribution is very
important for understanding Earth’s climate. We show that
the TCCON measurements can be used to monitor tropo-
spheric water vapour profiles with a vertical resolution of 3
and 8 km in the lower and middle/upper troposphere, respec-
Fig. 11. Evolution of lower (black squares) and middle/upper (red
dots) water vapour concentrations between 12:30 an 16:30 UT on
the 19 May 2010. The error bars indicate total random errors as
estimated for the respective altitudes (see right panel of Fig. 3).
troposphere. As a consequence between 13:30 and 14:00 UT
the lower/middle troposphere above Izan˜a gets saturated and
the water partly condensates to cloud droplets. The situation
is different at the end of the day. Then the landmass cools
faster than the overlying airmass thereby causing high ver-
tical stability. After 15:30 UT the low short-term variability
can fully be explained by the estimated random error.
In the upper troposphere the diurnal evolution is rather
smooth. There the water vapour concentrations are rather
constant during the whole day. The observed short-term vari-
ability can fully be explained by the random error (compare
scatter of red dots with red error bar).
We find that such increased lower tropospheric short-
term variability is a typical situa ion. Figure 12 plots pro
files of the tropospheric water vapour variability on differ-
ent timescales as obtained from TCCON measurements. The
study bases on measurements taken at Izan˜a on 57 different
days between June 2008 and August 2010. On 15 of these
d ys we measur d co tinuously near-infrared spectra for at
least 2 h allowing 50–100 individual profile re ri vals for
each of these days. We define the vari ility as the 1σ st n
dard deviation of the difference to th a pr ori v lue. We ob-
serve th t mos v riability occurs on timescales that are larger
than 1 day. However, ven on very short timesc les lower tro-
pospheric variabilities cannot e neglected. Within 15 min
only, lower tropospheric water vapour already varie by 6%,
which is clearly larger than the estimated me surement un-
cer ainty (dotted g ey line). The significant variability on
rather shor timescales justifies the strict coincidence crite-
rion applied for the comparison shown in Figs. 7 and 10. The
short timescale variability also points to small-scale struc-
tures in the horizontal water vapour fields of the lower tropo-
sphere. The significant small-scale and short timescale vari-
ability converts the inter-comparison of lower tropospheric
water vapour measurement techniques into a difficult task.
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dicated in the legend. The dotted grey line indicates the estimated
total random err r (see right panel of Fig. 3).
variability is due to increased turbulence during the morn-
ing hours when the landmass heats faster than the overly-
ing airmass, thereby producing an instable atmospheric lay-
ering. The vertical instabilities efficiently increase the water
vapour amounts and adiabatically cool the lower/middle tro-
posphere. As a consequence between 13:30 and 14:00 UT
the lower/middle troposphere above Izan˜a gets saturated and
the water partly condensates to cloud droplets. The situation
is different at the end of the day. Then the landmass cools
faster than the overlying airmass thereby causing high ver-
tical stability. After 15:30 UT the low short-term variability
can fully be explained by the estimated random error.
In the upper troposphere the diurnal evolution is rather
smooth. There the water vapour concentrations are rather
constant during the whole day. The observed short-term vari-
ability can fully be explained by the random error (compare
scatter of red dots with red error bar).
We find that such increased lower tropospheric short-
term variability is a typical situation. Figure 12 plots pro-
files of the tropospheric water vapour variability on differ-
ent timescales as obtained from TCCON measurements. The
study bases on measurements taken at Izan˜a on 57 different
days between June 2008 and August 2010. On 15 of these
days we measured continuously near-infrared spectra for at
least 2 hours allowing 50-100 individual profile retrievals for
each of these days. We define the variability as the 1σ stan-
dard deviation of the difference to the a priori value. We ob-
serve that most variability occurs on timescales that are larger
than 1 day. However, even on very short timescales lower tro-
pospheric variabilities cannot be neglected. Within 15 min-
utes only, lower tropospheric water vapour already varies by
6%, which is clearly larger than the estimated measurement
uncertainty (dotted grey line). The significant variability on
rather short timescales justifies the strict coincidence crite-
rion applied for the comparison shown in Figs. 7 and 10. The
short timescale variability also points to small-scale struc-
tures in the horizontal water vapour fields of the lower tropo-
sphere. The significant small-scale and short timescale vari-
ability converts the inter-comparison of lower tropospheric
water vapour measurement techniques into a difficult task.
It is strongly recommendable that the different techniques
measure at exactly the same time and at the same place. De-
tecting a slightly different airmass can introduce significant
uncertainties in the inter-comparison study.
The situation is a bit less critical in the middle/upper tro-
posphere, where a variability of larger than 6% is only ob-
served for timescales larger than 1 hour. It seems that the
middle/upper troposphere is more stable and changes are
smoother in time as well as in space.
It should be noted that the lower tropospheric water vapour
structure can also be observed at very high temporal res-
olution using ground-based atmospheric emission measure-
ments in the infrared and microwave region (Smith et al.,
1999; Gu¨ldner and Spa¨nkuch, 2001). However, to our
knowledge and concerning middle/upper tropospheric water
vapour only TCCON can provide a temporally dense data set
with good quality.
7 Conclusions
TCCON is a rather new and expensive network of high qual-
ity ground-based FTIR systems. There has been a lot of effort
for guaranteeing an ultimate quality of the measured spec-
tra. TCCON’s high quality standards as well as its long-term
strategy are very attractive for many fields of atmospheric
research, in particular for climate change research. Under-
standing the atmospheric water vapour distribution is very
important for understanding Earth’s climate. We show that
the TCCON measurements can be used to monitor tropo-
spheric water vapour profiles with a vertical resolution of 3
and 8 km in the lower and middle/upper troposphere, respec-
Fig. 12. Water vapour variability for the different timescales as in-
dicated in th legend. The dotted grey line indicates the estimated
total random error (see right panel of Fig. 3).
It is strongly recommendable that the different techniques
measure at exactly the same time and at the same place. De-
tecting a slightly different airmass can introduce significant
unc tainti s in the inter-comparison study.
The situation is a bit l ss critical in the middle/up er tropo-
sph e, where a v riability of larger than 6% is only observed
for timescales larger tha 1 h. It seems that the middle/upp r
troposphere is more stable and cha ges are smoother in time
as well s in space.
It should be ot d that the lower tropospheric water vapour
structure c n also be observed at very high temporal res
olution using ground-b sed atmosph ic emission measure
ments in the infr r d and microwave region (S ith e al.,
1999; Gu¨ldner and Spa¨nkuch, 2001). However, to our
knowledge and concerning middle/upper tropospheric water
vapour only TCCON c n provid a temporally dens data set
with good quality.
7 Conclusions
TCCON is a rather new and expensive network of high qual-
ity ground-based FTIR systems. There has been a lot of effort
for guaranteeing an ultimate quality of the measured spec-
tra. TCCON’s high quality standards as well as its long-term
strategy are very attractive for many fields of atmospheric
research, in particular for climate change research. Under-
standing the atmospheric water vapour distribution is very
important for understanding Earth’s climate. We show that
the TCCON measurements can be used to monitor tropo-
spheric water vapour profiles with a vertical resolution of 3
and 8 km in the lower and middle/upper troposphere, respec-
tively. As long as one does not aim for an ultimate sensitivity
in the upper troposphere it is not necessary to record addi-
tional spectra with higher resolution. The TCCON resolution
is sufficient and can provide data at a very high measurement
frequency (one measurement every 1–2 min).
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The density of the TCCON H2O profile data will allow an
analysis of tropospheric water vapour variability for differ-
ent altitudes and on different timescales ranging from several
hours to a few minutes. This is important for assessing the
validity and limits of water vapour profile inter-comparison
studies. Furthermore, it might allow novel studies of short
timescale processes thereby leading to an improved parame-
terisation and thus model representation of turbulence, con-
vection, or lateral mixing processes.
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Abstract. At the Izan˜a Atmospheric Research Center, high-
resolution mid-infrared solar absorption spectra have been
recorded for more than 12 yr using Fourier Transform In-
fraRed (FTIR) spectrometers. We use the spectral fitting
algorithm PROFFIT to retrieve long-term time series of
methane (CH4) from the measured spectra. We investigate
the total column-averaged dry air mole fractions of methane
(totXCH4) obtained from a profile scaling and a profile re-
trieval, and apply two approaches for deriving the tropo-
spheric column-averaged dry air mole fractions: firstly, we
use the FTIR hydrogen fluoride (HF) total column amounts
as an estimator for the stratospheric CH4 contribution and a
posteriori correct the totXCH4 data of a profile scaling re-
trieval accordingly (troXCH4post); secondly, we directly de-
termine the tropospheric column-averaged dry air mole frac-
tions of methane (troXCH4retr) from retrieved CH4 profiles.
Our theoretical estimation indicates that the scaling retrieval
leads to totXCH4 amounts that are subject to a large smooth-
ing error, which can be widely avoided by applying a profile
retrieval (for the latter we estimate an overall precision of
0.41 %).
We compare the different FTIR CH4 data to Izan˜a’s
Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW) surface in-situ CH4 data
(CH4GAW), which in the case of the Izan˜a Atmospheric Re-
search Center high mountain observatory are very repre-
sentative for the free tropospheric CH4 amounts. Concern-
ing totXCH4, the agreement between the FTIR data product
and the in-situ measurement is rather poor documenting that
totXCH4 is not a valid free tropospheric CH4 proxy, as it is
significantly affected by the varying stratospheric CH4 con-
tribution and it rather follows the variation in the tropopause
altitude. The a posteriori correction method as applied here
only removes a part of this stratospheric CH4 contribution. In
contrast the profile retrieval allows for a direct estimation of
the tropospheric column-averaged CH4 amounts. Results of
the profile retrieval analysis correlate well with the CH4GAW
data (correlation coefficient of 0.60, FTIR-GAW scatter of
0.97 %), and both data sets show very similar annual cycles
and trend behaviour for the 2001–2010 time period. Further-
more, we find a very good absolute agreement between the
troXCH4retr and CH4GAW (mid-infrared FTIR/GAW scaling
factor of 0.9987) suggesting that mid-infrared FTIR data can
be well combined with the surface in-situ GAW data.
Our study strongly supports the value of mid-infrared
ground-based FTIR CH4 profile retrievals as well as the ro-
bustness of the approach for achieving total and tropospheric
column-averaged XCH4 data of high quality.
1 Introduction
Methane (CH4) is the second most important anthropogenic
greenhouse gas (GHG), after carbon dioxide (CO2). While
CH4 is 200 times less abundant than CO2, it is about 20 times
more efficient than CO2 to trap outgoing long wave radiation,
on a 50 yr timescale. The change in the CH4 mixing ratio
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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since pre-industrial times (1750) to 2005 (from 715 to 1774
ppb) gives a radiative forcing (RF) of +0.48± 0.05 W m−2,
ranking CH4 as the second highest RF of the GHGs after
CO2 (RF of CO2 in 2005, 1.66± 0.17 W m−2; IPCC, 2007).
In 2009 CH4 global atmospheric concentrations have reached
more than 1780 ppb for column-averaged mole fractions on
global average in 2009 (Frankenberg et al., 2011). At sur-
face stations higher annual average values are registered (e.g.
1830 ppb at the Izan˜a’s Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW)
station in 2009, Gomez-Pelaez et al., 2010.
CH4 plays an important role in atmospheric chemistry, af-
fecting the oxidizing capacity of the atmosphere and acting
as a precursor of tropospheric ozone (O3). The main sources
producing methane are considered to be biogenic CH4 for-
mation that occurs in natural wetlands, water-flooded rice
paddies, landfills, stomachs of ruminant animals, incomplete
burning of biomass, oceans and vegetation. Further sources
are released from melting permafrost and from shallow hy-
drates on the continental shelf (Dlugokencky et al., 2009).
Thermogenic formation is the main process for generation of
natural gas deposits over geological time scales. Parts of this
inventory are released into the atmosphere due to fossil fuel
extraction, processing, transportation and distribution (Kep-
pler et al., 2006; Frankenberg et al., 2005). The main sink of
atmospheric CH4 is the reaction with hydroxyl radical OH.
The destruction of CH4 by OH in the troposphere represents
about 90 % of CH4 loss in the atmosphere. The rest of the
sink is due to an uptake of CH4 by soils, reaction with Cl
in the marine boundary layer, and due to transport into the
stratosphere where it is decomposed by reactions with OH,
O (1D) and Cl (Bousquet et al., 2011).
Prediction of the evolution of GHGs in the atmosphere re-
quires an understanding of their sources and sinks. Therefore,
inverse modelling techniques applying atmospheric concen-
tration measurement monitored at global surface networks
are used (Bousquet et al., 2011). The in-situ surface measure-
ments show very high precision and absolute accuracy (ap-
prox. 0.1 %), but they are strongly affected by local processes
like small-scale turbulences or nearby sources or sinks. It is
very difficult for the inverse models to capture these small-
scale processes. In this context, vertically averaging the con-
centrations can be helpful. For instance, Olsen and Rander-
son (2004) document that total column-averaged observa-
tions of GHGs are significantly less affected by small-scale
processes, but still conserve valuable GHG source/sink infor-
mation. However, total column-averaged data are affected by
the stratospheric contribution, the correct modelling of which
is a significant error source when investigating the GHG cy-
cling between the atmosphere, the biosphere, and the ocean.
Ground-based high spectral resolution FTIR measure-
ments allow a precise determination of the atmospheric abun-
dances (total column amounts and vertical profiles) of many
constituents, including GHGs. The ground-based FTIR total
column data are essential for the validation of GHGs mea-
sured from space by current and future satellite sensors (e.g.
SCIAMACHY, GOSAT, OCO-2). Furthermore, by means of
the ground-based FTIR vertical profile data, one can calcu-
late tropospheric column-averaged mixing ratios. These ra-
tios would neither be affected by small-scale near-surface
processes nor by stratospheric contributions. If provided
with high accuracy and precision, the tropospheric column-
averaged mixing ratios would be a very useful data product
for investigating the GHG cycling between the atmosphere,
the biosphere, and the ocean.
In this work we present, discuss, and validate different
ground-based FTIR CH4 products derived from mid-infrared
spectral region: the total column-averaged volume mixing ra-
tio (totXCH4), and two tropospheric column-averaged vol-
ume mixing ratios (troXCH4): a first derived by a posteriori
correction method using HF as indicator for the stratospheric
contribution (similar to Washenfelder et al., 2003), and a sec-
ond directly retrieved from the measured spectra.
In the following Sect. 2, we describe the CH4 program
at the Izan˜a Atmospheric Research Center: the GAW in-situ
and FTIR activities. In Sect. 3 we present the FTIR technique
and the FTIR CH4 products. We describe the data analysis
method and document the characteristics of the FTIR data
(sensitivity and uncertainty). In Sect. 4 the different FTIR
CH4 products are compared to the GAW surface CH4 mea-
surements. In Sect. 5 we comment on the comparability of
retrievals in the mid- and near- infrared spectral region, and
Sect. 6 summarizes our study.
2 CH4 program at the Izan˜a Atmospheric
Research Center
2.1 Site description
Izan˜a is a subtropical high mountain observatory located on
the Canary Island of Tenerife, 300 km from the African west
coast at 28◦18′ N, 16◦29′ W at 2370 m a.s.l. It is part of the
Meteorological State Agency of Spain (Spanish acronym:
AEMET), and it is run by the Izan˜a Atmospheric Research
Center. It is a global station of the WMO (World Mete-
orological Organisation) network of GAW (Global Atmo-
spheric Watch) stations and has a comprehensive measure-
ment program of a large variety of different atmospheric con-
stituents. More detailed information can be found on the of-
ficial webpage of the Izan˜a Atmospheric Research Center:
http://www.izana.org.
The Izan˜a Observatory is usually located above a strong
subtropical temperature inversion layer (generally well es-
tablished between 500 and 1500 m a.s.l.). While during day-
time the strong diurnal insolation generates a slight upslope
flow of air originating from below the inversion layer (from a
woodland that surrounds the station at a lower altitude), dur-
ing nighttime the Izan˜a Observatory is very representative of
the free troposphere (or at least of the lower levels of the free
troposphere; see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. (A) Location of Izan˜a in Tenerife Island, (B) transect of
Tenerife Island – along the dotted line in (A) – showing the vertical
stratification: MBL: marine boundary layer, IL: inversion layer, FT:
free troposphere, Sc: stratocumulus.
2.2 In-situ measurement program
Continuous surface in-situ measurements of atmospheric
CO2 and CH4 have been carried out at Izan˜a station since
1984. Furthermore, CO concentrations have been measured
since 1998 and N2O and SF6 since 2007.
CH4 mole fraction is measured using a DANI 3800 gas
chromatograph. The carrier gas is synthetic air. Ambient air
is cooled to −70 ◦C to partially remove water vapour content
before flowing towards the sample loop (10 ml size). Sam-
ple loop temperature is not regulated. A self-developed soft-
ware integrator provides the area and height of the CH4 peak
in the chromatogram. See Gomez-Pelaez and Ramos (2011),
and references therein, for more details about the measure-
ments and technique. The most recent World Calibration
Centre (WCC-Empa) system and performance audit for CH4
at Izan˜a was carried in 2009 and documents the good quality
of the Izan˜a CH4 in-situ data (Zellweger et al., 2009). This
good data quality is also confirmed by the continuous com-
parison to NOAA data obtained from simultaneously col-
lected weekly flask samples (Gomez-Pelaez et al., 2012).
2.3 FTIR measurement program
Ground-based FTIR activities started at Izan˜a Observatory in
the late 1990s in the framework of a collaboration between
AEMET and KIT (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Ger-
many). In 1999 KIT scientists installed a Bruker IFS 120M
instrument at Izan˜a. In early 2005 KIT substituted this spec-
trometer by a Bruker IFS 125HR. During March–April of
2005, both instruments were running side-by-side. The Izan˜a
FTIR experiment is involved in two global networks: since
1999 it has contributed to the Network for the Detection
of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC, http://www.
ndacc.org) and since 2007 to the Total Carbon Column Ob-
serving Network (TCCON, http://www.tccon.caltech.edu).
For NDACC, solar absorption spectra are measured in the
mid-infrared spectral region (740–4250 cm−1, correspond-
ing to 13.5–2.4 µm) and for TCCON in the near- infrared
spectral region (3500–14 000 cm−1, corresponding to 2.9–
0.7 µm). The applied high-resolution FTIR spectrometer al-
lows for a detailed observation of the pressure broadening
effect, i.e. the absorption line width of an atmospheric ab-
sorber depends on the pressure (and thus altitude) where the
absorption takes place. Therefore, one can retrieve concen-
tration profiles of the atmospheric absorbers in addition to
total column abundances. The Instrumental Line Shape (ILS)
also affects the observed line shape, and in particular for the
profile retrievals a continuous monitoring of the ILS is im-
portant. At Izan˜a we determine the ILS about every 2 months
by low-pressure gas cell (HBr and N2O) measurements and
the LINEFIT software (LINEFIT code, Hase et al., 1999).
The respective LINEFIT results are then applied in the atmo-
spheric retrievals.
CH4 has absorption lines in both the mid-infrared and
near-infrared spectral regions. In this study we present CH4
retrieved only from NDACC mid-infrared spectra.
3 Ground-based FTIR technique and CH4 products
3.1 General setup of a ground-based FTIR analysis
Ground-based NDACC FTIR systems measure solar absorp-
tion spectra, under clear sky conditions, applying a high-
resolution Fourier Transform Spectrometer (typical reso-
lution of 0.005 cm−1; maximum optical path difference,
OPDmax of 180 cm). The measured spectra are simulated by
a precise line-by-line radiative transfer model that applies the
parameters of a spectroscopic database (e.g. HITRAN, Roth-
man et al., 2009). The basic equation for analyzing the solar
absorption is the Lambert Beer’s law:
I (λ)= Isun (λ) · exp
− Obs∫
TOA
σx (λ,s (T ,p)) · x (s)ds
 (1)
where I (λ) is the measured intensity at wavelength λ, Isun
the extraterrestrial solar intensity, σx (λ, s) is the absorption
cross section and x (s) the concentration of an absorber x
at location s. The integration is performed along the path of
the direct sunlight (between the Observer, Obs, and the Top
Of the Atmosphere, TOA). At higher wavenumbers (above
1500 cm−1), atmospheric self-emission can be neglected as
compared to direct solar radiances.
For the purpose of numerical handling, the atmospheric
state x (s) and the simulated spectrum I (λ) are discretized
in form of a state vector x and a measurement vector y. The
measurement and state vector are related by a vector val-
ued function F , which simulates the atmospheric radiative
transfer and the characteristics of the measurement system
(spectral resolution, instrumental line shape, etc.): y =F (x).
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Fig. 2. The four applied spectral microwindows: measured spec-
trum (black), simulated spectrum (red), and residuals multiplied by
a factor of 10 (green).
The derivatives ∂y/∂x determine the changes in the modelled
spectral fluxes y for changes in the vertical distribution of the
absorber x. These derivatives are collected in a Jacobian ma-
trix K:∂y = K∂x. Direct inversion of this last equation would
allow an iterative calculation of the sought variables x. How-
ever, the problem is generally ill-determined, i.e. the columns
of K are not linearly independent and there are many so-
lutions that are in acceptable agreement with the measure-
ment. Thus, the solution has to be properly constrained. An
extensive treatment of this topic is given in the textbook of
C. D. Rodgers (Rodgers, 2000). We apply the retrieval code
PROFFIT and the included radiative transfer code PROF-
FWD to accomplish our analysis (Hase et al., 2004).
3.2 The CH4 retrieval strategy
Currently, the establishment of an improved NDACC CH4
retrieval guideline is under discussion. The objective is an
NDACC CH4 product that approaches the high precision re-
quirements of TCCON (a few per mil). At some stations
NDACC measurements have been performed since the early
1990s, and high quality NDACC CH4 data could well com-
plement the TCCON time series, which are limited to the last
few years.
Our CH4 retrieval strategy is a modification of the current
official NDACC retrieval guideline and includes a set of 4
microwindows containing strong, unsaturated, and isolated
CH4 lines (see Fig. 2 and Table 1). Besides CH4 we have
considered spectroscopic signatures of 7 interfering species.
For the target species (CH4) and the interfering species (CO2,
O3, N2O, NO2 and HCl), we have applied spectroscopic pa-
rameters from HITRAN 2008 (Rothman et al., 2009), while
for H2O and OCS we have applied the recent HITRAN 2009
update.
As a-priori profiles of the interfering species, we apply
the climatological entries from WACCM (The Whole At-
mosphere Community Climate Model) provided by NCAR
(National Centre for Atmospheric Research, J. Hannigan,
personal communication, 2009). For the minor interfering
species (O3, N2O, HCl and OCS), we simply simulate the
spectral signatures according to the WACCM concentra-
tions. For the major absorbers (CO2 and NO2), we scale the
WACCM profiles during the CH4 retrieval process and the
H2O interferences are accounted for by a two step strategy:
first, we perform a dedicated H2O retrieval (Schneider et al.,
2010a) and then we scale the retrieved daily mean H2O pro-
file in the subsequent CH4 retrieval process. Thereby, we
minimise the interferences due to H2O and HDO. Such in-
terferences have been investigated in recent studies applying
different sets of microwindows at both high and low altitude
sites (Sussmann et al., 2011; Hase, 2011). Izan˜a is a rather
dry high-altitude site, so the H2O interference problem is less
severe than for low latitude sites at sea-level. We expect that
our results are transferable to at least other high altitude or
polar sites of the NDACC.
Furthermore, we fit the continuum background slope and
the residual ILS asymmetry. We use the NCEP analysis (Na-
tional Centers for Environmental Prediction) at 12:00 UT as
the temperature and pressure input profiles.
We examine two different CH4 fitting procedures. A first
consists in scaling the CH4 WACCM a-priori profile (in the
following referred to as scaling retrieval, SR), and a sec-
ond retrieves CH4 profiles (profile retrieval, PR), whereby
a Tikhonov-Phillips method on a logarithmic scale is applied
(Hase, 2000; Hase et al., 2004; Schneider et al., 2006).
3.3 The FTIR CH4 products
3.3.1 Total column-averaged CH4 dry air mole fraction
(totXCH4)
The totXCH4 is calculated dividing the CH4 total column
by the dry pressure column (DPC) above Izan˜a. The DPC
is calculated converting the ground pressure to column air
concentration:
DPC = Ps
mdryair · g (ϕ) −
mH2O
mdryair
×H2Ocol (2)
being Ps the surface pressure at Izan˜a ground level, mdryair
the molecular mass of the dry air (∼28.96 g mol−1), mH2O
the molecular mass of the water vapour (∼18 g mol−1),
H2Ocol the water vapour total column amount (retrieved with
a dedicated H2O retrieval, Schneider, et al., 2010b), and g(ϕ)
the latitude-dependent surface acceleration due to gravity.
The ground pressure was acquired with a Setra System (pre-
cision of ±0.3 hPa).
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Table 1. Spectral microwindows (MW) chosen for the CH4 retrieval
shown in this study.
Spectral microwindows (cm−1)
MW1 2613.7000–2615.4000
MW2 2650.6000–2651.3000
MW3 2835.5000–2835.8000
MW4 2903.6000–2904.0250
3.3.2 A posteriori-corrected total column-averaged
CH4 dry air mole fraction (troXCH4post )
Similar to Washenfelder et al. (2003), we calculate the
troXCH4post from the CH4 total column after correcting the
variation in both surface pressure and stratospheric contribu-
tion:
troXCH4post =
CH4col − b ·HFcol
DPC
(3)
where CH4col is the CH4 total column from the scaling re-
trieval, HFcol is the HF total column, and b is the strato-
spheric slope equilibrium relationship between the CH4 and
HF columns. In Appendix A we describe and discuss differ-
ent approaches for calculating the b-value in the context of
the method presented by Washenfelder et al. (2003).
In Eq. (3) we apply a de-trended HF total column time se-
ries retrieved from the FTIR measurements at Izan˜a. The HF
trend and annual cycle were calculated by fitting the follow-
ing function to the HF daily mean time series:
f (t)= a1 + a2t +
2∑
j=1
[
dj cos(kj t)+ ej sin(kj t)
] (4)
where t is the time in days, a1 is a constant value, a2 is the pa-
rameter of the linear trend, and dj and ej are the parameters
of the annual cycle (kj = 2pij/T with T = 365.25 days).
Subtracting a2t from the HF time series yields the de-
trended HF time series. Alternatively, we can divide the HF
time series by the term (a1 + a2t), which yields a normalised
and de-trended HF time series. The normalisation has the
advantage that we can apply a normalised b-value, which
does not change with a trend in HF (see discussion in Ap-
pendix A). Both the de-trended and normalised HF time se-
ries keep the variability caused by changes of the tropopause
altitude (as long as there is no linear trend in the tropopause
altitude), but are not affected by the anthropogenic HF in-
crease. HF is believed to originate in the middle atmosphere
solely from the photodissociation of man-made chlorofluo-
rocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs).
The de-trending is performed in order to reduce the influ-
ence of the chemical variability of HF in the calculations.
But it must be said that the whole HF chemical variability
cannot be removed by de-trending. Finally, the variable fluo-
rine partitioning between HF and COF2 introduces additional
uncertainty into the HF post-correction approach.
Table 2. Assumed random and systematic uncertainties. It is as-
sumed that 80 % of the values listed in the table below correspond
to random uncertainties and 20 % to systematic uncertainties (ex-
cept for spectroscopy that is assumed to be 100 % systematic).
Source Uncertainty
Baseline/continuum 0.1 %
(offset and channelling)
Instrumental lines shape 1 % and 0.01 rad
(modulation efficiency and phase error)
Line of sight 0.001 rad
Solar lines (intensity 1 % and 1.0× 10−6
and spectral scale)
Temperature 1.0 K (trop)/2.0 K (strat)
Spectroscopy (intensity strength 2 % and 5 %
and pressure broadening – γ air)
3.3.3 Directly retrieved tropospheric column-averaged
CH4 dry air mole fraction (troXCH4retr)
The retrieval code PROFFIT is able to perform profile in-
version and we can directly retrieve tropospheric CH4 con-
centration profiles from the measured spectra. We use the
retrieved concentration profiles to obtain a tropospheric
column-averaged CH4 mole fraction directly from the mea-
sured spectra (troXCH4retr). Therefore, we average the re-
trieved CH4 volume mixing ratios between Izan˜a ground
level and an altitude of 6.5 km. The values retrieved at these
altitudes are very sensitive to free tropospheric CH4 and are
not affected by stratospheric CH4 (see also next Sect. 3.4.2).
3.4 Characteristics of the FTIR CH4 data
3.4.1 Error estimation
The error calculations presented here apply the error estima-
tion capability incorporated in the PROFFIT retrieval algo-
rithm. This computationally efficient implementation allows
performing a reasonably complete estimate of the total error
budget for each individual measurement. It is based on the
analytic error estimation approach of Rodgers (2000). We as-
sume the uncertainty sources as listed in Table 2. To avoid a
too optimistic systematic error budget, both a statistical as
well as a systematical contribution are allowed for each error
source. We assume that 80 % of the uncertainties are random
and 20 % systematic, respectively. Exceptions are the spec-
troscopic line parameter uncertainty (line strength and pres-
sure broadening), which is assumed to be purely systematic,
and the error due to spectral measurement noise, which is
assumed to be purely statistical.
The estimated random and systematic errors for the scal-
ing retrieval are listed in Table 3. While the uncertainty in the
spectroscopic parameter determines the systematic error, the
baseline/continuum uncertainty is dominating the random er-
ror sources listed in Table 2.
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Table 3. Errors for each parameter for the scaling retrieval for CH4
total column.
Statistic error (%) Systematic error (%)
Baseline/continuum 0.23 6× 10−3
Instrumental lines shape 0.03 7× 10−3
Line of sight 0.06 7× 10−3
Solar lines 0.02 4× 10−3
Temperature 0.11 0.03
Measurement noise 0.08
Smoothing error 0.43
Spectroscopy 3.59
Total error 0.51 3.59
In addition to these parameter errors, we have to consider
errors caused by the variability in the CH4 profile shape.
Generally, the shape of the actual atmospheric CH4 will dif-
fer from the shape of the scaled WACCM CH4 profile. This
gives rise to so-called smoothing error, which can be calcu-
lated as (I−A) Sa(I−A)T . Here, I is a unity matrix, A is the
averaging kernel, and Sa the assumed a priori covariance of
atmospheric CH4. Here, we use a Sa matrix that is obtained
from the WACCM simulations. We find that the smoothing
error is by far the leading random error and thus determines
the precision of totXCH4 produced by the scaling retrieval.
When considering the smoothing error, we estimate an over-
all precision of about 0.51 %.
The estimated random and systematic errors for the profile
retrieval are shown in Fig. 3a–c respectively. Figure 3d shows
the WACCM a priori CH4 profile in order to have a reference.
We observe that in the troposphere the random errors are
dominated by instrumental specific uncertainty sources: the
baseline offset uncertainty and the measurement noise. The
total estimated random error due to parameter uncertainties
is depicted as yellow line in Fig. 3a. It is about 17 ppb (0.9 %
with respect to the WACCM profile) in the lower troposphere
and about 10 ppb (0.7 %) in the UT/LS region. In the strato-
sphere the smoothing error becomes the leading random error
component.
Concerning systematic errors, spectroscopic parameters
are the dominating uncertainty sources. The estimated total
systematic error is depicted as yellow line in Fig. 3c. It is
about 65 ppb (3.6 %) and 100 ppb (7.1 %) for the lower tro-
posphere and the UT/LS region, respectively.
Table 4 collects the total systematic and random er-
rors for our total XCH4 product (totXCH4) and the a
posteriori-calculated tropospheric XCH4 (troXCH4post) as
obtained from the scaling retrieval (SR). Furthermore, it
shows the errors for the directly retrieved tropospheric XCH4
(troXCH4retr) and totXCH4 obtained from the profile retrieval
(PR). For these calculations, we assume the following uncer-
tainties: 0.3 hPa for the surface pressure, 2.7 % for the HF
column (Schneider et al., 2005), 1 % for the H2O column
(Schneider et al., 2010a), and 10 % for the b-value.
Fig. 3. Estimated errors for the profiling retrieval (PR): (a) statistical
(random) errors of parameters listed in Table 2, (b) smoothing error,
(c) systematic errors, and (d) climatologic CH4 profile simulated by
the WACCM model that is used as the a-priori profile. The different
colours are for the different uncertainty sources as explained in the
legend. The yellow line represents the total errors, and the grey line
is the WACCM profile.
Theoretically, the scaling retrieval produces total column-
averaged CH4 (totXCH4) and a posteriori-corrected tropo-
spheric column-averaged CH4 (troXCH4post) with a precision
of 0.51 % and 0.61 %, respectively (square root of the square
sum of the smoothing error, measurement noise and the sta-
tistical error). By applying a profiling retrieval, we can signif-
icantly reduce the smoothing error, which theoretically im-
proves the precision of totXCH4 to 0.41 %. The directly re-
trieved tropospheric column-averaged CH4 (troXCH4retr) has
an estimated precision of 0.91 %. Please note that the pre-
cision estimate for the a posteriori- calculated tropospheric
XCH4 (troXCH4post) is very likely too optimistic since we
assume an uncertainty of the b-value applied in Eq. (3) of
only 10 %, whereas the model-deduced HF-CH4 correlation
might be afflicted with a larger uncertainty.
3.4.2 Characteristics of the retrieved CH4 profiles
When retrieving vertical profiles, it is important to document
the vertical resolution that can be achieved with the remote
sensing system. The vertical information contained in the
FTIR profile is characterized by the averaging kernel ma-
trix (A). This matrix depends on the retrieved parameters,
the quality of the measurement (the signal to noise ratio), the
spectral resolution, the solar zenith angle, etc. The averag-
ing kernel matrix describes the smoothing of the real vertical
distribution of the absorber by the FTIR measurements pro-
cess. Figure 4 shows the rows of a typical averaging kernel
matrix of our CH4 retrieval. The row kernels indicate the al-
titude regions that mainly contribute to the retrieved state.
The first atmospheric levels (from Izan˜a ground level up to
6.5 km) are highlighted by red colour showing that, for the
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Table 4. Total errors estimated for typical measurement conditions (16 June 2010).
Typical value Smoothing error Statistic error Systematic error
ppb % ppb % ppb % ppb
SR totXCH4 1743 0.43 7.50 0.27 4.71 3.50 61.01
SR∗ troXCH4post 1810 0.43 7.78 0.43 7.87 3.38 61.26
PR totXCH4 1743 0.06 1.05 0.41 7.15 2.23 38.87
PR troXCH4retr 1812 0.20 3.62 0.89 15.95 3.26 59.07
SR: scale retrieval; PR: profile retrieval; SR∗: applying HF correction using the CH4 total column from SR.
Table 5. Statistics of the daily mean comparisons between the side-
by-side measuring instruments 120M and 125HR.
N R MRD (%) STD (%) SF±SEM
SR totXCH4 17 0.91 −0.17 0.28 0.9983± 0.0014
SR∗ troXCH4post 17 0.73 −0.14 0.27 0.9986± 0.0014
PR totXCH4 17 0.73 −0.10 0.30 0.9990± 0.0015
PR troXCH4retr 17 0.83 0.06 0.51 1.0006± 0.0025
N : number of data points; R: correlation coefficient; MRD: mean relative difference
(120M− 125HR)/125HR; STD: standard deviation; SF: scaling factor
(120M/125HR); SEM: standard error of the mean of the scaling factor =
2×STD/sqrt(N); SR: scale retrieval; PR: profile retrieval; SR∗: applying HF
correction using the CH4 total column from SR.
CH4 mole fractions retrieved at these altitudes, there is no
significant contribution from the stratosphere. The respective
mixing ratios are very representative of the free troposphere,
and we calculate our troXCH4retr as the average of the mole
fractions at these altitudes. With the green colour, we high-
light the row kernel for an altitude of 21 km. We observe that
the mole fractions values retrieved at 21 km well reflect the
upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UT/LS) region.
The trace of the averaging kernel matrix can be interpreted
as the degree of freedom (DOF) of the measurement. The
higher the value, the more information is obtained from the
measurement. A typical DOF value obtained for our CH4 re-
trieval is 2.5.
4 Empirical validation
4.1 Intercomparison between the Bruker spectrometers
IFS 120M and IFS 125HR
The Bruker spectrometers IFS 120M and IFS 125HR were
operated side-by-side during March–April of 2005. On
17 days both instruments measured in coincidence and we
can use these periods for empirically documenting the errors
caused by instrument specific random uncertainties. In case
of the profile retrieval, such instrument-specific random un-
certainties (baseline offset and measurement noise) dominate
the total random error and we can use the side-by-side instru-
ment intercomparison as an empirical validation of the over-
all precision. Table 5 shows statistics of the intercomparison
of the different CH4 products obtained from the scaling and
Fig. 4. Typical row averaging kernels for profiling retrieval (PR):
red lines show the kernels between Izan˜a ground level and 6.5 km,
while the green line shows the kernel corresponding to an altitude
of 21 km.
the profile retrieval. Concerning the profile retrieval (marked
as PR), we find scatter values of 0.3 % for totXCH4 and
0.5 % for troXCH4retr , thereby empirically documenting the
good precision of these data. Concerning the scaling retrieval
(marked as SR), the scatter values are even smaller; however,
it is important to note that in this case the smoothing error
cancels out, since it is very similar for both instruments.
4.2 FTIR versus surface in-situ GAW data
As already mentioned in Sect. 2.1, the in-situ nighttime data
are very representative of free troposphere background con-
ditions. Therefore, we compare the average of two consecu-
tive in-situ nighttime means with the mean of the FTIR data
obtained during the enclosed day. We limit this study to the
2001–2010 period, since in 1999–2000 we find an inconsis-
tency in the surface pressure data. Due to this inconsistency,
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Fig. 5. CH4GAW in-situ (black circles) and totXCH4 FTIR data
obtained from scaling (squares) and profiling (triangles) retrieval,
respectively. Bottom panel: 2001–2010 time series for all avail-
able data; top panel: time series of the difference expressed as
(FTIR−GAW)/GAW for the scaling (squares) and profiling (trian-
gles) retrieval, respectively. The solid lines represent the mean rela-
tive difference for the scaling and profiling retrieval, respectively.
we are not able to calculate consistent DPC values for the
1999–2000 period (for more details see Appendix B).
The lower panel of Fig. 5 shows the daily means for
totXCH4 (dark green open triangles for the profiling re-
trieval, PR, and green solid squares for the scaling retrieval,
SR) and GAW CH4 in-situ values (black points). The up-
per panel depicts the relative difference between FTIR and
GAW data ((FTIR−GAW)/GAW, grey open triangles for
PR and dark grey solid squares for SR). For the scaling re-
trieval, we find a mean and standard deviation of the dif-
ference of −4.69 %± 1.42 %. The FTIR/GAW scaling fac-
tor is 0.9531. We find no significant correlation between
the FTIR and GAW data (Correlation coefficient R = 0.09).
In order to reduce the scatter caused by comparing differ-
ent air masses (we compare nighttime with daytime data),
we perform an additional comparison of monthly mean data
(graphic not shown). There, the difference between the FTIR
and GAW data is −5.05 %± 1.28 %, and the scaling factor
0.9495. Using monthly averages instead of daily mean data
does not significantly reduce scatter and the bias between
the two data sets. For the profiling retrieval, we find a bet-
ter agreement: mean and scatter of −3.90 %± 1.06 % and
−4.17 %± 0.92 % for daily and monthly mean differences,
respectively. The FTIR/GAW scaling factor is 0.9610 (daily
mean). The results of this daily and monthly mean intercom-
parison between the GAW data and the FTIR products are
collected in Tables 6 and 7.
The lower panel of Fig. 6 shows daily means GAW
data (black circles) and the troXCH4post data (violet open
squares) obtained by applying the b-value determined from
Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for the a posteriori-corrected tropospheric
XCH4 calculated from the total CH4 column obtained from the scal-
ing retrieval and applying the HF correction (troXCH4post , violet
empty squares).
Table 6. Statistics of the daily mean comparisons between the FTIR
products (totXCH4, troXCH4post , and troXCH4retr) and the GAW
data for the period 2001–2010.
FTIR product N R MRD (%) STD (%) SF±SEM
SR totXCH4 709 0.09 −4.69 1.42 0.9531± 0.0011
SR∗ troXCH4post 709 0.22 −2.01 1.24 0.9799± 0.0009
PR totXCH4 709 0.39 −3.90 1.06 0.9610± 0.0008
PR troXCH4retr 709 0.60 −0.13 0.97 0.9987± 0.0007
N : number of data points; R: correlation coefficient; MRD: mean relative difference
(FTIR−GAW)/GAW; STD: standard deviation; SF: scaling factor (FTIR/GAW); SEM:
standard error of the mean of the scaling factor = 2×STD/sqrt(N); SR: scale retrieval;
PR: profile retrieval; SR∗: applying HF correction using the CH4 total column from SR.
the HF and CH4 climatology of ACE-FTS (b =−743; see
Appendix A). In the upper panel, the relative FTIR-GAW
difference is shown. We obtain a mean difference and scatter
of −2.01 %± 1.24 % (FTIR/GAW scaling factor of 0.9799).
The correlation plot provides a rather low correlation coef-
ficient of 0.22 (see Table 6). For the monthly mean compar-
ison, there is no significant change: correlation coefficient
(0.15) and the relative FTIR-GAW scatter decrease to 1.19 %
(see Table 7). In addition, we calculate the troXCH4post data
by applying a set of different b-values obtained by different
approaches. We find that the different troXCH4post calcula-
tions do not significantly affect the level of agreement with
the GAW data (for a detailed discussion please refer to Ap-
pendix A).
The NDACC mid-infrared spectra contain sufficient in-
formation to retrieve a CH4 concentration profile with the
characteristics that are described by the averaging kernels of
Fig. 4. Theoretically, we should be able to distinguish tropo-
spheric from stratospheric CH4. Figure 7 shows a time series
of the CH4 profiles retrieved from the FTIR measurements
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Table 7. Same as Table 6 but for monthly means.
FTIR product N R MRD (%) STD (%) SF±SEM
SR totXCH4 98 0.09 −5.05 1.28 0.9495± 0.0026
SR∗ troXCH4post 98 0.15 −2.22 1.19 0.9778± 0.0024
PR totXCH4 98 0.40 −4.17 0.92 0.9583± 0.0019
PR troXCH4retr 98 0.69 −0.32 0.69 0.9968± 0.0014
Fig. 7. Retrieved CH4 profile time series for the period 2001–2010.
between 2001 and 2010. CH4 concentrations are high in
the troposphere and significantly decrease in the stratosphere
where CH4 is effectively destroyed by reaction with OH, Cl,
and O (1D). In the CH4 profile time series, we can clearly
observe the upward shift of the UT/LS region during the
summer months: in winter above 18 km, the CH4 concen-
trations are typically smaller than 1600 ppb, whereas in sum-
mer 1600 ppb are still achieved at an altitude of 20 km. Vice
versa to CH4, the HF concentrations are very small in the
troposphere and start to increase significantly as function of
altitude in the stratosphere (HF is produced in the strato-
sphere by photolysis of CFCs). Similar to CH4 in the UT/LS
region, the total column of HF is a good indicator for the
stratospheric contribution. Indeed, we observe a strong anti-
correlation between the HF amounts and the CH4 mixing
ratio at 21 km (altitude that is very representative for the
UT/LS region; see Sect. 3.4.2). This strong anti-correlation
(R =−0.81, see Fig. 8) confirms the good quality of the CH4
concentration retrieved for the UT/LS region.
The lower panel of Fig. 9 depicts the troXCH4retr time
series (red stars) and in black circles the daily means
GAW data. The upper panel depicts the respective rela-
tive FTIR-GAW difference. We get a mean and scatter of
−0.13 %± 0.97 % and a correlation coefficient of 0.60. For
the monthly mean comparison, the correlation further im-
proves (coefficient of 0.69) and the relative FTIR-GAW scat-
ter decreases to 0.69 % (see Tables 6 and 7). The good
correlation between the GAW data and the tropospheric
FTIR CH4 concentrations, on the one hand, and the strong
Fig. 8. Correlation plot of the retrieved total HF column versus CH4
VMR in the UT/LS region (at 21 km). The red line shows the linear
regression line.
anti-correlation between the HF columns and the UT/LS
FTIR CH4 concentrations document the good quality of
the retrieved CH4 profiles. The NDACC FTIR systems al-
low measuring tropospheric CH4 independently from strato-
spheric CH4. Furthermore, the FTIR/GAW scaling factor for
troXCH4retr is very close to unity (it is 0.9987, see Table 6)
indicating that the applied CH4 HITRAN 2008 line strength
parameters are in good absolute agreement to the GAW CH4
measurements. The troXCH4retr and the GAW datasets are
consistent and could be used in a synergetic manner in flux
inversion models.
Figure 10 shows the troXCH4retr /<SF> versus CH4GAW
(being <SF> the mean scaling factor between troXCH4retr
and CH4GAW). We observe that the slope of the linear regres-
sion line is smaller than unity: the fitted linear function goes
from 20 ppb above the diagonal to 20 ppb below the diago-
nal. This is in agreement with the column sensitivity of the
FTIR retrieval being smaller than 1.0 in the lower part of the
troposphere (∼0.8; graphic not shown), i.e. the FTIR system
does not capture the whole CH4 variation. However, Fig. 10
might also suggest that the troXCH4retr and the GAW datasets
are not fully equivalent, because the former applies for the
tropospheric column, whereas the latter applies only for the
lower part of the free troposphere. The CH4 variability might
be larger in the lower part of the free troposphere than in the
upper part of the free troposphere.
4.3 Interannual trend
We analyzed the CH4 interannual trend for the FTIR and sur-
face in-situ values. For estimating the interannual trend, we
calculate yearly mean data. However, since sampling is not
uniform and there might be years with more measurements
than usual during a certain season, we have to subtract the
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 5, but for the directly retrieved tropospheric
XCH4 (troXCH4retr , red stars) from the profile retrieval.
annual cycle (de-seasonalise the time series). We estimate
the annual cycle by fitting the following function to the time
series:
f (t)= a1 + a2t +
4∑
i=1
[bi cos(wi t)+ ci sin(wi t)]
+
2∑
j=1
[
dj cos(kj t)+ ej sin(kj t)
] (5)
where t is the time in days; a1, a2, bi and ci are the parame-
ters of the interannual trend and dj and ej are the parameters
of the annual cycle, all of them to be determined; wi = 2pii/N
with N equal to the number of days in the considered period
and kj = 2pij/T with T = 365.25 days. The de-seasonalised
time series can then be used to calculate the yearly mean time
series. The yearly mean time series of CH4GAW and of the dif-
ferent FTIR products are shown in Fig. 11: in Fig. 11a for
totXCH4 from the scaling retrieval (SR) and the profiling re-
trieval (PR) and in Fig. 11b for the troXCH4 products. Beside
troXCH4post and troXCH4retr , we show here troXCH4retr gbm ,
which is the same as troXCH4retr but applying the spectral
microwindows, retrieval settings and line lists recommended
by Sussmann et al. (2011). For all datasets we observe that
before 2005 the CH4 concentrations remained stable and af-
ter 2005 there has been a continuous CH4 increase. Although
a detailed discussion of this trend is beyond the scope of this
paper, we would like to mention that our results are in excel-
lent agreement with those of Dlugokencky et al. (2009) and
Rigby et al. (2008).
In order to assess how the yearly mean time series of the
different FTIR products agree with the corresponding GAW
time series, we calculate the random mean square between
the yearly mean GAW data and the yearly mean FTIR data.
Fig. 10. CH4GAW in-situ versus troXCH4retr /<SF> correlation plot.
<SF> is the mean scaling factor between both quantities. The red
line shows the linear regression line, while the grey one shows the
diagonal as a reference.
The results are collected in Table 8. The different FTIR prod-
ucts agree similarly well with the GAW data.
In Table 9 we collect the change in mean CH4 VMR
between the 2001–2003 and the 2008–2010 period. The
GAW concentrations (CH4GAW) changed by about 20 ppb.
This change is slightly overestimated by all the FTIR data
products. However, this overestimation is not significant. It
is within the 1σ uncertainty range. We find that the directly
retrieved tropospheric column-averaged CH4 shows the best
agreement with the GAW dataset.
4.4 De-trended CH4 annual cycle
We compare the annual CH4 cycles of the GAW data and of
the different FTIR CH4 products. Therefore, we de-trend the
CH4 time series. This de-trending is performed by removing
the interannual trends as depicted in Fig. 11. Figure 12 shows
the de-trended monthly means calculated for the 2001–2010
period: black circles for the GAW data, green solid squares
and dark green open triangles for totXCH4 obtained from the
scaling and profiling retrieval, respectively (see Fig. 12a), vi-
olet open squares for troXCH4post , red stars for troXCH4retr ,
and dark yellow open stars for troXCH4retr gbm . All the annual
cycles have been centered to zero.
We observe that totXCH4 does not reproduce the tropo-
spheric surface in-situ CH4 variability. It is obvious that
totXCH4 is not a good proxy for the tropospheric seasonal
CH4 variability. Instead, the totXCH4 annual variability is
dominated by the annual variability of the tropopause height,
which is lowest by the end of winter and continuously in-
creases during summer. The totXCH4 cycle obtained from
the scaling retrieval differs significantly from the totXCH4
cycle obtained from the profile retrieval. This implies that
the smoothing error – which is very important for a scaling
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Table 8. Root mean square (RMS) between the annual means (2001–2010 period) of GAW and the FTIR data (see Fig. 10).
CH4GAW -a
a
totXCH4 totXCH4 troXCH4post troXCH4retr troXCH4retr gbm
(SR) (PR) (SR∗) (PR) (PR)
RMS [ppb] 5.15 4.52 4.54 4.81 7.51
SR: scale retrieval; PR: profile retrieval; SR∗: applying HF correction using the CH4 total column from SR.
Table 9. Difference between the mean CH4 VMR in 2001–2003 and in 2008–2010 with its associated 1 σ uncertainty.
Dataset CH4GAW
totXCH4 totXCH4 troXCH4post troXCH4retr troXCH4retr gbm
(SR) (PR) (SR*) (PR) (PR)
Difference [ppb] 19.65 26.46 25.61 26.97 22.79 26.79±5.00 ±9.19 ±4.74 ±7.71 ±5.12 ±4.91
SR: scale retrieval; PR: profile retrieval; SR∗: applying HF correction using the CH4 total column from SR.
retrieval with fixed first guess profile shape – depends on the
season.
As with the totXCH4 cycle, the troXCH4post cycle does not
capture the minimum during summer and the maximum in
the early winter. Instead, it follows more or less the annual
cycle of the tropopause altitude. We observe that the a poste-
riori correction method as applied here does not adequately
account for the stratospheric contribution.
By comparison, the troXCH4retr cycle is more consistent
with the GAW in-situ cycle. The amplitudes and phases of
both cycles are very similar, thereby confirming that the di-
rectly retrieved tropospheric column-averaged XCH4 values
are a very good proxy for the free tropospheric CH4 concen-
trations.
We find that the troXCH4retr gbm cycle does not reconstruct
the GAW in-situ cycle as well as does troXCH4retr . The
troXCH4retr gbm retrieval was optimised for retrievals of to-
tal column-averaged XCH4 from a range of sites and water
vapour amounts, not tropospheric column-averaged XCH4.
The difference is presumed to be due to different treatment
of water vapour and the use of different line lists for CH4.
5 Remark on non-transferability to the near-infrared
spectra
In our work we investigate CH4 retrievals by applying the
NDACC high- resolution mid-infrared solar absorption spec-
tra (typical spectral resolution is 0.005 cm−1). We find that
the HF correction method based on a simple scaling re-
trieval of a climatologic CH4 profile does not work suffi-
ciently well when applying the high-resolution mid-infrared
NDACC spectra. In Appendix A we document that the prob-
lem is not the b-value but the limited precision of the CH4
total column amount that is achieved by a simple scaling
retrieval. In addition to NDACC, the ground-based FTIR
network TCCON has been established during the last few
years. Within TCCON, spectra are measured in the near-
infrared spectral region at a spectral resolution of 0.02 cm−1.
It is important to remark that our results about the HF cor-
rection method found for the mid-infrared spectra cannot be
transferred in a straightforward manner to the near-infrared
TCCON retrievals. There are some important differences:
1. In the high-resolution mid-infrared NDACC spectra, we
can well observe the pressure broadening effect, i.e.
these spectra contain a lot of information about the ver-
tical distribution of the CH4 molecules. As a conse-
quence for NDACC, a CH4 profile retrieval is more fea-
sible. A simple scaling retrieval will produce less pre-
cise CH4 total column amounts. The situation is dif-
ferent for the near-infrared TCCON spectra. There, the
CH4 signatures are less sensitive to the vertical dis-
tribution of CH4. First, in the near-infrared spectra,
the Doppler core is more important than in the mid-
infrared spectra (pressure broadening is more difficult
to observe), and second, the spectral resolution of TC-
CON spectra is significantly lower than the one of the
NDACC spectra. Consequently, in the near-infrared TC-
CON, a profile retrieval may have only small or negligi-
ble benefit and a scaling retrieval may produce equally
precise and accurate column amounts.
2. The TCCON near-infrared observations have the great
advantage that the observed air mass can be moni-
tored by analyzing O2 absorption signatures. Since at-
mospheric O2 amounts are very stable, one can use the
CH4/O2 ratio as a measure of the column-averaged CH4
amount. Thereby, the measurement is a relative mea-
surement and TCCON CH4 columns are theoretically
very precise.
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Fig. 11. Annual mean for the CH4GAW in-situ (black dots) and the different FTIR products considering coincident data and centered at
zero. (a) total XCH4 products: green squares for totXCH4 from SR, and green dark open triangles for totXCH4 from PR; (b) tropospheric
XCH4 products: violet open squares for troXCH4post , red stars for troXCH4retr , and open dark yellow stars for troXCH4retr gbm . The error bars
correspond to the standard error of the mean [2×STD/sqrt(N)].
Fig. 12. The multi-annual mean annual cycles derived for data of the 2001–2010 period for the different CH4GAW (black dots) and the different
FTIR products: (a) total XCH4 products; green squares for SR and green dark open triangles for PR; (b) tropospheric XCH4 products: violet
open squares for troXCH4post , red stars for troXCH4retr and open dark yellow stars for troXCH4retr gbm . The error bars correspond to the
standard error of the mean [2 x STD/sqrt(N)].
6 Outlook and conclusions
In the framework of the NDACC, ground-based FTIR ex-
periments have recorded high-resolution mid-infrared solar
absorption spectra for more than a decade at about 15 glob-
ally distributed sites. We examine two different CH4 retrieval
principles: first, a simple scaling of a fixed climatologic pro-
file and, second, a CH4 profile retrieval.
A scaling retrieval is indicated if there is no significant
variation in the profile shape or if the variations in the pro-
file shape are not reflected in the measured solar absorption
spectra (e.g. due to limited spectral resolution or measure-
ment noise). However, our study shows that the high qual-
ity NDACC spectra contain significant information about the
typical vertical variability of CH4 converting the smoothing
error in the leads error component of the scaling retrieval. We
estimate a theoretical precision of the total XCH4 of 0.51 %.
The smoothing error of total XCH4 can be significantly re-
duced if performing a profile retrieval leading to an improved
precision of 0.41 %. This good precision is empirically con-
firmed by a side-by-side intercomparison study applying two
FTIR instruments in 2005. We document that only the pro-
file retrieval produces total XCH4 with high precision and
should be used for producing data for scientific applications.
We find, for instance, the annual XCH4 cycle obtained by the
scaling retrieval significantly differs from the cycle obtained
by the profile retrieval.
While precise total XCH4 FTIR data are an important
reference for the validation of space-base XCH4 experi-
ments (e.g. SCIAMACHY, GOSAT, OCO-2), the total XCH4
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amounts are significantly affected by the variability of the
stratospheric CH4 contribution. We document that the annual
cycle of total XCH4 rather follows the annual cycle of the
tropopause altitude and not the annual cycle of tropospheric
CH4 mole fraction. Our study shows that total XCH4 is no
valid proxy for tropospheric CH4.
We investigate two methods for obtaining a tropospheric
CH4 proxy from the FTIR measurements. First, the of-
ten applied a posteriori correction method, which applies
a CH4 scaling retrieval and a posteriori corrects the strato-
spheric CH4 contribution using HF total column amounts as
stratospheric CH4 proxy. This data set is called troXCH4post
throughout the paper. Second, we directly retrieve tropo-
spheric column-averaged XCH4 amounts from the spec-
tra applying the profile retrieval. This data set is called
troXCH4retr throughout the paper.
Concerning troXCH4post we estimate a precision of 0.61 %.
However, this estimation cannot be empirically confirmed by
our comparison to the GAW CH4 in-situ data (the scatter be-
tween CH4GAW and troXCH4post is as large as 1.24 %). The
reason might be an underestimation of the smoothing error,
a too optimistic assumption of the uncertainty of the b-value,
or a seasonal variability of the fluorine partitioning. The sci-
entific usefulness of troXCH4post data is rather doubtful. For
instance, the data do not capture the full amplitude of the
tropospheric CH4 annual cycle.
For troXCH4retr we estimate a theoretical precision of
0.91 %. This value is consistent with the results of the side-
by-side FTIR intercomparison study of 2005, and it is well
confirmed by the comparison to the GAW CH4 in-situ data
(we obtain a scatter between CH4GAW and troXCH4retr of
0.97 %). Furthermore, we found that the FTIR/GAW scal-
ing factor is very close to unity, suggesting that the NDACC
FTIR network can provide tropospheric column-averaged
CH4 that is very consistent to the CH4 data of the GAW in-
situ network. The annual cycles of troXCH4retr and CH4GAW
are very similar (phase and amplitude). For investigating the
CH4 interchange between atmosphere, biosphere, and ocean,
we strongly recommend using the directly retrieved tropo-
spheric XCH4 instead of the tropospheric XCH4 produced
by the a posteriori correction method.
Although we do not perform a direct empirical validation
of the total column-averaged XCH4 obtained by the profile
retrieval, it is important to recall that we observe, first, a good
correlation of the retrieved tropospheric column-averaged
XCH4 amounts with the GAW data, and second, a good cor-
relation of the retrieved lower stratospheric CH4 concentra-
tions with the HF data. These observations document the
high quality of the retrieved CH4 profile in the troposphere
as well as in the stratosphere and thus strongly suggest a high
quality for the total column-averaged XCH4.
Due to its long-term characteristics, the NDACC tropo-
spheric XCH4 data set can make valuable contributions when
investigating sources and sinks of CH4. In our paper we
exclusively investigate CH4 retrievals applying mid-infrared
Fig. A1. HF volume mixing ratio versus CH4 volume mixing ratio
between the levels 10 and 100 hPa. The solid lines represent the
regression line for models (black line) and ACE-FTS (red line). The
b-values are also shown for the normalised HF profiles.
NDACC spectra. In the future we plan a similar study for the
near-infrared spectral region, which is recorded by the TC-
CON experiments. We plan to examine the practicability and
benefits of a profile retrieval for obtaining highly precise total
column-averaged XCH4 amounts from TCCON spectra. Fur-
thermore, we will use the Izan˜a GAW CH4 in-situ data set for
documenting the precision of possible TCCON tropospheric
column-averaged CH4 data and its level of consistency with
the GAW CH4 in-situ data.
Appendix A
Using HF column amounts as proxy for the
tropopause altitude
We calculate the CH4-HF slope equilibrium (b-value) by
applying three different approaches: (a) as Washenfelder et
al. (2003) from the stratospheric CH4 and HF VMR, (b) from
the CH4 and HF total columns and (c) fitting Eq. (3) (from the
manuscript) but substituting the troXCH4post for CH4GAW . For
approaches (a) and (b) we determine the b-value by applying
different datasets. We use model data (a CH4 climatology for
the 2004–2006 period from WACCM, and an HF climatol-
ogy for the mid-2000s from KASIMA) as well as experimen-
tal data (a 2004–2008 climatology of CH4 and HF profiles
and for the latitude 25◦ N–35◦ N from the ACE-FTS satellite
experiment; Jones et al., 2012). The three approaches give
different b-values. The scatter between the different b-values
can be used as the b-values uncertainty.
a. The b-value is determined by calculating the regres-
sion line between the stratospheric CH4 and HF VMR
profiles obtained from the ACE-FTS measurements
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Table A1. troCH4post calculated from CH4col of the scaling retrieval.
troXCH4post vs. CH4GAW
Applied method to b-value R MRD STD SF
calculated the b-value (%) (%)
Correlation of ACE VMRs (10 to 100 hPa) −743 0.216 −2.01 1.24 0.9799
Correlation of ACE columns (shifts: −30 to +30 hPa) −689 0.205 −2.21 1.25 0.9780
Correlation of modelled VMRs (10 to 100 hPa) −679 0.203 −2.24 1.26 0.9776
Correlation of modelled columns (shifts: −30 to +30 hPa) −901 0.247 −1.45 1.21 0.9855
fit: CH4GAW , CH4FTIR , HFFTIR −1368 0.344 0.21 1.12 1.0021
R: correlation coefficient; MRD: mean relative difference (FTIR-GAW)/GAW; STD: standard deviation; SF: scaling factor (FTIR/GAW).
Table A2. Same as Table A1 but for normalised HF time series.
troXCH4post vs. CH4GAW
Applied method to b-value
R
MRD STD SF
calculated the b-value [(molec./m2)−1] (%) (%)
Correlation of ACE VMRs (10 to 100 hPa) −7.036× 1021 0.193 −2.28 1.27 0.9772
Correlation of ACE columns (shifts: −30 to +30 hPa) −6.529× 1021 0.185 −2.45 1.28 0.9755
Correlation of modelled VMRs (10 to 100 hPa) −7.741× 1021 0.205 −2.04 1.25 0.9796
Correlation of modelled columns (shifts: −30 to +30 hPa) −1.027× 1022 0.249 −1.19 1.21 0.9881
fit: CH4GAW , CH4FTIR , HFFTIRnorm −1.522× 1022 0.341 0.48 1.13 1.0048
Fig. A2. Solid lines correspond to the modelled profiles for CH4
(left panel) and HF (right panel). Dotted and dashed lines show
the models mixing ratios for −10 hPa and +10 hPa vertical profile
shifts, respectively. Red open triangles show the ACE-FTS mixing
ratios (the red filled triangle is the CH4 concentration that we use for
the lower troposphere, where ACE-FTS is not sensitive anymore).
between the 10 and 100 hPa. We also determine a b-
value from the modelled VMR profiles. The CH4-HF
correlation plots are depicted in Fig. A1. We calculate
the correlations for the 10 to 100 hPa levels in agree-
ment with Washenfelder et al. (2003), but in compar-
ison to Washenfelder et al. (2003) we only determine
one single b-value. Actually, the b-value changes with
the increase of HF amounts by about 1 % per year. Con-
sequently, using a single b-value representative for the
2004–2006/2008 time period for the whole time series
(2001–2010) means an uncertainty of the b-value of up
to 5 %. We obtain values of −743 and −679 for ACE-
FTS profiles and models, respectively. For comparison
Washenfelder et al. (2003) estimated a b-value for 1992
of about −950, which is in reasonable agreement with
our b-values obtained for the mid-2000s.
In addition, we calculate a b-value from a normalised
HF-profile. The normalisation means that the VMR
values have been divided by the HF total column
amounts. This b-value can then be applied in Eq. (3)
together with a normalised HF time series. The nor-
malisation allows using a b-value that is constant over
time. We get values of −7.036× 1021 (molec/m2)−1
and −7.741× 1021 (molec/m2)−1 for ACE-FTS and
models, respectively.
b. As can be seen in Fig. A1 between 10 and 100 hPa,
the correlation is not perfectly linear. In particu-
lar for the model profiles assuming a linear corre-
lation might cause an erroneous b-value. Therefore,
we test an additional approach that determines the
b-value from correlating CH4 and HF total column
amounts. The column amounts are calculated from
profiles that are shifted vertically (between −30 hPa
and +30 hPa; see Fig. A2). Figures A3 and A4 plot
the correlations using ACE-FTS profiles and models
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Table A3. Same as Table A1 but for CH4col from profiling retrieval.
troXCH4post vs. CH4GAW
Applied method to b-value R MRD STD SF
calculated the b-value (%) (%)
Correlation of ACE VMRs (10 to 100 hPa) −743 0.519 −1.23 0.97 0.9877
Correlation of ACE columns (shifts: −30 to +30 hPa) −689 0.510 −1.42 0.98 0.9858
Correlation of modelled VMRs (10 to 100 hPa) −679 0.509 −1.45 0.98 0.9855
Correlation of modelled columns (shifts: −30 to +30 hPa) −901 0.541 −0.67 0.96 0.9933
fit: CH4GAW , CH4FTIR , HFFTIR −1368 0.582 0.99 0.94 1.0099
Table A4. Same as Table A3 but for normalised HF time series.
troXCH4post vs. CH4GAW
Applied method to b-value
R
MRD STD SF
calculated the b-value [(molec./m2)−1] (%) (%)
Correlation of ACE VMRs (10 to 100 hPa) −7.036× 1021 0.499 −1.50 0.99 0.9851
Correlation of ACE columns (shifts: −30 to +30 hPa) −6.529× 1021 0.492 −1.67 0.99 0.9833
Correlation of modelled VMRs (10 to 100 hPa) −7.741× 1021 0.510 −1.26 0.98 0.9874
Correlation of modelled columns (shifts: −30 to +30 hPa) −1.027× 1022 0.542 −0.41 0.96 0.9960
fit: CH4GAW , CH4FTIR , HFFTIRnorm −1.522× 1022 0.580 1.27 0.94 1.0130
Fig. A3. Correlation plot between the CH4 and HF total column
amounts obtained for different vertical shifts of the CH4 and HF
ACE-FTS profiles.
profiles, respectively. We get b-values of −689 and
−901 for ACE-FTS and models, respectively. For nor-
malised profiles we get −6.529× 1021 (molec/m2)−1
and −1.027× 1022 (molec/m2)−1 for ACE-FTS and
models, respectively.
c. Finally, we calculate an empirical b-value determined
by fitting all the high quality data that are available at the
Izan˜a Observatory: the FTIR CH4 total column amounts
determined from the profiling retrieval, the FTIR HF to-
tal column amounts, and the CH4GAW data.
Fig. A4. Same as Fig. A3 but for model profiles.
CH4col(t)= k ·
(
DPC(t) ·CH4GAW(t)
)+b·HFcol(t) (A1)
The parameters b and k are obtained by least squares fit.
The so-obtained b-value is the “best possible b-value”.
Applying this b-value in Eq. (3) produces a troXCH4post
with the best possible correlation to CH4GAW . This em-
pirical value represents the best correction that is pos-
sible with the “HF-procedure”. We get a b-value of
−1368, and−1.522× 1022 (molec/m2)−1 when it is ap-
plied for the normalised HF.
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Fig. B1. Time series of the daily mean pressure at Izan˜a ground
level.
According to Eq. (3) we calculate troXCH4post for the dif-
ferent b-values, considering the de-trended and normalised
HF time series, and for CH4 total columns obtained from
the scaling retrieval. Tables A1 and A2 document the agree-
ment between troXCH4post and CH4GAW . We want to remark
that the agreement between the troXCH4post and CH4GAW only
slightly depends on the applied b-value. The correlation fac-
tor (R) and the standard deviation (STD) are roughly the
same for the different b-values. Even for our empirical “best
possible b-value”, we get an agreement that is significantly
poorer that the agreement between the directly retrieved tro-
pospheric column-averaged CH4 and CH4GAW .
On the other hand, the agreement strongly depends on the
quality of the applied CH4 total column data. This is docu-
mented by Tables A3 and A4, which show the same as Tables
A1 and A2 but using the CH4 total column amounts obtained
from the profile retrieval. These total column amounts are of
higher quality than the CH4 total column amounts obtained
from the scaling retrieval (see error estimation section of the
manuscript). We conclude that in the mid-infrared spectra,
the leading error source of the “HF-procedure” is the uncer-
tainty of the applied CH4col and not the uncertainty of the
b-value.
Appendix B
Surface pressure measurements at Izan˜a Observatory
The 1999–2010 surface pressure measurement time series
presents a jump at the beginning of 2001. The reason is that
before and after 2001 two different types of pressure sensors
have been applied: until 2001 a Thyas sensor (∼±1 hPa) and
since 2001 a Setra sensor (±0.3 hPa). Furthermore, the sen-
sors were located at different positions and altitudes.
Figure B1 shows the time series of the daily mean pres-
sure values acquired from both sensors at Izan˜a station. This
jump will propagate into the totXCH4 and troXCH4post with
about 7 ppb and 8 ppb, respectively. Therefore, we decided to
present CH4 time series only from 2001 onward.
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Abstract
We present lower/middle tropospheric column-averaged CH4 mole fraction time series
measured by nine globally distributed ground-based FTIR (Fourier Transform InfraRed)
remote sensing experiments of the Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Com-
position Change (NDACC). We show that these data are well representative of the5
tropospheric regional-scale CH4 signal, largely independent of the local small-scale
signals of the boundary layer, and only weakly dependent on upper tropospheric/lower
stratospheric (UTLS) CH4 variations. In order to achieve the weak dependency on the
UTLS, we use an a posteriori correction method. We estimate a typical precision for
daily mean values of about 0.5% and a systematic error of about 2.5%. The theoreti-10
cal assessments are complemented by an extensive empirical study. For this purpose,
we use surface in-situ CH4 measurements made within the Global Atmosphere Watch
(GAW) network and compare them to the remote sensing data. We briefly discuss dif-
ferent filter methods for removing the local small-scale signals from the surface in-situ
datasets in order to obtain the in-situ regional-scale signals. We find good agreement15
between the filtered in-situ and the remote sensing data. The agreement is consistent
for a variety of time scales that are interesting for CH4 source/sink research: day-to-day,
monthly, and inter-annual. The comparison study confirms our theoretical estimations
and proves that the NDACC FTIR measurements can provide valuable data for inves-
tigating the cycle of CH4.20
1 Introduction
Methane (CH4) plays an important role in atmospheric chemistry, affecting the oxidizing
capacity of the atmosphere, acting as a precursor of tropospheric ozone (O3) and being
the most important anthropogenic greenhouse gas after carbon dioxide (CO2).
For many years, tropospheric greenhouse gases have been monitored at the Earth’s25
surface by very precise in-situ techniques. However, surface measurements can be
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strongly affected by local small-scale processes, and by this reason surface GAW sta-
tions have been located in very particular places where there is no influence of small-
scale process at least part of the time in order to get regional representative measure-
ments (especially for Global GAW stations).
Observations above the boundary layer are well representative of the lower tropo-5
spheric regional-scale evolution of CH4 and thus they could well complement the sur-
face in-situ datasets. For instance, Olsen and Randerson (2004) proposed using total
column-averaged observations of CO2 as valid input for inverse models. For CH4, how-
ever, the strong vertical gradient in the stratosphere has a significant effect on the
column averages. The CH4 column average is therefore strongly dependent on the10
tropopause altitude, which means, for instance, that the seasonal cycle in column-
averaged CH4 can significantly differ from that in the free troposphere (e.g. Sepúlveda
et al., 2012). The uncertainty in modeling the variations of the tropopause altitude and
of stratospheric CH4 significantly limits the usefulness of total column-averaged CH4
observations for inverse modeling purposes.15
Figure 1 gives an overview of the different atmospheric CH4 signals. The grey bar
indicates the very high and very local typical small-scale variability that might occur
within the first few hundred meters above the surface. This signal is caused by local
sources and sinks. In the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere (UTLS), the CH4 mole
fraction depend on the tropopause altitude. The blue area indicates the variability due20
to a ±100 hPa variability of the tropopause (e.g. Hoinka, 1998). This signal is mainly
uniform over the whole UTLS, i.e. a tropopause shift causes strongly correlated varia-
tions from the tropopause up to the middle stratosphere.
The red area represents the typical variability in the free troposphere of about 2%.
Although the troposphere is typically well-mixed, the chemical activity of CH4 (e.g. de-25
struction by OH) can cause differences between lower/middle and upper tropospheric
CH4 mole fraction, and the vertical correlation of the tropospheric CH4 variability is
very likely limited to about 5–10 km. This tropospheric variability (or even better its
lower tropospheric portion) would be a very suitable inverse model input. However, its
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measurements by remote sensing techniques are difficult since this tropospheric signal
is much smaller than the boundary layer or the UTLS signal.
Previous studies have shown tropospheric CH4 mole fraction obtained by middle-
infrared FTIR and in-situ techniques, e.g. Rinsland et al. (2005). Sepúlveda et al.
(2012) documented theoretically and empirically that the ground-based FTIR experi-5
ments operated within the NDACC (Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Com-
position Change, http://www.acd.ucar.edu/irwg/, Kurylo and Zander, 2000) can provide
some information on the vertical distribution of atmospheric CH4. They empirically doc-
umented the quality of these profile data: first, for the lower tropospheric FTIR CH4 data
there is good agreement with coincident free tropospheric GAW in-situ observations10
and second, for the UTLS the FTIR measures CH4 mole fraction that shows a strong
anti-correlation with the stratospheric proxy HF. The profiling capability is not only im-
portant for CH4 source/sink research applications, it is also an advantage when validat-
ing column-averaged CH4 obtained from satellites, since it allows the vertical sensitivity
of the satellite data to be accounted for. In this paper, we extend the Sepúlveda et al.15
(2012) study, which is limited to a subtropical site, to a set of nine globally-distributed
NDACC FTIR stations covering polar, mid-latitudinal, and subtropical regions and we
focus on the quality of the lower free tropospheric CH4 FTIR data. We document that
the data are largely independent of the local small-scale signals of the boundary layer,
and only weakly dependent on upper tropospheric/lower stratospheric (UTLS) CH420
variations. Furthermore, we find a reasonable consistency for the different NDACC
FTIR sites.
This manuscript is organized as follows: Sect. 2 explains the ground-based NDACC
FTIR technique, the CH4 retrieval strategy, and an overview of the NDACC sites in-
volved in this study. Section 3 discusses the different NDACC remote sensing and25
GAW in-situ datasets used in this work. Section 4 shows the comparison between the
NDACC and GAW data and Sect. 5 provides a summary and conclusion.
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2 Ground-based NDACC FTIR: experiment, tropospheric CH4 retrieval setup,
and error estimation
In this section we briefly describe the ground-based FTIR measurements performed
within NDACC, the retrieval setup we have used for our study, the theoretical error
analysis, and the locations of the participating stations.5
2.1 NDACC FTIR experiments
NDACC is a global network community that monitors changes in atmospheric compo-
sition. It provides long-term observations of many trace gases and allows assessment
of their impact on global climate. It is composed of more than 70 high-quality remote-
sensing research stations operating several different measurement techniques. Cur-10
rently, 22 NDACC sites operate with ground-based FTIR spectrometers. This study
applies data obtained with the FTIR technique. The commercial Bruker IFS 125HR is
one of the most modern FTIR instruments used in the network. Also the older version
120HR and the portable version 120M with slightly worse signal-to-noise ratio and less
favourable instrumental line shape (ILS) characteristics and temporal stability are still15
in use.
The NDACC FTIR instrumentation consists of a high quality FTIR spectrometer and
a high precision solar tracker controlled by a combination of astronomical calculations
and a solar quadrant or more recently a digital camera (Gisi et al., 2011) for ac-
tive tracker control. The experiments record direct solar spectra in the middle-infrared20
spectral region (740–4250 cm−1, corresponding to 13.5–2.4 µm), with a resolution of
0.0035–0.005 cm−1 and work under clear sky conditions. This implies that the line of
sight must be free of clouds and during night no measurements are possible. However,
measurements with less sensitivity using the moon as the light source have been re-
ported (Notholt et al., 1993; Notholt and Lehmann, 2003; Wood et al., 2004) but are25
not used in this study.
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These high quality solar absorption spectra have been measured over many years
and at many different sites (the first measurements started in the early nineties when
the network was named the Network for the Detection of Stratospheric Change,
NDSC). The measurements disclose significant information about the distribution of
many different atmospheric trace gases. During recent years, the NDACC FTIR com-5
munity has increased its efforts to monitor tropospheric mole fraction, including wa-
ter vapour (Schneider et al., 2006a, b), and methane (e.g. Sussmann et al., 2012;
Sepúlveda et al., 2012).
The ground-based NDACC FTIR stations involved in this study are nine globally
distributed sites between the Arctic and the Antarctic. All of these stations contribute to10
the MUSICA project (MUlti-platform remote Sensing of Isotopologues for investigating
the Cycle of Atmospheric water, Schneider et al., 2012). The stations are listed in
Table 1 and site locations displayed in Fig. 2. The spectra for each station have been
analysed in a uniform way, thereby ensuring good consistency of the ground-based
CH4 remote sensing data.15
NDACC FTIR data are generally available on the NDACC database (http://www.ndsc.
ncep.noaa.gov/data/). The CH4 product presented here is not yet publicly available,
however, we plan to make it available as part of the MUSICA project data that are
currently published on the NDACC database in the project data section.
2.2 The tropospheric CH4 profile retrieval setup20
The measured spectra are analysed with the inversion code PROFFIT (PROFile FIT,
Hase et al., 2004), which has been applied for many years by a part of the ground-
based FTIR community for evaluating high resolution solar absorption spectra. The
code simulates the spectra and the Jacobians by the line-by-line radiative transfer
model PRFFWD (PRoFit ForWarD model, Hase et al., 2004; Schneider and Hase,25
2009). It includes a ray tracing module (Hase and Höpfner, 1999) in order to precisely
simulate how the radiation passes through the atmosphere.
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The vertical structure of the atmosphere is discretised and the amount of the ab-
sorber x at altitude level z can be described in form of a vector x(z). Similarly the radi-
ation spectrum is discretised and described by a vector y containing the radiances at
the different spectral bins. PRFFWD accounts for the forward relation (F), that connects
the spectrum (y) to the vertical distribution of the absorbers (x) and to parameters (p)5
describing the state of the atmosphere and instrumental characteristics:
y = F(x,p) (1)
The retrieval adjusts the amount of the absorbers to obtain a best fit between the
measured and simulated spectra. This is an under-determined problem, i.e. there are
many different atmospheric states (x) that produce almost identical spectra (y). Con-10
sequently the problem requires some kind of constraint or regularisation. PROFFIT
introduces the regularisation by means of a cost function:
[y −F(x,p)]TS−1 [y −F(x,p)]+ [x−xa]TS−1a [x−xa] (2)
Here the first term is a measure for the difference between the measured spectrum
(y) and the spectrum simulated for a given atmospheric state (x), whereby the actual15
measurement noise level is considered (S is the noise covariance). The second term
is the regularisation term. It constrains the atmospheric solution state (x) towards an
apriori state (xa), whereby the kind and the strength of the constraint are defined by the
matrix (Sa). The constrained solution is reached at the minimum of the cost function
Eq. (2).20
Since the equations involved in atmospheric radiative transfer are non-linear, the cost
function, Eq. (2), is minimised iteratively by a Gauss–Newton method. The solution for
the (i +1)th iteration is:
xi+1 = xa +SaK
T
i (KiSaK
T
i +S)
−1[y −F(xi )+Ki (xi −xa)] (3)
where K is the Jacobian matrix which samples the derivatives ∂xˆ/∂y (changes in25
the spectral fluxes y for changes in the vertical distribution of the absorber x). These
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regularisation and iteration methods are standard in the field of remote sensing. An
extensive treatment of this topic is given in the textbook of Rodgers (2000).
Our CH4 retrieval strategy is essentially the one described in Sepúlveda et al. (2012),
where we have presented CH4 profile retrievals for the relatively dry high mountain site
of Izaña. For this study we slightly change our microwindow selection in order to further5
reduce the impact of H2O interferences, which might play a role for humid low-altitude
sites. The chosen spectral microwindows are shown in Fig. 3. The new set of microwin-
dows contains strong, not saturated, and well-isolated CH4 absorption lines as well as
H2O and HDO lines, in order to better account for the H2O and HDO interferences. To-
gether with the spectral CH4 signatures we consider H2O, HDO, CO2, O3, N2O, NO2,10
HCl, and OCS signatures. We apply the HITRAN 2008 spectroscopy (with 2009 up-
dates, Rothman et al., 2009), except for the target species CH4, where we use line
parameters obtained as a result of a current project of the Deutsche Forschungsge-
meinschaft. IUP-Bremen, DLR-Oberpfaffenhofen, and KIT are involved in this activity.
A preliminary linelist has been provided by D. Dubravica and F. Hase, KIT in Decem-15
ber 2012 (see also, Dubravica et al., 2013) and it shows lower spectroscopic residuals
than the HITRAN 2008 linelist.
The apriori knowledge for the interfering species are taken from the Whole Atmo-
sphere Community Climate Model (WACCM version 5, provided by NCAR: National
Centre for Atmospheric Research, J. Hannigan, personal communication, 2009). It is20
important to remark that we use station specific apriori data, but do not vary this apri-
ori depending on season. This ensures that at an individual station all variability seen
in our profiles comes exclusively from the measurement. We perform the inversion of
the CH4 profiles on a logarithmic scale (Hase et al., 2004; Schneider et al., 2006a)
applying a Tikhonov–Phillips ad hoc constraint, that constrains the vertical slope of the25
profile (we do not apply diagonal constraints). The H2O and HDO interferences are
considered by including dedicated spectral H2O and HDO windows and retrieving H2O
and HDO profiles, whereby we constrain the HDO/H2O ratio (e.g. Schneider et al.,
2006b). In order to account for the NO2 signatures we scale the WACCM NO2 profile.
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For the rest of the minor interfering species, we simply simulate the spectral signatures
according to the WACCM mole fraction. As in Sepúlveda et al. (2012), we calculate
the tropospheric column-averaged CH4 mole fraction directly from the measured spec-
tra. Therefore, we average the retrieved CH4 mole fraction for the first six atmospheric
model levels above the station (i.e. we average the values within a lower tropospheric5
layer with a thickness of typically 2.5 km).
We use the NCEP analysis (National Centers for Environmental Prediction) at
12:00UT as the temperature and pressure input profiles. In order to account for varia-
tions in the spectral baseline, we apply a second order fit for the continuum background.
We would like to remark that we apply exactly the same retrieval setup for all the10
FTIR stations.
2.3 Theoretical error estimation
In this section we present a theoretical quality assessment for the tropospheric CH4
product. We do this in detail taking the Kiruna station as an example and in the form of
an overview for the other stations. The error analysis is made according to the analytic15
method suggested by Rodgers (2000), where the difference between the retrieved and
the real state, (xˆ−x) the error, is linearised about a mean profile xa (the applied apriori
profile), the estimated model parameters pˆ, and the measurement noise :
(xˆ−x) = (Aˆ− I)(x−xa)+ GˆKˆp(p− pˆ)+ Gˆ (4)
Here I is the identity matrix, Aˆ is the averaging kernel matrix, Gˆ the gain matrix (G =20
(KTS−1 K+S
−1
a )
−1KTS−1 ), and Kˆp a sensitivity matrix to input parameters (instrumental
line shape, spectroscopic parameters, etc). The gain matrix Gˆ samples the derivatives
∂xˆ/∂y (changes in the retrieved CH4-state xˆ for changes at the spectral bin y).
Equation (4) identifies the three classes of errors. These are: (a) errors due to the
inherent finite vertical resolution and the limited sensitivity of the observing system25
(smoothing error), (b) errors due to uncertainties in the input parameters applied in
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the inversion procedure, and (c) errors due to measurement noise (with an assumed
Gaussian noise with σ = ).
2.3.1 Vertical resolution and sensitivity (smoothing error)
When contemplating remotely-sensed vertical distribution profiles one must consider
the inherent vertical resolution and the limited sensitivity of these data. The left panel5
of Fig. 4 shows typical averaging kernels (row kernels in the logarithmic scale) for
the retrieved CH4 profiles at Kiruna. The kernels correspond to a measurement made
on 4 July 2012, with OPDmax (maximal optical path difference) of 180 cm, at a solar
elevation angle of 42.8 ◦, and with 8.1mm of precipitable water vapour. We chose this
observation since it is not exclusively representative for polar conditions (e.g. low solar10
elevation, low precipitable water vapour), instead it can also serve as an example for
mid-latitudinal and/or subtropical observations. Lower/middle tropospheric kernels are
depicted as red lines and kernels at and above the UTLS (> 11.5 km) are depicted
as blue lines. We observe that the FTIR measurements contain information about the
vertical distribution from the surface up to the middle stratosphere. The trace (sum15
of diagonal elements) of the averaging kernel matrix is a measure of the degrees of
freedom for signal (DOFS) in the measurement. It indicates the number of independent
layers present in the retrieved profile (for the example shown in the left panel of Fig. 4
we have a DOFS of 2.6).
We see that the vertical resolution is about 8 km (Full-Width-Half-Maximum, FWHM,20
of the individual kernels). The tropospheric kernels (red lines) peak mainly in the tro-
posphere and the stratospheric kernels (blue lines) mainly in the stratosphere. How-
ever, the plot also indicates contributions of the UTLS to the retrieved tropospheric
CH4 (negative values between 12 and 25 km for the red tropospheric kernels). This
means that the stratospheric CH4 variations might significantly affect the retrieved tro-25
pospheric CH4 signals, especially since in the UTLS the typical CH4 variation (caused
by tropopause altitude shifts) is larger than the small tropospheric CH4 variation.
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For calculating the smoothing error we separate the signals into the three rather in-
dependent atmospheric CH4 signals as described in Fig. 1: the small-scale boundary
layer signal, the regional-scale tropospheric signal, and the UTLS signal. We assume
(a) that there are very local small-scale variations of 20% in a 100m thick bound-
ary layer (described by the apriori covariance matrix Sa,bl), (b) that free tropospheric5
CH4 typically varies with 2% with correlation length of 5 km (apriori covariance Sa,tro),
and (c) that the altitude variation of the tropopause is typically about 100 hPa corre-
sponding to a UTLS CH4 variation of about 10–20% and we use a correlation length
of 10 km (apriori covariance Sa,utls). For defining the typical CH4 tropopause, we use
the WACCM simulations. We define the tropopause altitude as the lowermost altitude10
where the CH4 mole fraction are less than 95% of the lower/middle free tropospheric
CH4 mole fraction (at 3 km altitude). This is typically 11 km for the polar, 13.5 km for the
mid-latitudinal, and 18 km for subtropical sites, respectively.
The corresponding CH4 smoothing error covariance matrices can be calculated by:
Ssm,bl = ASa,blA
T (5)15
Ssm,tro = (A− I)Sa,tro(A− I)T (6)
Ssm,utls = ASa,utlsA
T (7)
Here A and I are the averaging kernel and the identity matrix, respectively.
The square root values of the diagonal elements of Ssm,bl, Ssm,tro, and Ssm,utls are20
depicted in the left panel of Fig. 5 as black, red, and green lines, respectively. The
red line documents that the FTIR can well resolve the tropospheric background CH4
signals (2% variability, 5 km correlation length) with a precision of 0.4–1.2% between
the surface and 6 km altitude (for a 3 km thick layer the precision is 0.8%). However, we
have to consider cross dependency on the small-scale boundary layer variability and25
on the UTLS variability caused by shifts in the tropopause altitude. While the former
adds an uncertainty of less than 0.2% (black line), the latter has a large influence on
the retrieved tropospheric CH4 amounts (green line). In fact, the contribution from the
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stratospheric CH4 signal is clearly the leading smoothing error and adds an uncertainty
of up to 1.5% to the lower tropospheric CH4 product.
2.3.2 Propagation of uncertainties
The assumed uncertainty sources are listed in Table 2. These values are critical to the
error estimation. They come from our experience (e.g. repeatability of ILS, instrumen-5
tal line shape, measurements) or from references (e.g. the spectroscopic parameter
uncertainties are from Rothman et al., 2005). To minimise errors due to uncertainties
of the instrumental line shape we monitor and eventually correct line shape distortions
regularly every two months. These measurements consist of independent detections of
cell absorption signatures as described in Hase et al. (1999). Baseline offsets might be10
produced by detector non-linearities. Similarly to other studies (Schneider and Hase,
2008) we assume the following uncertainties for instrumental parameters: measure-
ment noise of 4‰, ILS (instrumental line shape, modulation efficiency and phase er-
ror) of 0.01 at OPDmax/10 and 0.1 rad, baseline offset of 1‰, baseline amplitude of
1‰, line of sight (solar tracker misalignment) of 0.1◦. For uncertainties of the intensity15
and spectral position of solar lines we assume 1% and 1×10−6 cm−1, respectively. We
separate the uncertainties of the atmospheric temperature into three components: the
lower troposphere (< 5 km) with an uncertainty of 2K, the upper troposphere (> 5 km)
with an uncertainty of 2K, and the stratosphere (> 15 km) with an uncertainty of 5K.
For the atmospheric H2O and HDO profiles, which are obtained from the MUSICA20
retrieval, we assume an uncertainty of 10% and 2 km uncertainty correlation length.
Finally for the spectroscopic HITRAN intensity and pressure broadening parameters
we use uncertainties of 2% for all absorbers.
The error propagation of the different uncertainty sources as listed in Table 2 can be
described by the error covariance (Se):25
Se =GKpSpK
T
pG
T (8)
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where G is the gain matrix, Kp is the parameter Jacobian, which samples the deriva-
tives ∂y/∂p (changes at the spectral bin y for changes in the parameter p), and Sp is
the uncertainty covariance matrix for parameter p.
The left panel of Fig. 6 depicts the square root of the diagonal elements of (Se).
For this calculation, the partitioning between statistical and systematic error (fourth5
column in Table 2) is not considered, i.e. for assessing the error impact effect on the
statistical or systematic error budget one has to scale these values accordingly. All of
the propagated measurement noise error (black line, noi) and much of the propagated
baseline error (red line, bas) are statistical errors, i.e. they dominate the statistical error
budget. The systematic errors are dominated by uncertainties in the spectroscopic line10
parameters (dark cyan line, spe).
2.3.3 A posteriori correction for optimal independence of retrieved
tropospheric and stratospheric CH4
The left panel of Fig. 5 reveals that the retrieved tropospheric CH4 amounts are
strongly affected by cross dependencies on the stratospheric CH4 signals. These15
cross-dependencies can be the leading error source. In this subsection we show that
the cross dependencies can be significantly reduced by an a posteriori correction
method. The method consists of a simple matrix multiplication and can be easily ap-
plied to any CH4 profile retrieval whenever the retrieved CH4 state is provided together
with the corresponding averaging kernel.20
The correction matrix (C) is constructed from entries of the averaging kernel matrix
(A), which can be written as:
A =
(
ATT AST
ATS ASS
)
(9)
where ATT describes how the tropospheric CH4 signal affects the retrieved tropo-25
spheric amounts and ASS how the stratospheric CH4 affects the retrieved stratospheric
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amounts. The cross-entries AST and ATS describe the cross dependencies of the re-
trieved tropospheric amounts on the stratospheric signal and of the retrieved strato-
spheric amounts on the tropospheric signal, respectively. The AST cross-entries are
responsible for the large smoothing error in the retrieved tropospheric CH4 (green line
in left panel of Fig. 5).5
These cross-entries can be used for C as follows:
C =
(
I −AST
−ATS I
)
(10)
If we now modify A by multiplication with C, we get the a posteriori corrected averaging
kernel A∗:10
A∗ = CA
=
(
I −AST
−ATS I
)(
ATT AST
ATS ASS
)
=
(
ATT −ASTATS AST −ASTASS
−ATSATT +ATS −ATSAST +ASS
)
(11)
Similarly we can modify the retrieved CH4 state (xˆ) and calculate an a posteriori15
corrected CH4 state xˆ
∗:
xˆ∗ = C(xˆ−xa)+xa (12)
The a posteriori corrected averaging kernels A∗ (row kernels) are depicted in the cen-
tral panel of Fig. 4. The blue kernels are for altitudes at and above 11.5 km and the
green kernels are for the troposphere (for altitudes < 11.5 km). The right panel of Fig. 420
depicts the tropospheric surface row kernels of A∗ together with the respective kernel
of A. The region of improvement is marked in the graph with a dashed circle. We see
that for the a posteriori corrected row kernel (green line) there is much less cross talk
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from the UTLS than for uncorrected/original kernel (red line). At the same, time the sen-
sitivity with respect to the lower middle troposphere is not modified. It is apparent that
the a posteriori correction allows for generation of a product that ensures an optimal
separation between the retrieved tropospheric and stratospheric amounts.
The smoothing error covariance matrices for the corrected state can be calculated5
by:
S∗sm,bl = CASa,blCA
T (13)
S∗sm,tro = (CA− I)Sa,tro(CA− I)T (14)
S∗sm,utls = CASa,utlsCA
T (15)
10
For the corrected CH4 state, the smoothing error caused by the stratospheric variability
is significantly reduced in the troposphere if compared to the uncorrected state (com-
pare green lines in the left and right panels of Fig. 5).
The error propagation for the a posteriori corrected state can be calculated by:
S∗e = CGKpSpK
T
pG
TCT (16)15
The right panel of Fig. 6 shows the square root of the diagonal elements of S∗e. We
find that the a posteriori correction indeed only weakly affects the errors due to the
parameter uncertainties of Table 2.
The a posteriori correction means an a posteriori optimisation of the retrieval con-
straints. The constraints are modified in order to get a tropospheric product that is op-20
timally independent of the UTLS. A similar – although not equivalent – retrieval result
might be achieved by already separating the tropospheric and stratospheric constraints
in the original retrieval step. This has already been done, for instance, by Stiller et al.
(1995), by means of a so-called “partitioning retrieval”. The advantage of our a posteri-
ori method is, that we get two products that are interesting: first, the optimally estimated25
profiles (no a posteriori correction), with good sensitivity from the lower troposphere up
to the stratosphere, but with the UTLS cross talk on the tropospheric data. This is the
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product that should be used for validating CH4 total column measurements made by
satellites. The second product is the optimally estimated tropospheric mole fraction.
This product has slightly reduced sensitivity in the UTLS, where most satellites are
sensitive, but it provides the best tropospheric CH4 data quality and it is well-suited for
tropospheric CH4 source/sink research.5
2.3.4 Error discussion
Table 3 summarizes the theoretical quality assessment of the CH4 retrievals. The ta-
ble lists DOFS values and the errors for the lower tropospheric column-averaged CH4
product with and without applying the a posteriori correction as suggested in the previ-
ous subsection. The errors obtained if no a posteriori correction is applied are given in10
parenthesis.
At all stations, except Arrival Heights, we have typical DOFS close to or above 2.5.
This means that we can estimate some details of the vertical distribution of the CH4
mole fraction. However, we have to be aware that the lower tropospheric CH4 signals
(tropospheric CH4 variations) are rather small compared to the UTLS signals (CH415
variations due to variations of the tropopause altitude). This means that the small cross
dependency of the retrieved lower tropospheric CH4 mole fraction on the CH4 state of
the UTLS can significantly affect the quality of the lower tropospheric column-averaged
CH4 product. As a consequence, the UTLS smoothing error is a leading uncertainty
source and dominates the overall smoothing errors in the lower troposphere (recall left20
panel of Fig. 5). This error is the more important, the lower the tropopause (it is more
important for the polar than for the subtropical sites) and it can occasionally exceed
2%, which is on the same order as the tropospheric CH4 variations. In this context it is
important to note that the UTLS smoothing error is actually not a purely random error.
Since the tropopause altitude has a seasonal cycle this error will also depend on the25
season. It will mainly cancel out in the annual mean data but it will be responsible for
major uncertainties in the lower tropospheric CH4 seasonal cycles estimated from the
FTIR observations. Therefore, if the objective is a precise tropospheric CH4 product,
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it is important to apply the a posteriori correction. The method reduces the cross talk
for the stratosphere on the tropospheric CH4 product at all sites, in particular at the
polar regions (low tropopause altitude) where the cross dependency on the UTLS is
particularly important. For the a posteriori corrected data we get for all stations (except
Arrival Heights) total smoothing errors that are smaller than 1%.5
The relatively low DOFS values for Arrival Heights are explained by the lower signal
to noise ratio of Arrival Heights spectra. Arrival Heights is the only site within our study
where a Bruker 120M IFS is deployed. All the other sites use Bruker 120HR or 125HR,
which offer higher signal to noise ratio as well as better ILS stability than the Arrival
Heights 120M. For about 50% of all Arrival Heights observations we get DOFS val-10
ues of below 2.0. We exclude the respective spectra from this study, since they make
independent lower tropospheric CH4 retrievals rather difficult. The mean DOFS value
for the remaining observations is 2.14, which allows determination of a lower tropo-
spheric column-averaged CH4 with a smoothing error of typically 1.1% (but only if the
a posteriori correction is applied).15
We calculate the statistical and systematic errors for the uncertainty assumptions
as listed in Table 2. The statistical errors sum up to about 1% and are dominated
by baseline uncertainties and measurement noise. We estimate a systematic error
of about 2.5%, which almost exclusively reflects the uncertainty in the spectroscopic
CH4 parameters. The a posteriori correction has nearly no effect on the statistical and20
systematic errors.
The values we report in Table 3 are for one individual measurement, which takes
about 5–10min. At most sites, several measurements are made per day and the sta-
tistical errors will be much smaller for the daily averages. The precision for daily mean
data is likely better than 0.5% at all sites (statistical error value of Table 3 multiplied by25
1/
√
N, with N being the number of measurements).
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3 Pairing the ground-based FTIR and surface in-situ datasets
3.1 Surface in-situ measurement sites
We use surface in-situ CH4 measurements obtained at different globally distributed
sites. The data have been acquired by different institutions (please refer to Table 4).
All of these sites are part of the GAW programme, which has been established by the5
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) in order to ensure consistent high quality
standards. All GAW CH4 site measurements are calibrated to the NOAA04 standard
scale (Dlugokencky et al., 2005). Via this program, the activities of the observational
in-situ network are coordinated: realisation of station audits, development of standard
operational procedures or measurement guidelines, etc. The GAW data are publicly10
available through the World Data Center for Greenhouses Gases website (WDCGG,
http://ds.data.jma.go.jp/gmd/wdcgg/).
The majority of the in-situ stations measure CH4 by gas chromatography (GC) tech-
niques with flame ionization detection (FID). This technique has been widely used by
the in-situ community. In recent years, optical techniques like cavity ring-down spec-15
troscopy (CDRS) or in-situ FTIR analysers have been introduced, showing similar or
even better precisions than the traditional GC systems (e.g. Winderlich et al., 2010;
Griffith et al., 2012; Hammer et al., 2013). The GAW CH4 data are generally submitted
to the WDCGG as hourly, daily and/or monthly mean and/or as event sampled data.
Table 4 summarizes some information and Fig. 2 depicts the location of the in-situ20
stations that take part in our study.
The GAW CH4 data are very high quality (compatibility between laboratories of
±2 ppb). However, even if the stations in the GAW network are chosen such that the
observed atmospheric composition is regionally representative and usually free of sig-
nificant local influences they can be affected by local small-scale processes (e.g. small-25
scale turbulences, very local sources and sinks) and therefore they are not always rep-
resentative for background conditions. Only under some atmospheric situations we can
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expect that the CH4 surface in-situ data are representative for tropospheric regional-
scale signals and thus comparable to the FTIR data.
To obtain in-situ time series from the GAW data that are representative of regional-
scale signals, we apply a series of site specific filters. Figure 7 shows the paired FTIR
(red stars) and the filtered regional-scale GAW (black squares) time series for each5
station. The WACCM apriori values used for the FTIR retrievals are shown as green
lines. Please note that there are much more GAW regional-scale data points for the
Izaña and Karlsruhe FTIR sites than for the other sites, since for the Izaña and Karlruhe
sites we can reconstruct regional-scale GAW data on a daily time scale and for the
other sites only on a monthly time scale. Details on the site specific GAW data filtering10
are explained in the following subsections.
We think that it is important to state here a fundamental difference between the GAW
in-situ data and remote sensing data. The in-situ measurements provide pure, precise,
and accurate CH4 data (CH4 is directly measured and referenced to WMO standards).
On the contrary, a remote sensing system like the ground-based FTIR, measures spec-15
tral radiances, which are then interpreted with respect to the tropospheric CH4 signal.
This means that the FTIR CH4 product is a mere proxy for the tropospheric CH4 state,
not to be confused with the true actual tropospheric CH4 value.
3.2 FTIR Izaña vs. in-situ Izaña
Izaña is a subtropical high mountain observatory located on the Canary Island of Tener-20
ife, Spain at 2367ma.s.l. The NDACC FTIR has been in operation continuously since
1999 when a Bruker IFS 120M was installed. In March 2005 the instrument was re-
placed by a Bruker IFS 125HR. A good agreement between instruments has been
found during an intercomparison campaign of few months (Sepúlveda et al., 2012;
García et al., 2012). In this study we present results for the 2007–2012 period. On av-25
erage we work with 70.2 days of FTIR measurements per year (251.2 measurements
per year).
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The in-situ CH4 equipment is located only few tens of meters apart from the FTIR. It
has measured in-situ CH4 amounts by the gas chromatography technique with Flame
Ionization Detection (GC-FID) continuously since 1984, and since then the data have
been uploaded to the WDCGG. See Gomez-Pelaez and Ramos (2011) and references
therein for information about the measurement system and the raw data processing5
scheme used in this global GAW site. Izaña is usually located above a strong subtropi-
cal temperature inversion layer. During daytime the strong diurnal insolation generates
a slight upslope flow of air originating from below the inversion layer, but during night-
time the airmass at Izaña is well representative of the free troposphere (or at least of
the lower part of the free troposphere). Due to this special situation we only work with10
Izaña’s GAW CH4 night-time data (from 20:00UTC to 08:00UTC), i.e. we work only
with about 50% of all available hourly mean data. This filter does typically provide one
nighttime mean value every 24 h (typically 365 days of in-situ measurements per year).
We calculate the GAW CH4 mean of two consecutive night mean values and pair it with
the FTIR daily median of the enclosed day. In addition we calculate a representative15
daily mean FTIR measurement time (mean time of the used FTIR data ensemble) and
require that the FTIR’s mean measurement time is between 10:00UTC and 18:00UTC
(i.e. we exclude days when FTIR data have only been measured very early in the
morning or very late in the evening).
3.3 FTIR Karlsruhe vs. in-situ Schauinsland20
The Karlsruhe FTIR instrument, a Bruker IFS 125HR, is located in a continental flat
terrain inside the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Campus North, Germany at
110ma.s.l. It has been an official TCCON (Total Carbon Column Observing Network)
station since 2010 and also measures down to the mid-infrared (≈ 2000 cm−1), a region
that is traditionally covered by NDACC spectrometers. Information about the Karlsruhe25
instrument can be found in Gisi et al. (2011). On average we work with 104 days of
FTIR measurements per year (462.3 measurements per year).
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The closest GAW station that provides continuous in-situ CH4 data is Schauinsland
at 1200ma.s.l., which is located about 130 km south of Karlsruhe. The station is situ-
ated on a mountain ridge in the Black Forest. During night the station is usually above
the boundary layer, while during daytime, particularly in summer, the station mostly lies
within the convective boundary layer. It has measured in-situ CH4 amounts by GC-FID5
continuously since 1991.
In order to get in-situ data representative of regional-scale CH4 signals, we have to
filter the Schauinsland GAW CH4 measurements (otherwise the data are strongly af-
fected by local small-scale signals). A simple method consists in using local nighttime
values (e.g. the nine hours between 22:00 and 07:00) and restrict on observation made10
at high wind-speed (> 4ms−1). The nighttime filter removes about 60% of all hourly
data. The wind filter removes another 60%. The two filters together remove almost
85% of all available hourly data. This is a very high number and leaves us with only
35% of all measurement days. In addition, we find that this filter does still not reason-
ably eliminate all the expected local small-scale signals (see Fig. A5 of Appendix A).15
For this paper we developed a new method for detecting the regional-scale signals
in the surface in-situ CH4 data. It consists in combining the surface in-situ CH4 data
measured at two Central European sites, Schauinsland and Jungfraujoch. Jungfraujoch
is a high mountain observatory located in the Swiss Alps at 3580ma.s.l., about 150 km
south of Schauinsland (see Fig. 2). We define the Schauinsland CH4 background signal20
as the signal that remains after requiring common variability in the Schauinsland and
Jungfraujoch data. This filter removes about 50% of all available hourly mean data
(leaves us with data for 65% of all measurement days). The amount of removed data
is significantly smaller than when using the nighttime/wind filter. Furthermore, the local
small-scale signals are very effectively eliminated, thereby allowing the reconstruction25
of regional-scale in-situ signals. Please refer to Appendix A for details about this filter
method.
We calculate daily medians and a representative daily mean measurement time
(mean time of the used data ensemble) from the filtered in-situ data. The GAW daily
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medians are then paired with the FTIR daily medians, but only if the GAW and FTIR
representative measurement times agree within 6 h (i.e. we do not compare the data
if, for instance, one instrument measures only in the morning and the other one only in
the evening).
3.4 FTIR Eureka vs. in-situ Alert5
The NDACC FTIR Eureka and GAW Alert stations are located on Ellesmere Is-
land/Nunavut in the Canadian Arctic. The NDACC FTIR instrument is located at the
Polar Environment Atmospheric Research Laboratory (PEARL) at 610ma.s.l., operat-
ing throughout the sunlit period of the year (mid-February to mid-October). Its activities
started in 1993 with a Bomem DA8 FTIR, which was replaced in July 2006 by a Bruker10
125HR FTIR. In this study we present results only for the latter instrument and for a pe-
riod of 6 yr. On average we work with 58 days of FTIR measurements per year (257
measurements per year). Details of the NDACC FTIR instrument, observations, and
the PEARL site can be found in Batchelor et al. (2009).
The GAW measurements are made at the Dr. Neil Trivett GAW Observatory at Alert15
situated at 210ma.s.l. on the northeastern tip of the island (about 460 km north of
PEARL). It is the most northerly site within the GAW network and has measured in-situ
CH4 amounts by GC-FID continuously since 1988.
Both sites are far away from major anthropogenic activities and therefore we assume
that they are well-suited for measuring regional-scale CH4 signals. We work with the20
hourly GAW data but remove data where the standard deviation is greater than 0.5%
(hourly data are typically calculated from 4–5 individual measurements). This filter only
removes 1% of all available hourly mean data. Then, we calculate daily medians from
the remaining hourly data, retaining data if the number of hourly data points is larger
or equal than six and the respective standard deviation is smaller or equal than 1%.25
From the remaining daily medians we calculate monthly medians and pair them with
the coincident FTIR monthly medians. Here we compare only monthly and not daily
datasets since there is a significant distance between the FTIR and the GAW sites
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and we cannot reconstruct GAW regional-scale signals on a daily time scale that are
representative for the FTIR site.
3.5 FTIR Ny-Ålesund vs. in-situ Ny-Ålesund
Ny-Ålesund is a small Norwegian settlement located in the north-west part of the island
of Spitsbergen in the Svalbard archipelago, European Arctic. The NDACC FTIR exper-5
iment is situated at 21ma.s.l. The FTIR spectra have been measured from the end
of March to the end of September every year since 1990. In 1995, the Bruker 120M
was replaced by a 120HR. We present results for the period 2005 to 2010. On average
we work with 23 days of FTIR measurements per year (45 measurements per year).
Details of the NDACC FTIR instrument and site can be found in Notholt et al. (1995).10
The Ny-Ålesund GAW in-situ station is located slightly south from the FTIR on a small
plateau of the Zeppelin Mountain at 475ma.s.l. The GAW data are generally not influ-
enced by local pollution from the settlement. Several flasks are collected per month
(there are no CH4 measurements on a daily basis) and all the samples are analysed
for CH4 at NOAA ESRL since 1994. We do not filter these in-situ data. We pair the15
GAW monthly mean data with the coincident FTIR monthly medians.
3.6 FTIR Kiruna vs. in-situ Pallas-Sammaltunturi
The NDACC FTIR Kiruna instrument is located at the Swedish Institute of Space
Physics in the North of Sweden at 419ma.s.l. A Bruker IFS 120HR has been operated
continuously since 1996 and in July 2007 the instrument was upgraded to a 125HR.20
Information about the instrument can be found in Blumenstock et al. (2006). The period
covered in this study is from 2004 to 2010. On average we work with 51 days of FTIR
measurements per year (98.9 measurements per year).
The closest GAW in-situ site that provides CH4 data is Pallas-Sammaltunturi situated
in northern Finland at 560ma.s.l. and about 250 km east of the Kiruna NDACC FTIR.25
Pallas-Sammaltunturi is on the top of a hill about 100m above the tree line and it
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is considered free of large local and regional pollution sources. From 2004 to 2008,
the in-situ CH4 amounts were measured by the traditional GC-FID system but since
January 2009 the CDRS optical technique has been applied.
The in-situ station provides hourly data and in order to obtain the large-scale monthly
median signal, we perform the same data treatment as for the Alert site (please refer to5
Sect. 3.4), i.e. there are only about 1% of all available hourly data removed. We pair the
GAW monthly medians with the coincident FTIR monthly medians. Here we compare
only monthly and not daily datasets since there is a significant distance between the
FTIR and the GAW sites.
3.7 FTIR Bremen vs. in-situ Mace Head10
The NDACC FTIR Bremen instrument is located in the Institute of Environmental
Physics at the University of Bremen, Germany at an altitude of 27ma.s.l. A Bruker
125HR has been operated since June 2004. We work with data until 2011. On average
we work with 29 days of FTIR measurements per year (50.9 measurements per year).
Information about the instrument can be found in Velazco et al. (2007).15
The Mace Head Research Station is located on the west coast of Ireland, County
Galway at 5ma.s.l., and about 1000 km east from Bremen. It is representative of
background marine boundary layer conditions when the air masses arrive from the
North Atlantic ocean (on average over 60%, from meteorological records). The in-situ
CH4 amounts has been measured by GC-FID system. The station provides event and20
monthly mean data since 1987. We do not apply any filter to the dataset. We pair
the GAW monthly mean data with the coincident FTIR monthly medians since there is
a significant distance between the FTIR and the GAW sites.
3.8 FTIR Wollongong vs. in-situ Cape Grim
The NDACC FTIR Wollongong site is located at the University of Wollongong, Australia25
at 30ma.s.l. Its activities started in 1994 with a Bomem DA3, which was upgraded to
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a Bomen DA8 in 1996. Since 2007, a Bruker IFS 125HR has been in operation. Here,
we only use data from this new instrument and for a period of 5 yr. On average we work
with 66 days of FTIR measurements per year (350 measurements per year). Details of
the current FTIR instrument can be found in Kohlhepp et al. (2012).
For our comparison with the FTIR data, we use the GAW CH4 measurements ac-5
quired at the Cape Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station. This site is located in the north-
western point of Tasmania, Australia, at 94ma.s.l. and about 1000 km south of Wollon-
gong. The air that arrives at Cape Grim station from the southwest is essentially marine
air. The in-situ GAW CH4 measurements started in 1981 with a GC-FID system. For
this work we use the values measured continuously since January 2007.10
In order to ensure that the Cape Grim CH4 signals are also representative for the
Wollongong area we look in addition at data measured at Cape Ferguson, located to-
wards the northest tip of Australia at 2ma.s.l. and about 1500 km north of Wollongong.
There flasks are collected several times per month since 1991. We combine the data
gathered at two different GAW stations and look for common variability. This method15
is similar to the one we use for Central Europe (see Appendix A). In the case of Aus-
tralia we first calculate daily means from the continuous Cape Grim data and for the
several times per month acquired Cape Ferguson data. Then we pair the daily coinci-
dences from both stations. Between August 2007 and August 2011 there are 76 daily
coincidences. This number is determined by the rather low number of Cape Ferguson20
data. We define the in-situ CH4 regional-scale signal as the signal that remains after
requiring common variability in these coincident Cape Grim and Cape Ferguson data.
This filter leaves as with 66 Cape Grim daily mean data (i.e. about 15% of the data
are filtered out) that should be well representative for the whole east coast of Australia
(extension from north to south of 2500 km).25
Finally we calculate the monthly medians from the retained Cape Grim data and pair
them with the coincident FTIR monthly medians. Here we compare only monthly and
not daily datasets since there is a significant distance between the FTIR and the GAW
sites.
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3.9 FTIR Lauder vs. in-situ Lauder
The NDACC FTIR Lauder experiment is located at the National Institute of Water and
Atmospheric Research (NIWA) station in Central Otago, New Zealand at an altitude
of 370ma.s.l. The ground-based remote sensing FTIR activities started in 1986 with
a Bomem DA2 operated in campaign mode. Long term full time measurements started5
in 1990 with the temporary instalment of a Bruker 120HR which was replaced in late
1991 with a Bruker 120M (Griffith et al., 2003). Since 2001 a later model Bruker 120HR
has been in operation. We present results for the period 2007 to 2012. On average we
work with 52 days of measurements per year (87 measurements per year). Details of
the current FTIR instrument can be found in Morgenstern et al. (2012).10
Surface in-situ CH4 measurements at Lauder started in 2007 with the installation of
an in-situ FTIR spectrometer trace gas analyser. Since here we present the Lauder
in-situ FTIR data for the first time in a peer review article we provide some details on
its measurement principle and data quality in the Appendix B.
For the purposes of this study in order to obtain a regional-scale CH4 signal we15
filter the in-situ data for conditions that are indicative for a well-mixed boundary layer:
first, we only work with afternoon data (hourly mean between 15:00 LT and 16:00 LT, if
standard deviation is within 0.5%). This removes more than 96% of all available data.
Second, we require the wind speed to be above 5ms−1, which removes another 72%.
We apply a filter that removes in total almost 99% of all available in-situ data. For the20
remaining data we only have 19 daily coincidences of the in-situ measurements with
the ground-based FTIR mesurements. This is a very low number and we decided to
work with monthly coincidences. For this purpose we calculate monthly medians from
the remaining in-situ data and pair it with the coinciding FTIR monthly medians. Please
note that we have 47 monthly coincidences but only 19 daily coincidences since we25
define as a monthly coincidence each month that has at least one in-situ and one FTIR
measurement at any day during the month, whereas for a daily coincidence we require
that the in-situ and the ground-based FTIR data are obtained at exactly the same day.
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3.10 FTIR Arrival Height vs. in-situ Arrival Height
The Arrival Heights atmospheric laboratory is located 3 km north of McMurdo and Scott
Base stations on Hut Point Peninsula, Ross Island, Antarctica at 184ma.s.l. Campaign
based MIR-FTIR measurements started in 1988 when NIWA operated a Bomen DA2
FTIR in the austral spring. Full time measurements were initiated in 1991 with an Eo-5
com 7101 FTIR and in 1996 a Bruker 120M replaced the Eocom. Unlike the prior FTIR
systems the Bruker 120M contains a complete NDACC compliant filter set allowing the
collection of solar spectra (August to March) over the wavenumber range 700 cm−1 to
4200 cm−1. Details of the Arrival Heights NDACC site and FTIR instrumentation can
be found in Wood et al. (2002). For this study we work with the spectra that have been10
measured since 2002 until 2011. On average we work with 10.5 days of measurements
per year (11.5 measurements per year).
The GAW CH4 data is measured by flasks since 1989 (Lowe et al., 1997). The fort-
nightly flask samples are taken only when the wind is from the northerly direction and
the wind speed is greater than 5ms−1 (there are no CH4 measurements on a daily15
basis). This is to avoid any possible contamination from Scott Base and McMurdo sta-
tion anthropogenic emissions. We use these data only if the event data are calculated
as the mean of at least five individual measurements and if the respective standard
deviation is within 0.5%. The removes about 5% of all the data available on the GAW
database. From these remaining dataset we calculate monthly medians and pair it with20
the FTIR monthly medians.
4 Comparison of the ground-based FTIR and surface in-situ datasets
Table 5 summarizes the sites involved in the comparison, the time scale of the com-
pared data, the filters applied for ensuring regional-scale GAW data, and the number
of coincidences.25
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4.1 Daily datasets
For Izaña and Karlsruhe we have daily GAW in-situ data that are representative of
regional-scale CH4 signals (see explanation in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3). This offers unique
opportunities for extensive comparison studies between the GAW in-situ and the
Izaña and Karlsruhe FTIR remote sensing data. Figure 7 gives an overview of this5
large amount of data, covering almost six years for Izaña (2007–2012) and three years
for Karlsruhe (2010–2012).
Figure 8 shows correlation plots for the daily coincidences. For Izaña there are 225
and for Karlsruhe there are 162 daily coincidences. We observe a reasonable correla-
tion. However, the FTIR values are systematically higher than the GAW in-situ values.10
This systematic difference of about 2% is very likely due to uncertainties in the applied
spectroscopic parameters of CH4. As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, further improvement of
the CH4 spectroscopic parameters is the subject of a current project.
For analysing the time series on different time scales we fit the measured time series
to a time series model, which is similar to the one used in Gardiner et al. (2008);15
Sepúlveda et al. (2012). The model considers a mean CH4 value and CH4 variations
on different time scales: a linear trend, intra-annual variations (Fourier series with three
frequencies and phases), and inter-annual variations (Fourier series with frequencies
lower than 1yr−1). For this analysis we work with the CH4 values in the logarithmic
scale. Since the tropospheric CH4 variations (typically smaller than 50 ppb) are much20
smaller than the climatological CH4 reference value (typically about 1850 ppb) we can
interpret the variations on logarithmic scale (∆ ln [CH4]) as the variations relative to the
climatological reference value (∆[CH4]/[CH4]):
∆ ln [CH4] ≈∆[CH4]/[CH4] (17)
In order to investigate de-trended seasonal cycles we reconstruct a time series that25
only considers variation on the time scales longer than the seasonal cycle, i.e. we
use the fit results obtained for the mean CH4 value, the linear trend, and the inter-
annual variations. This reconstructed time series does not reflect seasonal variations
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and can be interpreted as the climatological long-term reference. We subtract it from
the measured time series. Since we work with ln [CH4] values the difference can be
interpreted as the seasonal variation relative to the climatological long-term reference
(see approximation 17). Then we calculate the mean and standard errors of the mean
for these differences for each month (independently from the year). These mean values5
and standard errors of the mean are shown as the dots and error bars in Fig. 9. They
represent the de-trended seasonal cycles (GAW: black squares; FTIR: red stars) rel-
ative to the climatological long-term reference. For both sites, we find generally good
agreement between the seasonal cycles of FTIR and GAW (amplitude and phase).
The shapes of the seasonal cycles at Izaña and Karlsruhe are different. At Izaña we10
observe no significant CH4 changes between November and May and a rather sharp
minimum in July. At Karlsruhe the tropospheric CH4 mole fraction decrease contin-
uously between February and August, when the minimum value is reached. These
differences between the seasonal cycles at the two sites are observed consistently in
the FTIR and the GAW data.15
In addition to the seasonal time scale we look on day-to-day and long-term (bian-
nual) time scales. For the separation into the different time scales we use the afore-
mentioned time series model. The day-to-day time scale signal is calculated as the
difference (on logarithmic scale) between the measured time series and the modeled
time series (whereby all fitted time scales are considered: mean value, linear trend,20
seasonal cycle, and inter-annual cycle). Thereby we include all the variations (linear
trend, seasonal cycle, and inter-annual cycle) when defining the climatological CH4
reference. The so-calculated day-to-day time scale variations represent the variations
that take place within a few weeks, relative to the this climatological CH4 reference (see
approximation 17).25
In order to calculate the long-term (biannual) time scale signal we reconstructed
a time series that only considers the fit results obtained for the mean CH4 and the
seasonal cycle and define it as climatological reference. Then we subtract it from the
measured time series and obtain CH4 values relative to the climatological reference
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(see approximation 17). By this measure we get a de-seasonalised time series, for
which we then calculate the biannual mean values.
In Fig. 10 we correlate the different time scale signals obtained for the GAW and
the FTIR data. We find a good consistency for the correlations for all the different time
scales. This clearly documents that GAW and NDACC FTIR consistently detect intra-5
monthly, seasonal, and long-term CH4 variations.
4.2 Monthly datasets
For the NDACC FTIR sites of Eureka, Ny-Ålesund, Kiruna, Bremen, Wollongong, and
Arrival Heights we cannot calculate daily GAW in-situ data that are representative for
regional-scale CH4 signals. Due to the different sampling characteristics of FTIR and10
GAW we cannot perform meaningful inter-comparisons on a daily basis for these sites
and therefore we restrict the inter-comparison to monthly means, i.e. to large-scale sig-
nals. We then compare the GAW CH4 monthly medians to the monthly FTIR medians,
but only if the mean measurement times (mean time of the used daily data ensembles)
do not differ by more than 15 days. An overview of the data amount that is compared15
is given in Fig. 7.
Figures 11–13 show the respective FTIR vs. GAW comparisons analogous to
Figs. 8–10. The number of monthly coincidences are naturally smaller than the number
of daily coincidences. For instance we have only 65 monthly coincidences for Bremen
and 21 monthly coincidences for Arrival Heights. We observe essentially the same as20
for the Izaña and Karlsruhe comparisons: good correlations (on different time scales),
reasonable agreement of seasonal cycles, and a systematic difference of about 2%.
In particular for Arrival Heights we observe that the FTIR seasonal cycle has a signif-
icantly larger amplitude than in-situ seasonal cycle (see Figs. 7 and 12). This is mainly
due to the interference from the UTLS. At Arrival Heights the vertical resolution is more25
limited than at other sites (i.e. resulting in a lower DOFS) and in addition the UTLS is
rather close to the FTIR, i.e. we cannot completely eliminate influences of the UTLS
on our tropospheric FTIR product. There is an anti-correlation between the real UTLS
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CH4 and the retrieved tropospheric FTIR CH4. This is predicted by the kernels (see
right panel in Fig. 4) and the reason for the large amplitude as observed by the FTIR. In
summer (high CH4 in the UTLS), the retrieved tropospheric FTIR CH4 is too low and in
winter (low CH4 in the UTLS) it is too high. The a posteriori correction method reduces
this effect but cannot completely eliminate it (because of the low DOFS). Something5
similar is observed for Ny-Ålesund.
4.3 Network-wide data consistency
Latitudinal gradients of CH4 contain valuable source/sink information. In this subsection
we examine whether the FTIR and GAW data observe similar site specific long-term
CH4 evolutions. For this purpose we look at de-seasonalised biannual mean data. Be-10
cause the WACCM apriori data are station specific, i.e. they change from FTIR station
to FTIR station, the differences between the FTIR data obtained at the different sta-
tions are due to a combination of the differences in the applied apriori data and the
differences actually measured by the FTIR instruments. In order to reduce the influ-
ence of the apriori on our consistency assessment, we remove the WACCM apriori15
data and compare FTIR-WACCM with GAW-WACCM for each station. Hence we in-
vestigate whether the FTIR and GAW measurements allow a consistent improvement
of a global model such as WACCM.
Since the seasonal cycles have been well studied in the previous sections and in
order to investigate the average situation we work here with de-seasonalised bian-20
nual mean GAW and FTIR data, i.e. we remove the seasonal cycles as plotted in
Figs. 9 and 12. Then we calculate the differences to the station specific WACCM
data (i.e. calculate GAW-WACCM and FTIR-WACCM). This is done on a logarith-
mic scale. Since the CH4 values are much larger than the difference with respect
to the WACCM model approximation 17 applies and we can interpret the difference25
on logarithmic scale as the relative difference. In Fig. 14 we correlate the GAW-
WACCM and FTIR-WACCM data. Both the GAW and FTIR data show similar dif-
ferences with respect to the WACCM climatological mean data. The statistic for the
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difference ([GAW−WACCM]− [FTIR−WACCM] = [GAW]− [FTIR]) for the deseason-
alised biannual means for the different sites is 2.18%±0.65% (mean ± standard de-
viation). We observe that the data are described well by a straight line, meaning that
both networks (GAW in-situ and NDACC FTIR) observe similar differences with respect
to the model. Figure 14 also show a linear regression line (yellow), for which we obtain5
a correlation coefficient R2 of 0.69. We think that this is a conservative documentation
of the data consistency since it still has to be taken into account that some of the GAW
data are measured several hundreds of kilometres away from the FTIR sites, and that
local small-scale effects on the GAW data cannot be fully excluded.
As already observed and discussed in previous sections there is a systematic differ-10
ence of about 2% (the dashed line is the diagonal+2%). This systematic difference
can be removed by calibrating the CH4 spectroscopy to the GAW observations (cali-
bration factor of 0.98). The calibration factor of 0.98 is also found in Wunch et al. (2010)
showing an analogous comparison between TCCON CH4 and total column in-situ mea-
surements on the NOAA scale. Although, in this study and in the work of Wunch et al.15
(2010) different quantities are compared (TCCON vs. NDACC and total column vs.
surface in-situ), we think that this does add some good weight to the spectroscopy vs.
in-situ CH4 comparison in general (e.g. if the line strengths were off by the same 2%
in both regions).
5 Conclusions20
In this work we present a lower tropospheric regional-scale CH4 product obtained from
the ground-based FTIR remote sensing measurements made within the NDACC. The
work extends the study of Sepúlveda et al. (2012), which was limited to the subtropical
site of Izaña, to a set of nine globally distributed FTIR sites situated in polar regions, the
mid-latitudes, and the subtropics. In order to minimise potential humidity interferences25
at humid sites like Wollongong, Bremen, or Karlsruhe, we slightly modify our spec-
tral microwindow selection. Furthermore we use new spectroscopic CH4 parameters,
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which are currently produced within a project of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
(D. Dubravica and F. Hase, personal communications, 2012, work still in progress).
We demonstrate that the retrieved lower tropospheric CH4 mole fraction can be sig-
nificantly affected by CH4 variations in the UTLS caused by tropopause altitude shifts.
This is a severe problem and strongly compromises the scientific value of the tropo-5
spheric CH4 data product. For instance, it means that the retrieved lower tropospheric
seasonal cycle might mainly reflect the seasonal cycle of the tropopause altitude thus
offering rather limited information for investigating CH4 source/sink processes. We
show that this dependency on UTLS variations can be significantly reduced by an
a posteriori correction method. The correction consists of a simple matrix multiplica-10
tion applied to the retrieved CH4 state and is strongly recommended for polar sites.
When applying this correction, we demonstrate that the NDACC FTIR experiments can
observe lower tropospheric CH4 mole fraction largely independent of the variation in
the UTLS region. We estimate a precision for the daily mean data of about 0.5%. We
estimate a systematic error of about 2.5% (Table 3) due to the uncertainty in the ap-15
plied spectroscopic parameters (intensity and pressure broadening coefficient) of CH4.
In contrast to the pure CH4 measurements provided by GAW, the remote sensing
CH4 product is a mere proxy for the true actual tropospheric CH4 value. This paper uses
the GAW data in order to demonstrate that the NDACC FTIR CH4 proxy reasonably
picks up the actual CH4 variability and so it can be recommended, for instance, for the20
purpose of satellite validation or for assimilation into a model. In these applications the
limitations introduced by the applied constraints can be taken properly into account.
The Izaña nighttime GAW data are well representative for the lower free troposphere
(subtropical island on a mountain). At Karlsruhe we use Schauinsland data, whose
regional-scale signal is obtained by requiring correlation to the Jungfraujoch data. For25
this reason we think that for the Izaña and Karlsruhe NDACC FTIR site, we can gen-
erate a regional-scale GAW signal on a daily time scale that serves as a reasonable
reference for the FTIR data. We show that both the remote sensing and in-situ data ob-
serve very similar lower tropospheric regional-scale CH4 signals. The good agreement
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is demonstrated for the different time scales that are interesting for CH4 source/sink
research: daily, seasonal, and long-term biannual mean evolution. For the other seven
sites, we compare FTIR and regional-scale GAW data on a monthly time scale. The
comparisons for these sites confirm the results obtained for the Izaña and Karlsruhe
study. We demonstrate that both networks observe consistent latitudinal CH4 gradients.5
The observed systematic difference of about 2% is within the estimated systematic er-
ror due to the uncertainty of the spectroscopic parameters. This systematic difference
can be removed by calibrating the CH4 spectroscopy to the GAW observations (cali-
bration factor of 0.98).
Appendix A10
Combination of data from two nearby GAW stations
Central Europe offers the opportunity to combine two GAW datasets measured at two
nearby stations at different altitudes within the free troposphere. The two stations are
Schauinsland (47.97◦N, 24.12◦ E, 1210ma.s.l.) and Jungfraujoch (46.55◦N, 7.99◦ E,
3580ma.s.l.). Their location is depicted together with the location of the Karlsruhe15
FTIR instrument in Fig. A1. The stations should measure the same large-scale CH4
signal when no local influences affect them. We combine the two central European
GAW datasets to filter out the small-scale signals and thus, obtain a regional-scale
signal.
The applied method is as follows:20
– we pair the original hourly mean data of both stations (this large dataset is shown
in Fig. A2).
– We calculate the time series of the differences between the Schauinsland and
Jungfraujoch data.
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– We fit a modeled time series to the measured difference. The model considers
a systematic difference and an annual cycle of the difference.
– We calculate the residual (difference between modeled and observed differ-
ences).
– We only retain Schauinsland data when this residual is smaller than 1%.5
This data treatment gives some very interesting insight into Central European’s CH4
variations. Figure A3 shows that the annual CH4 cycles at both stations are not in phase
and that the Schauinsland mole fraction are systematically about 2% larger than the
Jungfraujoch mole fraction. Both can be expected due to the relatively high altitude of
Jungfraujoch compared to Schauinsland.10
Figure A4 shows an example for the behaviour of this filter for November 2010. After
removing the local signals we can still observe some increased CH4 mole fraction with
a periodicity of about 10 days. We think that these are regional-scale CH4 signals that
are related to the synoptical-scale situation of Europe in this period.
Figure A5 shows the advantage of this filter in comparison to another possible fil-15
ter method. It shows comparisons of Schauinsland in-situ data to coincident Karlsruhe
FTIR data. The left panel for unfiltered in-situ data, the middle panel uses nighttime
data filtered additionally by the wind criteria (wind speed > 4ms−1), and the right panel
shows the situation when applying the filter discussed here, which searches for com-
mon signals at Schauinsland and Jungfraujoch. We apply the filters on the hourly mean20
data, where the nighttime/wind filter removes about 85% of all data and then calculate
daily medians whenever there remains at least one hourly mean data for the day af-
ter filtering. The nighttime/wind filtered dataset leads to only 90 daily coincidences, i.e.
about 65% less daily coincidences than the unfiltered dataset, where we have 258 daily
coincidences. The filter that works with common signals at Schauinsland and Jungfrau-25
joch removes about 50% of all hourly mean data and it leads to about 38% less daily
mean data (N = 162) than the unfiltered dataset (N = 258), i.e. it removes significantly
less data than the nighttime/wind filter. When applying the filter for common signals
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we observe a reasonable correlation between the Schauinsland in-situ and the Karl-
sruhe FTIR data (correlation coefficient of about 0.6). For the nighttime/wind filter the
respective correlation coefficient is 0.26 (if we remove an outlier it is 0.47).
In summary, the here proposed filter for common signals removes significantly less
data than the simple nighttime/wind filter. In addition it seems to very efficiently remove5
local small-scale signals, whereas the simple nighttime/filter does not that efficiently
remove these local small-scale signals.
Appendix B
The Lauder in-situ FTIR dataset
The Lauder FTIR analyser is a prototype of that described in Griffith et al. (2012);10
Hammer et al. (2013). Continuous 10min measurements of CO2, CH4, CO and N2O
are made from air drawn from an inlet located at the top of a 10m mast. A roughing
pump delivers sample air to a manifold at a rate of 10 Lmin−1 from this the FTIR anal-
yser draws off sample air at 0.5 Lmin−1. Daily measurements of a single working tank
(prepared by NIWA-Gaslab, New Zealand) allow calibration of the atmospheric sample15
to the NOAA04 CH4 scale. The precision of the measurements is 0.2 ppb. Due to the
large operational pressure range a residual pressure sensitivity (Hammer et al., 2013)
of 0.0285 ppbhPa−1 was experimentally derived and applied to sample measurements.
To assess the performance of the FTIR analyser against a standard in-situ measure-
ment technique fortnightly flask samples have been taken at Lauder since mid-2009.20
Analysed at the NIWA-Gaslab, the resultant GC/FID derived CH4 flask sample con-
centrations are also calibrated to the NOAA04 scale. A comparison of 71 flask sam-
ples and coincident FTIR analyser measurements over the period 2009 to 2013 show
a −0.67 ppb bias (with a 1 sigma sd of 2.03 ppb) in the FTIR analyser measurements.
This bias is not seasonally dependent and within the GAW network comparability rec-25
ommended limit of ±2 ppb (WMO, 2012).
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Additionally, in accordance with the recommendations of a WMO audit of the Lauder
site GAW measurements conducted in 2010 (Zellweger et al., 2010) it is envisaged
both the Lauder FTIR analyser and flask CH4 in-situ datasets will be submitted to the
GAW WDCGG database in the first half of 2014.
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Table 1. Ground-based NDACC FTIR contributing sites.
Altitude
Site (acronym) Location a.s.l. [m] Instrument Contributor
Eureka, EU 80.1◦ N, 86.4◦W 610 125HR University of Toronto
Ny-Ålesund, NA 78.9◦ N, 11.9◦W 15 120HR University of Bremen and Alfred Wegener
Institute
Kiruna, KI 67.8◦ N, 20.4◦ E 419 120/5HR Karlsruhe Inst. of Tech. and Inst. for Space
Phys. Kiruna
Bremen, Br 53.1◦ N, 8.9◦ E 27 125HR University of Bremen
Karlsruhe, KA 49.1◦ N, 8.9◦ E 111 125HR Karlsruhe Inst. of Tech.
Izaña, IZ 28.3◦ N, 16.5◦ E 2367 120/5HR Karlsruhe Inst. of Tech. and Meteorological
State Agency of Spain
Wollongong, WO 34.4◦ S, 150.9◦ E 30 125HR University of Wollongong
Lauder, LA 45.1◦ S, 169.7◦ E 370 120HR National Institute of Water and Atmospheric
Research
Arrival Heights, AH 77.8◦ S, 166.7◦ E 250 120M National Institute of Water and Atmospheric
Research and University of Denver
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Table 2. Uncertainty sources used for our error estimation. The third column gives the uncer-
tainty value and the fourth column the partitioning of this uncertainty between statistical and
systematic sources.
Statistical/
Error source Acronym Uncertainty Systematic
Measurement Noise noi 0.4% 100/0
Baseline (Channeling and Offset) bas 0.1% and 0.1% 50/50
Mod. Eff. and Pha. Err. ils 10% and 0.1 rad 50/50
Temperature Profile tem 2–5K 70/30
Line Of Sight los 1◦ 90/10
Solar Lines (Intensity and ν-scale) sol 1% and 10−6 80/20
Humidity Profile hum 10% (2 km corr. length) 50/50
Spectroscopic Parameters (S and γ) spe 2% 0/100
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Table 3. Typical DOFS for the CH4 FTIR retrievals and typical smoothing errors (root-square-
sum of bl, tro, and utls), total statistical errors, and total systematic errors for the lower tro-
pospheric column-averaged CH4 amounts. The error values are calculated according to the
assumed uncertainty and statistical/systematic partitions as given in Table 2 and are for the
a posteriori corrected retrievals as described in Sect. 2.3.3. The error values obtained without
the a posteriori correction are given in parentheses.
Station DOFS Smoothing [%] Statistical [%] Systematic [%]
Eureka, EU 2.51 0.83 (1.52) 0.91 (0.92) 2.56 (2.58)
Ny-Ålesund, NA 2.27 0.95 (1.75) 0.69 (0.70) 2.29 (2.27)
Kiruna, KI 2.61 0.82 (1.51) 0.98 (1.00) 2.59 (2.60)
Bremen, BR 2.48 0.91 (1.40) 0.86 (0.88) 2.42 (2.40)
Karlsruhe, KA 2.57 0.93 (1.39) 1.07 (1.10) 2.54 (2.52)
Izaña, IZ 2.51 0.84 (1.14) 1.28 (1.29) 2.53 (2.51)
Wollongong, WO 2.60 0.97 (1.15) 1.06 (1.06) 2.53 (2.52)
Lauder, LA 2.52 0.93 (1.22) 1.21 (1.22) 2.66 (2.65)
Arrival Heights, AH 2.14 1.10 (2.23) 0.70 (0.72) 2.34 (2.30)
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Table 4. In-situ surface contributing sites. Instrument acronym: GC, Gas Chromatography; FID,
Flame Ionization Detection; CRDS, Cavity Ringdown Spectroscopy. Interval time means the
time frequency of the data available used in this study.
Site, Altitude Measurement Sampling Interval Contributor
acronym Location a.s.l. [m] method type time (acronym)
Alert, 82.45◦ N, 210 GC-FID Continuous hourly Environment Canada (EC)
AL 62.52◦W
Ny-Ålesund, 78.90◦ N, 475 GC-FID Flasks monthly Earth System Research
NA 11.88◦ E Laboratory, NOAA (NOAA/ESRL)
Pallas-Sammaltunturi, 67.97◦ N, 560 GC-FID: 2004–2008; Continuous hourly Finnish Meteorological
PS 24.12◦ E CRDS: since 2009 Institute (FMI)
Mace Head, 53.33◦ N, 8 GC-FID Continuous monthly Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases
MH 9.90◦W Experiment Science Team (AGAGE)
Schauinsland∗, 47.92◦ N, 1205 GC-FID Continuous hourly Federal Environmental Agency
SC 7.92◦ E Germany (UBA)
Jungfraujoch, 46.55◦ N, 3580 GC-FID: 2005–2009; Continuous hourly Swiss Federal Laboratories for
JU 7.99◦ E CRDS: since 2010 Materials Science and Technology (EMPA)
Izaña, 28.30◦ N, 2367 GC-FID Continuous hourly Izaña Atmospheric Research Center, Me-
IZ 16.50◦W teorological State Agency of Spain (AEMET)
Cape Ferguson∗, 19.28◦ S, 2 GC-FID Flasks event Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
CF 147.05◦ E Research Organisation (CSIRO)
Cape Grim, 40.68◦ S, 94 GC-FID Continuous event Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases
CG 144.68◦ E Experiment Science Team (AGAGE)
Lauder, 45.1◦ S, 370 in-situ FTIR Continuous hourly National Institute of Water and
LA 169.7◦ E Atmospheric Research (NIWA)
Arrival Height∗, 77.80◦ S, 184 GC-FID Flask event National Institute of Water and
AH 166.67◦ E Atmospheric Research (NIWA)
∗ indicate a GAW regional site, the rest sites are global sites.
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Table 5. NDACC FTIR vs. GAW tropospheric CH4 data comparison: stations, time scales, filter
applied for obtaining regional-scale GAW data, and number of coincidences.
NDACC site GAW site Time scale Filter applied to GAW data Coincidences
Eureka Alert monthly standard deviation 33
Ny-Ålesund Ny-Ålesund monthly no filter 22
Kiruna Pallas-Sammaltunturi monthly standard deviation 51
Bremen Mace Head monthly no filter 65
Karlsruhe Schauinsland daily combination of stations 162
Izaña Izaña daily night time 225
Wollongong Cape Grim monthly combination of stations 36
Lauder Lauder monthly time, wind ≥ 5ms−1, 47
and standard deviation
Arrival Heights Arrival Heights monthly standard deviation 21
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Fig. 1. Typical atmospheric CH4 signals. Grey bar: near-surface boundary layer variability; red
area: tropospheric regional-scale variability; blue area: UTLS variability caused by shifts in the
tropopause altitude.
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Table 1. Ground-based NDACC FTIR contributing sites.
Site (acronym) Location Altitude
a.s.l. [m]
Instrument Contributor
Eureka, EU 80.1◦N,
86.4◦W
610 125HR University of Toronto
Ny-A˚lesund, NA 78.9◦N,
11.9◦W
15 120HR University of Bremen and Alfred Wegener Institute
Kiruna, KI 67.8◦N,
20.4◦E
419 120/5HR Karlsruhe Inst. of Tech. and Inst. for Space Phys. Kiruna
Bremen, Br 53.1◦N,
8.9◦E
27 125HR University of Bremen
Karlsruhe, KA 49.1◦N,
8.9◦E
111 125HR Karlsruhe Inst. of Tech.
Izan˜a, IZ 28.3◦N,
16.5◦E
2367 120/5HR Karlsruhe Inst. of Tech. and Meteorological State Agency
of Spain
Wollongong, WO 34.4◦S,
150.9◦E
30 125HR University of Wollongong
Lauder, LA 45.1◦S,
169.7◦E
370 120HR National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research
Arrival Heights, AH 77.8◦S,
166.7◦E
250 120M National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research and
University of Denver
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Fig. 2. NDACC FTIR stations in blue solid triangles and GAW in-situ stations in orange solid circles. See Tables 1 and 4 for the full station
names.
Since the equations involved in atmospheric radiative
transfer are non-linear, the cost function, Eq. 2, is minimised
iteratively by a Gauss-Newton method. The solution for the
(i+1)th iteration is:
xi+1 = xa+SaKi
T (KiSaKi
T+Sǫ)
−1[y−F(xi)+Ki(xi−xa)]
(3)
where K is the Jacobian matrix which samples the deriva-
tives ∂xˆ/∂y (changes in the spectral fluxes y for changes in
the vertical distribution of the absorber x ). These regularisa-
tion and iteration methods are standard in the field of remote
sensing. An extensive treatment of this topic is given in the
textbook of Rodgers (2000).
Our CH4 retrieval strategy is essentially the one described
in Sepu´lveda et al. (2012), where we have presented CH4
profile retrievals for the relatively dry high mountain site of
Izan˜a. For this study we slightly change our microwindow se-
lection in order to further reduce the impact of H2O interfer-
Fig. 2. NDACC FTIR stations in blue solid triangles and GAW in-situ stations in orange solid
circles. See Tables 1 and 4 for the full station names.
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Fig. 3. Spectral microwindows applied to retrieve the tropospheric CH4 mole fraction. It shows measured spectrum (black), simulated
spectrum (red), and residuals multiplied by a factor of 10 (green). The black dashed lines in the last microwindow delimit an absorption line
that is not included in the retrieval process.
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Fig. 4. Row averaging kernels of the CH4 product for a typical observation at the subarctic site of Kiruna. Left panel: kernels Aˆ obtained from
the Tikhonov-Phillips profile retrieval (red: tropospheric kernels, blue: UTLS kernels). Central panel: kernelsA∗ obtained after applying the
a posteriori optimisation of Eq. 11 (green: tropospheric kernels, blue: UTLS kernels). Right panel: comparison of the surface row kernels Aˆ
(red line) and A∗ (green line). The typical altitude where the UTLS starts is indicated by the horizontal black line (11.5 km).
kernels). This means that the stratospheric CH4 variations
might significantly affect the retrieved tropospheric CH4 sig-
nals, especially since in the UTLS the typical CH4 variation
(caused by tropopause altitude shifts) is larger than the small
tropospheric CH4 variation.
For calculating the smoothing error we separate the signals
into the three rather independent atmospheric CH4 signals as
described in Fig. 1: the small-scale boundary layer signal,
the regional-scale tropospheric signal, and the UTLS signal.
We assume (a) that there are very local small-scale variations
of 20% in a 100m thick boundary layer (described by the
apriori covariance matrix Sa,bl), (b) that free tropospheric
CH4 typically varies with 2%with correlation length of 5 km
(apriori covariance Sa,tro), and (c) that the altitude varia-
tion of the tropopause is typically about 100 hPa correspond-
ing to a UTLS CH4 variation of about 10-20% and we use a
correlation length of 10 km (apriori covariance Sa,utls). For
defining the typical CH4 tropopause, we use the WACCM
simulations. We define the tropopause altitude as the lower-
most altitude where the CH4 mole fraction are less than 95%
of the lower/middle free tropospheric CH4 mole fraction (at
3 km altitude). This is typically 11 km for the polar, 13.5 km
for the mid-latitudinal, and 18 km for subtropical sites, re-
spectively.
The corresponding CH4 smoothing error covariance ma-
trices can be calculated by:
Ssm,bl =ASa,blA
T (5)
Ssm,tro = (A− I)Sa,tro(A− I)T (6)
Ssm,utls =ASa,utlsA
T (7)
HereA and I are the averaging kernel and the identity matrix,
respectively.
The square root values of the diagonal elements of Ssm,bl,
Ssm,tro, and Ssm,utls are depicted in the left panel of Fig. 5
Fig. 3. Spectral microwindows applied to retrieve the tropospheric CH4 mole fraction. It shows
measured spectrum (black), simulated spectrum (red), and residuals multiplied by a factor of
10 (green). The black dashed lines in the last microwindow delimit an absorption line that is not
included in the retrieval process.
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Fig. 3. Spectral microwindows applied to retrieve the tropospheric CH4 mole fraction. It shows measured spectrum (black), simulated
spectrum (red), and residuals multiplied by a factor of 10 (green). The black dashed lines in the last microwindow delimit an absorption line
that is not included in the retrieval process.
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Fig. 4. Row averaging kernels of the CH4 product for a typical observation at the subarctic site of Kiruna. Left panel: kernels Aˆ obtained from
the Tikhonov-Phillips profile retrieval (red: tropospheric kernels, blue: UTLS kernels). Central panel: kernelsA∗ obtained after applying the
a posteriori optimisation of Eq. 11 (green: tropospheric kernels, blue: UTLS kernels). Right panel: comparison of the surface row kernels Aˆ
(red line) and A∗ (green line). The typical altitude where the UTLS starts is indicated by the horizontal black line (11.5 km).
kernels). This means that the stratospheric CH4 variations
might significantly affect the retrieved tropospheric CH4 sig-
nals, especially since in the UTLS the typical CH4 variation
(caused by tropopause altitude shifts) is larger than the small
tropospheric CH4 variation.
For calculating the smoothing error we separate the signals
into the three rather independent atmospheric CH4 signals as
described in Fig. 1: the small-scale boundary layer signal,
the regional-scale tropospheric signal, and the UTLS signal.
We assume (a) that there are very local small-scale variations
of 20% in a 100m thick boundary layer (described by the
apriori covariance matrix Sa,bl), (b) that free tropospheric
CH4 typically varies with 2%with correlation length of 5 km
(apriori covariance Sa,tro), and (c) that the altitude varia-
tion of the tropopause is typically about 100 hPa correspond-
ing to a UTLS CH4 variation of about 10-20% and we use a
correlation length of 10 km (apriori covariance Sa,utls). For
defining the typical CH4 tropopause, we use the WACCM
simulations. We define the tropopause altitude as the lower-
most altitude where the CH4 mole fraction are less than 95%
of the lower/middle free tropospheric CH4 mole fraction (at
3 km altitude). This is typically 11 km for the polar, 13.5 km
for the mid-latitudinal, and 18 km for subtropical sites, re-
spectively.
The corresponding CH4 smoothing error covariance ma-
trices can be calculated by:
Ssm,bl =ASa,blA
T (5)
Ssm,tro = (A− I)Sa,tro(A− I)T (6)
Ssm,utls =ASa,utlsA
T (7)
HereA and I are the averaging kernel and the identity matrix,
respectively.
The square root values of the diagonal elements of Ssm,bl,
Ssm,tro, and Ssm,utls are depicted in the left panel of Fig. 5
Fig. 4. Row averaging kernels of the CH4 product for a typical observation at the subarctic
site of Kiruna. Left panel: kernels Aˆ obtained from the Tikhonov–Phillips profil retrieval (red:
tropospheric kernels, blue: UTLS kernels). Central panel: kernels A∗ obtained after applying
the a posteriori optimisation of Eq. (11) (green: tropospheric kernels, blue: UTLS kernels).
Right panel: comparison of the surface row kernels Aˆ (red line) and A∗ (green line). The typical
altitude where the UTLS starts is indicated by the horizontal black line (11.5 km).
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Fig. 5. Estimated smoothing errors for CH4 for small-scale bound-
ary layer variability (black line), tropospheric variability (red line),
and variability in the UTLS due to a tropopause altitude shift (green
line). Left panel: for the Tikhonov-Phillips profile retrieval. Right
panel: after applying the a posteriori optimisation.
as black, red, and green lines, respectively. The red line doc-
uments that the FTIR can well resolve the tropospheric back-
ground CH4 signals (2% variability, 5 km correlation length)
with a precision of 0.4-1.2% between the surface and 6 km
altitude (for a 3 km thick layer the precision is 0.8%). How-
ever, we have to consider cross dependency on the small-
scale boundary layer variability and on the UTLS variability
caused by shifts in the tropopause altitude. While the for-
mer adds an uncertainty of less than 0.2% (black line), the
latter has a large influence on the retrieved tropospheric CH4
amounts (green line). In fact, the contribution from the strato-
spheric CH4 signal is clearly the leading smoothing error and
adds an uncertainty of up to 1.5% to the lower tropospheric
CH4 product.
2.3.2 Propagation of uncertainties
The assumed uncertainty sources are listed in Table 2. These
values are critical to the error estimation. They come from
our experience (e.g., repeatability of ILS, instrumental line
shape, measurements) or from references (e.g., the spec-
troscopic parameter uncertainties are from Rothman et al.,
2005). To minimise errors due to uncertainties of the instru-
mental line shape we monitor and eventually correct line
shape distortions regularly every two months. These mea-
surements consist of independent detections of cell absorp-
tion signatures as described in Hase et al. (1999). Baseline
offsets might be produced by detector non-linearities. Simi-
larly to other studies (Schneider and Hase, 2008) we assume
the following uncertainties for instrumental parameters: mea-
surement noise of 4‰, ILS (instrumental line shape, modu-
lation efficiency and phase error) of 0.01 at OPDmax/10 and
0.1 rad , baseline offset of 1‰, baseline amplitude of 1‰,
line of sight (solar tracker misalignment) of 0.1◦. For uncer-
tainties of the intensity and spectral position of solar lines
we assume 1% and 1e-6 cm−1, respectively. We separate the
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Fig. 6. Errors propagation for CH4 due the uncertainties as listed
in Table 2 in the third column. Error sources as given in the leg-
end: noi (measurement noise), bas (baseline), ils (instrumental line
shape), los (line of sight), sol (solar lines), tem (atmospheric temper-
ature), hum (cross dependence on humidity), and spe (spectroscopic
parameters). Left panel: for the Tikhonov-Phillips profile retrieval.
Right panel: after applying the a posteriori optimisation.
uncertainties of the atmospheric temperature into three com-
ponents: the lower troposphere (< 5 km) with an uncertainty
of 2K, the upper troposphere (> 5 km) with an uncertainty
of 2K, and the stratosphere (> 15 km) with an uncertainty
of 5K. For the atmospheric H2O and HDO profiles, which
are obtained from the MUSICA retrieval, we assume an un-
certainty of 10% and 2 km uncertainty correlation length. Fi-
nally for the spectroscopic HITRAN intensity and pressure
broadening parameters we use uncertainties of 2% for all ab-
sorbers.
The error propagation of the different uncertainty sources
as listed in Table 2 can be described by the error covariance
(Se):
Se =GKpSpKp
TGT (8)
where G is the gain matrix, Kp is the parameter Jacobian,
which samples the derivatives ∂y/∂p (changes at the spectral
bin y for changes in the parameter p), and Sp is the uncer-
tainty covariance matrix for parameter p.
The left panel of Fig. 6 depicts the square root of the di-
agonal elements of (Se). For this calculation, the partition-
ing between statistical and systematic error (fourth column in
Table 2) is not considered, i.e., for assessing the error impact
effect on the statistical or systematic error budget one has to
scale these values accordingly. All of the propagated mea-
surement noise error (black line, noi) and much of the prop-
agated baseline error (red line, bas) are statistical errors, i.e.,
they dominate the statistical error budget. The systematic er-
rors are dominated by uncertainties in the spectroscopic line
parameters (dark cyan line, spe).
Fig. 5. Estimated smoothing errors for CH4 for small-scale boundary layer variability (black line),
tropospheric variability (red line), and variability in the UTLS due to a tropopause altitude shift
(green line). Left panel: for the Tikhonov–Phillips profile retrieval. Right panel: after applying the
a posteriori optimis tion.
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Fig. 5. Estimated smoothing errors for CH4 for small-scale bound-
ary layer variability (black line), tropospheric variability (red line),
and variability in the UTLS due to a tropopause altitude shift (green
line). Left panel: for the Tikhonov-Phillips profile retrieval. Right
panel: after applying the a posteriori optimisation.
as black, red, and green lines, respectively. The red line doc-
uments that the FTIR can well resolve the tropospheric back-
ground CH4 signals (2% variability, 5 km correlation length)
with a precision of 0.4-1.2% between the surface and 6 km
altitude (for a 3 km thick layer the precision is 0.8%). How-
ever, we have to consider cross dependency on the small-
scale boundary layer variability and on the UTLS variability
caused by shifts in the tropopause altitude. While the for-
mer adds an uncertainty of less than 0.2% (black line), the
latter has a large influence on the retrieved tropospheric CH4
amounts (green line). In fact, the contribution from the strato-
spheric CH4 signal is clearly the leading smoothing error and
adds an uncertainty of up to 1.5% to the lower tropospheric
CH4 product.
2.3.2 Propagation of uncertainties
The assumed uncertainty sources are listed in Table 2. These
values are critical to the error estimation. They come from
our experience (e.g., repeatability of ILS, instrumental line
shape, measurements) or from references (e.g., the spec-
troscopic parameter uncertainties are from Rothman et al.,
2005). To minimise errors due to uncertainties of the instru-
mental line shape we monitor and eventually correct line
shape distortions regularly every two months. These mea-
surements consist of independent detections of cell absorp-
tion signatures as described in Hase et al. (1999). Baseline
offsets might be produced by detector non-linearities. Simi-
larly to other studies (Schneider and Hase, 2008) we assume
the following uncertainties for instrumental parameters: mea-
surement noise of 4‰, ILS (instrumental line shape, modu-
lation efficiency and phase error) of 0.01 at OPDmax/10 and
0.1 rad , baseline offset of 1‰, baseline amplitude of 1‰,
line of sight (solar tracker misalignment) of 0.1◦. For uncer-
tainties of the intensity and spectral position of solar lines
we assume 1% and 1e-6 cm−1, respectively. We separate the
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Fig. 6. Errors propagation for CH4 due the uncertainties as listed
in Table 2 in the third column. Error sources as given in the leg-
end: noi (measurement noise), bas (baseline), ils (instrumental line
shape), los (line of sight), sol (solar lines), tem (atmospheric temper
ature), hum (cross dependence on humi ity), and spe (spectroscopic
parameters). Left panel: for the Tikhonov-Phillips profile retrieval.
Right panel: after applying the a posteriori optimisation.
uncertaint es of the tmospher c temperature into three com
ponents: the lower troposphere (< 5 km) w th an uncertainty
of 2K, the upper tro osph e (> 5 km) with an uncertainty
of 2K, and the stratosphere (> 15 km) with an uncertainty
of 5K. For the tmospheric H2O and HDO profiles, which
are obtained from the MUSICA retrieval, we assume an un-
certainty of 10% and 2 km unce tainty correlation length. Fi-
nally for the spectroscopic HITRAN intensity and pressure
broadening parameters we use uncertainties of 2% for all ab-
sorbers.
The error propagation of the different uncertainty sources
as listed in Table 2 can be described by the error covariance
(Se):
Se =GKpSpKp
TGT (8)
where G is the gain matrix, Kp is the parameter Jacobian,
which samples the derivatives ∂y/∂p (changes at the spectral
bin y for changes in the parameter p), and Sp is the uncer-
tainty covariance matrix for parameter p.
The left panel of Fig. 6 depicts the square root of the di-
agonal elements of (Se). For this calculation, the partition-
ing between statistical and systematic error (fourth column in
Table 2) is not considered, i.e., for assessing the error impact
effect on the statistical or systematic error budget one has to
scale these values accordingly. All of the propagated mea-
surement noise error (black line, noi) and much of the prop-
agated baseline error (red line, bas) are statistical errors, i.e.,
they dominate the statistical error budget. The systematic er-
rors are dominated by uncertainties in the spectroscopic line
parameters (dark cyan line, spe).
Fig. 6. Errors propagation for CH4 due th uncertainties s listed in Table 2 in the third column.
Error sources as given in the legend: noi (measurement noise), bas (baseline), ils (instrumental
line shape), los (line of sight), sol (s lar lines), tem (atmospheric t mperature), hum (cross de-
pendency on hu idity; this error is smaller than 0.02%), and spe (spectroscopic parameters).
Left panel: for the Tikhonov–Phillips profile retrieval. Right panel: after applying the a posteriori
optimisation.
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Fig. 7. Tropospheric column-averaged CH4 mole fraction measured by NDACC FTIR (red stars) and GAW in-situ (black squares) at the nine
different sites. Shown are all FTIR data and the GAW data that are representative for regional-scale signals (the filter methods are described
in Sect. 3.2 - 3.10). These are daily data for Schauinsland and Izan˜a and monthly data for the rest of the GAW stations. The green line
represents the WACCM apriori mole fraction applied for the NDACC FTIR retrievals.
3.6 FTIR Kiruna vs. in-situ Pallas-Sammaltunturi
The NDACC FTIR Kiruna instrument is located at the
Swedish Institute of Space Physics in the North of Sweden
at 419m a.s.l. A Bruker IFS 120HR has been operated con-
tinuously since 1996 and in July 2007 the instrument was
upgraded to a 125HR. Information about the instrument can
be found in Blumenstock et al. (2006). The period covered
in this study is from 2004 to 2010. On average we work with
51 days of FTIR measurements per year (98.9measurements
per year).
The closest GAW in-situ site that provides CH4 data is
Pallas-Sammaltunturi situated in northern Finland at 560m
a.s.l. and about 250 km east of the Kiruna NDACC FTIR.
Pallas-Sammaltunturi is on the top of a hill about 100m
above the tree line and it is considered free of large local
and regional pollution sources. From 2004 to 2008, the in-
situ CH4 amounts were measured by the traditional GC-FID
system but since January 2009 the CDRS optical technique
has been applied.
The in-situ station provides hourly data and in order to ob-
tain the large-scale monthly median signal, we perform the
same data treatment as for the Alert site (please refer to Sub-
sect. 3.4), i.e., there are only about 1% of all available hourly
data removed. We pair the GAW monthly medians with the
coincident FTIR monthly medians. Here we compare only
monthly and not daily datasets since there is a significant dis-
tance between the FTIR and the GAW sites.
3.7 FTIR Bremen vs. in-situ Mace Head
The NDACC FTIR Bremen instrument is located in the In-
stitute of Environmental Physics at the University of Bre-
men, Germany at an altitude of 27m a.s.l. A Bruker 125HR
has been operated since June 2004. We work with data until
2011. On average we work with 29 days of FTIR measure-
ments per year (50.9 measurements per year). Information
about the instrument can be found in Velazco et al. (2007).
The Mace Head Research Station is located on the west
coast of Ireland, County Galway at 5m a.s.l., and about
1000 km east from Bremen. It is representative of back-
ground marine boundary layer conditions when the air
masses arrive from the North Atlantic ocean (on average
over 60%, from meteorological records). The in-situ CH4
amounts has been measured by GC-FID system. The station
provides event and monthly mean data since 1987. We do
not apply any filter to the dataset. We pair the GAW monthly
mean data with the coincident FTIR monthly medians since
there is a significant distance between the FTIR and the GAW
sites.
Fig. Tropospheric column-averaged CH4 mole fraction measured by NDACC FTIR (red stars)
and GAW in-situ (black squares) at the nine different sites. Shown are all FTIR data and the
GAW da a that are representative for r gional-scale signals (the filter methods are described
in Sects. 3.2–3.10). These are daily data for Schauinsland and Izaña and monthly data for the
rest of the GAW stations. The green line represents the WACCM apriori mole fraction applied
for the NDACC FTIR retrievals.
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Fig. 8.Correlation plot between coincident tropospheric CH4 daily medians obtained by NDACC
FTIR and in-situ GAW for the Karlsruhe (left graph) and Izaña (right graph) FTIR sites. The blue
lines indicate the 1 : 1 diagonal.
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Fig. 8. Correlation plot between coincident tropospheric CH4 daily
medians obtained by NDACC FTIR and in-situ GAW for the Karl-
sruhe (left graph) and Izan˜a (right graph) FTIR sites. The blue lines
indicate the 1:1 diagonal
only when the wind is from the northerly direction and the
wind speed is greater than 5m/s (there are no CH4 mea-
surements on a daily basis). This is to avoid any possible
contamination from Scott Base and McMurdo station anthro-
pogenic emissions. We use these data only if the event data
are calculated as the mean of at least five individual measure-
ments and if the respective standard deviation is within 0.5%.
The removes about 5% of all the data available on the GAW
database. From these remaining dataset we calculate monthly
medians and pair it with the FTIR monthly medians.
4 Comparison of the ground-based FTIR and surface
in-situ datasets
Table 5 summarizes the sites involved in the comparison, the
time scale of the compared data, the filters applied for en-
suring regional-scale GAW data, and the number of coinci-
dences.
4.1 Daily datasets
For Izan˜a and Karlsruhe we have daily GAW in-situ data that
are representative of regional-scale CH4 signals (see expla-
nation in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3). This offers unique opportunities
for extensive comparison studies between the GAW in-situ
and the Izan˜a and Karlsruhe FTIR remote sensing data. Fig-
ure 7 gives an overview of this large amount of data, cover-
ing almost six years for Izan˜a (2007-2012) and three years
for Karlsruhe (2010-2012).
Figure 8 shows correlation plots for the daily coinci-
dences. For Izan˜a there are 225 and for Karlsruhe there are
162 daily coincidences. We observe a reasonable correlation.
However, the FTIR values are systematically higher than the
GAW in-situ values. This systematic difference of about 2%
is very likely due to uncertainties in the applied spectroscopic
parameters of CH4. As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, further im-
provement of the CH4 spectroscopic parameters is the sub-
ject of a current project.
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Fig. 9. Seasonal cycle for Karlsruhe (left graph) and Izan˜a (right
graph) stations obtained by NDACC FTIR (red stars) and in-situ
GAW CH4 mole fraction (black squares), respectively.
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Fig. 10. NDACC FTIR / GAW correlation plots for CH4 varia-
tions/signals on different time scales. Left graph: for Karlsruhe;
right graph: for Izan˜a. The day-to-day variation is shown as black
crosses, the monthly variation (annual/seasonal cycle) as red stars,
and the long-term variation as green circles.
For analysing the time series on different time scales we
fit the measured time series to a time series model, which is
similar to the one used in Gardiner et al. (2008); Sepu´lveda
et al. (2012). The model considers a mean CH4 value and
CH4 variations on different time scales: a linear trend, intra-
annual variations (Fourier series with three frequencies and
phases), and inter-annual variations (Fourier series with fre-
quencies lower than 1/year). For this analysis we work with
the CH4 values in the logarithmic scale. Since the tropo-
spheric CH4 variations (typically smaller than 50 ppb) are
much smaller than the climatological CH4 reference value
(typically about 1850ppb) we can interpret the variations on
logarithmic scale (∆ln[CH4]) as the variations relative to the
climatological reference value (∆[CH4]/[CH4]):
∆ln[CH4]≈∆[CH4]/[CH4] (17)
In order to investigate de-trended seasonal cycles we re-
construct a time series that only considers variation on the
time scales longer than the seasonal cycle, i.e., we use the
fit results obtained for the mean CH4 value, the linear trend,
and the inter-annual variations. This reconstructed time se-
ries does not reflect seasonal variations and can be interpreted
as the climatological long-term reference.We subtract it from
the measured time series. Since we work with ln [CH4] val-
Fig. 9. Seasonal cycle for Karlsruhe (left graph) and Izaña (right graph) stations obtained by
NDACC FTIR (red stars) and in-situ GAW CH4 mole fraction (black squares), respectively.
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Fig. 8. Correlation plot between coincident tropospheric CH4 daily
medians obtained by NDACC FTIR and in-situ GAW for the Karl-
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only when the wind is from the northerly direction and the
wind speed is greater than 5m/s (there are no CH4 mea-
surements n a daily b sis). This is to avoid any possible
contamination from Scott Base nd McMurdo station anthro
pogenic emissions. We use these data only if the event data
are calculated as the mean of at least five individual measure-
ments and if the respective standard deviation is within 0.5%.
The removes about 5% of all the data available on the GAW
database. From the e remaining dataset we calculate mon ly
m dians and pair it with the FTIR monthly medians.
4 Comparison of the ground-based FTIR and surface
in-situ datasets
Table 5 summarizes the sites involved in the comparison, the
time scale of the compared data, the filters applied for en-
suring regional-scale GAW data, and the number of coinci-
dences.
4.1 Daily datasets
For Izan˜a and Karlsruhe we have daily GAW in-situ data that
are representative of regional-scale CH4 signals (see expla-
nation in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3). This offers unique opportunities
for extensive comparison studies between the GAW in-situ
and the Izan˜a and Karlsruhe FTIR remote sensing data. Fig-
ure 7 gives an overview of this large amount of data, cover-
ing almost six years for Izan˜a (2007-2012) and three years
for Karlsruhe (2010-2012).
Figure 8 shows correlation plots for the daily coinci-
dences. For Izan˜a there are 225 and for Karlsruhe there are
162 daily coincidences. We observe a reasonable correlation.
However, the FTIR values are systematically higher than the
GAW in-situ values. This systematic difference of about 2%
is very likely due to uncertainties in the applied spectroscopic
parameters of CH4. As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, further im-
provement of the CH4 spectroscopic parameters is the sub-
ject of a current project.
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Fig. 10. NDACC FTIR / GAW correlation plots for CH4 varia-
tions/signals on different time scales. Left graph: for Karlsruhe;
right graph: for Izan˜a. The day-to-day variation is shown as black
crosses, the monthly variation (annual/seasonal cycle) as red stars,
and the long-term variation as green circles.
For analysing the time series on different time scales we
fit the measured time series to a time series model, which is
similar to the one used in Gardiner et al. (2008); Sepu´lveda
et al. (2012). The model considers a mean CH4 value and
CH4 variations on different time scales: a linear trend, intra-
annual variations (Fourier series with three frequencies and
phases), and inter-annual variations (Fourier series with fre-
quencies lower than 1/year). For this analysis we work with
the CH4 values in the logarithmic scale. Since the tropo-
spheric CH4 variations (typically smaller than 50 ppb) are
much smaller than the climatological CH4 reference value
(typically about 1850ppb) we can interpret the variations on
logarithmic scale (∆ln[CH4]) as the variations relative to the
climatological reference value (∆[CH4]/[CH4]):
∆ln[CH4]≈∆[CH4]/[CH4] (17)
In order to investigate de-trended seasonal cycles we re-
construct a time series that only considers variation on the
time scales longer than the seasonal cycle, i.e., we use the
fit results obtained for the mean CH4 value, the linear trend,
and the inter-annual variations. This reconstructed time se-
ries does not reflect seasonal variations and can be interpreted
as the climatological long-term reference.We subtract it from
the measured time series. Since we work with ln [CH4] val-
Fig. 10. NDACC FTIR/GAW correlation plots for CH4 variations/signals on different time scales.
Left graph: for Karlsruhe; right graph: for Izaña. The day-to-day variation is shown as black
crosses, the monthly variation (annual/seasonal cycle) as red stars, and the long-term variation
as green circl s.
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 8 but for the rest of the stations and for co-
incident data within ± 15 days. The corresponding station name is
shown in each graph.
close to the FTIR, i.e., we cannot completely eliminate influ-
ences of the UTLS on our tropospheric FTIR product. There
is an anti-correlation between the real UTLS CH4 and the
retrieved tropospheric FTIR CH4. This is predicted by the
kernels (see right panel in Fig. 4) and the reason for the large
amplitude as observed by the FTIR. In summer (high CH4 in
the UTLS), the retrieved tropospheric FTIR CH4 is too low
and in winter (low CH4 in the UTLS) it is too high. The a
posteriori correction method reduces this effect but cannot
completely eliminate it (because of the low DOFS). Some-
thing similar is observed for Ny-A˚lesund.
4.3 Network-wide data consistency
Latitudinal gradients of CH4 contain valuable source/sink in-
formation. In this subsection we examine whether the FTIR
and GAW data observe similar site specific long-term CH4
evolutions. For this purpose we look at de-seasonalised bian-
nual mean data. Because the WACCM apriori data are sta-
tion specific, i.e., they change from FTIR station to FTIR
station, the differences between the FTIR data obtained at
the different stations are due to a combination of the differ-
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 9 but for the rest of the stations. The stations
names are shown in each graph.
ences in the applied apriori data and the differences actually
measured by the FTIR instruments. In order to reduce the in-
fluence of the apriori on our consistency assessment, we re-
move the WACCM apriori data and compare FTIR-WACCM
with GAW-WACCM for each station. Hence we investigate
whether the FTIR and GAW measurements allow a consis-
tent improvement of a global model such as WACCM.
Since the seasonal cycles have been well studied in the
previous sections and in order to investigate the average sit-
uation we work here with de-seasonalised biannual mean
GAW and FTIR data, i.e., we remove the seasonal cycles as
plotted in Figs. 9 and 12. Then we calculate the differences
to the station specific WACCM data (i.e., calculate GAW-
WACCM and FTIR-WACCM). This is done on a logarith-
mic scale. Since the CH4 values are much larger than the
difference with respect to the WACCM model approxima-
tion 17 applies and we can interpret the difference on loga-
rithmic scale as the relative difference. In Fig. 14 we corre-
late the GAW-WACCM and FTIR-WACCM data. Both the
GAW and FTIR data show similar differences with respect
to the WACCM climatological mean data. The statistic for
the difference ([GAW−WACCM]− [FTIR−WACCM] =
[GAW]− [FTIR]) for the deseasonalised biannual means for
Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 8 but for the rest of the stations and for coincident data within ±15 days.
The corresponding station name is shown in each graph.
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close to the FTIR, i.e., we cannot completely eliminate influ-
ences of the UTLS on our tropospheric FTIR product. There
is an anti-correlation between the real UTLS CH4 and the
retrieved tropospheric FTIR CH4. This is predicted by the
kernels (see right panel in Fig. 4) and the reason for the large
amplitude as observed by the FTIR. In summer (high CH4 in
the UTLS), the retrieved tropospheric FTIR CH4 is too low
and in winter (low CH4 in the UTLS) it is too high. The a
posteriori correction method reduces this effect but cannot
completely eliminate it (because of the low DOFS). Some-
thing similar is observed for Ny-A˚lesund.
4.3 Network-wide data consistency
Latitudinal gradients of CH4 contain valuable source/sink in-
formation. In this subsection we examine whether the FTIR
and GAW data observe similar site specific long-term CH4
evolutions. For this purpose we look at de-seasonalised bian-
nual mean data. Because the WACCM apriori data are sta-
tion specific, i.e., they change from FTIR station to FTIR
station, the differences between the FTIR data obtained at
the different stations are due to a combination of the differ-
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ences in the applied apriori data and the differences actually
measured by the FTIR instruments. In order to reduce the in-
fluence of the apriori on our consistency assessment, we re-
move the WACCM apriori data and compare FTIR-WACCM
with GAW-WACCM for each station. Hence we investigate
whether the FTIR and GAW measurements allow a consis-
tent improvement of a global model such as WACCM.
Since the seasonal cycles have been well studied in the
previous sections and in order to investigate the average sit-
uation we work here with de-seasonalised biannual mean
GAW and FTIR data, i.e., we remove the seasonal cycles as
plotted in Figs. 9 and 12. Then we calculate the differences
to the station specific WACCM data (i.e., calculate GAW-
WACCM and FTIR-WACCM). This is done on a logarith-
mic scale. Since the CH4 values are much larger than the
difference with respect to the WACCM model approxima-
tion 17 applies and we can interpret the difference on loga-
rithmic scale as the relative difference. In Fig. 14 we corre-
late the GAW-WACCM and FTIR-WACCM data. Both the
GAW and FTIR data show similar differences with respect
to the WACCM climatological mean data. The statistic for
the difference ([GAW−WACCM]− [FTIR−WACCM] =
[GAW]− [FTIR]) for the deseasonalised biannual means for
Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 9 but for the rest of the stations. The stations names are shown in each
graph.
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 10 but for the rest of the stations and only for
the seasonal/annual cycle variability and the long-term variability.
the different sites is 2.18% ± 0.65% (mean ± standard de-
viation). We observe that the data are described well by a
straight line, meaning that both networks (GAW in-situ and
NDACC FTIR) observe similar differences with respect to
the model. Figure 14 also show a linear regression line (yel-
low), for which we obtain a correlation coefficient R2 of
0.69. We think that this is a conservative documentation of
the data consistency since it still has to be taken into account
that some of the GAW data are measured several hundreds
of kilometres away from the FTIR sites, and that local small-
scale effects on the GAW data cannot be fully excluded.
As already observed and discussed in previous sections
there is a systematic difference of about 2% (the dashed line
is the diagonal + 2%). This systematic difference can be re-
moved by calibrating the CH4 spectroscopy to the GAW ob-
servations (calibration factor of 0.98). The calibration factor
of 0.98 is also found in Wunch et al. (2010) showing an anal-
ogous comparison between TCCON CH4 and total column
in-situ measurements on the NOAA scale. Although, in this
study and in the work ofWunch et al. (2010) different quanti-
ties are compared (TCCON versus NDACC and total column
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Fig. 14. Network consistency between GAW and NDACC FTIR.
Plotted are the difference between the de-seasonalised biannual
mean data and the WACCM climatology (FTIR apriori) for GAW
and NDACC FTIR at the nine stations. The solid and dashed black
lines indicate the 1:1 diagonal, being the dashed line + 2% off. The
solid yellow line shows the regression line.
versus surface in-situ), we think that this does add some good
weight to the spectroscopy versus in-situ CH4 comparison in
general (e.g., if the line strengths were off by the same 2% in
both regions).
5 Conclusions
In this work we present a lower tropospheric regional-scale
CH4 product obtained from the ground-based FTIR remote
sensing measurements made within the NDACC. The work
extends the study of Sepu´lveda et al. (2012), which was lim-
ited to the subtropical site of Izan˜a, to a set of nine glob-
ally distributed FTIR sites situated in polar regions, the mid-
latitudes, and the subtropics. In order to minimise potential
humidity interferences at humid sites like Wollongong, Bre-
men, or Karlsruhe, we slightly modify our spectral microwin-
dow selection. Furthermore we use new spectroscopic CH4
parameters, which are currently produced within a project
of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (D. Dubravica and
F. Hase, personal communications December 2012, work
still in progress).
We demonstrate that the retrieved lower tropospheric CH4
mole fraction can be significantly affected by CH4 varia-
tions in the UTLS caused by tropopause altitude shifts. This
is a severe problem and strongly compromises the scientific
value of the tropospheric CH4 data product. For instance, it
means that the retrieved lower tropospheric seasonal cycle
might mainly reflect the seasonal cycle of the tropopause alti-
Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 10 but for the rest of the stations and only for the seasonal/annual cycle
variability and the long-term variability.
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the different sites is 2.18% ± 0.65% (mean ± standard de-
viation). We observe that the data are described well by a
straight line, meaning that both networks (GAW in-situ and
NDACC FTIR) observe similar differences with respect to
the model. Figure 14 also show a linear regression line (yel-
low), for which we obtain a correlation coefficient R2 of
0.69. We think that this is a conservative documentation of
the data consistency since it still has to be taken into account
that some of the GAW data are measured several hundreds
of kilometres away from the FTIR sites, and that local small-
scale effects on the GAW data cannot be fully excluded.
As already observed and discussed in previous sections
there is a systematic difference of about 2% (the dashed line
is the diagonal + 2%). This systematic difference can be re-
moved by calibrating the CH4 spectroscopy to the GAW ob-
servations (calibration factor of 0.98). The calibration factor
of 0.98 is also found in Wunch et al. (2010) showing an anal-
ogous comparison between TCCON CH4 and total column
in-situ measurements on the NOAA scale. Although, in this
study and in the work ofWunch et al. (2010) different quanti-
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Plotted are the difference between the de-seasonalised biannual
mean data and the WACCM climatology (FTIR apriori) for GAW
and NDACC FTIR at the nine stations. The solid and dashed black
lines indicate the 1:1 diagonal, being the dashed line + 2% off. The
solid yellow line shows the regression line.
versus surface in-situ), we think that this does add some good
weight to the spectroscopy versus in-situ CH4 comparison in
general (e.g., if the line strengths were off by the same 2% in
both regions).
5 Conclusions
In this work we present a lower tropospheric regional-scale
CH4 product obtained from the ground-based FTIR remote
sensing measurements made within the NDACC. The work
extends the study of Sepu´lveda et al. (2012), which was lim-
ited to the subtropical site of Izan˜a, to a set of nine glob-
ally distributed FTIR sites situated in polar regions, the mid-
latitudes, and the subtropics. In order to minimise potential
humidity interferences at humid sites like Wollongong, Bre-
men, or Karlsruhe, we slightly modify our spectral microwin-
dow selection. Furthermore we use new spectroscopic CH4
parameters, which are currently produced within a project
of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (D. Dubravica and
F. Hase, personal communications December 2012, work
still in progress).
We demonstrate that the retrieved lower tropospheric CH4
mole fraction can be significantly affected by CH4 varia-
tions in the UTLS caused by tropopause altitude shifts. This
is a severe problem and strongly compromises the scientific
value of the tropospheric CH4 data product. For instance, it
means that the retrieved lower tropospheric seasonal cycle
might mainly reflect the seasonal cycle of the tropopause alti-
Fig. 14. Network consistency between GAW and NDACC FTIR. Plotted are the difference be-
tween the de-seasonalised biannual mean data and the WACCM climatology (FTIR apriori) for
GAW and NDACC FTIR at the nine stations. The solid and dashed black lines indicate the 1 : 1
diagonal, being the dashed line + 2% off. The solid yellow line shows the regression line.
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Fig. A1. Location of the Central European GAW stations and the
Karlsruhe FTIR instrument. Red arrow is indicative for the line of
sight of the FTIR instrument.
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Fig. A2. Overview of the coincident Schauinsland and Jungfraujoch
in-situ CH4 time series.
the nighttime/wind filter. When applying the filter for com-
mon signals we observe a reasonable correlation between the
Schauinsland in-situ and the Karlsruhe FTIR data (correla-
tion coefficient of about 0.6). For the nighttime/wind filter
the respective correlation coefficient is 0.26 (if we remove
an outlier it is 0.47).
In summary, the here proposed filter for common sig-
nals removes significantly less data than the simple night-
time/wind filter. In addition it seems to very efficiently re-
move local small-scale signals, whereas the simple night-
time/filter does not that efficiently remove these local small-
scale signals.
Appendix B
The Lauder in-situ FTIR dataset
The Lauder FTIR analyser is a prototype of that described in
Griffith et al. (2012); Hammer et al. (2013). Continuous 10
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Fig. A3. De-trended seasonal cycles observed in the in-situ data of
Schauinsland and Jungfraujoch. The Jungfraujoch CH4 mole frac-
tion are roughly 2% lower than the Schauinsland mole fraction.
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Fig. A4. Example of Schauinsland and Jungfraujoch CH4 in-situ
data for a period in November 2010. Upper panel: all data. Lower
panel: data retained after applying the filter for common signals.
minute measurements of CO2, CH4, CO and N2O are made
from air drawn from an inlet located at the top of a 10 me-
tre mast. A roughing pump delivers sample air to a mani-
fold at a rate of 10 l/min from this the FTIR analyser draws
off sample air at 0.5 l/min. Daily measurements of a single
working tank (prepared by NIWA-Gaslab, New Zealand) al-
low calibration of the atmospheric sample to the NOAA04
CH4 scale. The precision of the measurements is 0.2 ppb.
Due to the large operational pressure range a residual pres-
sure sensitivity (Hammer et al., 2013) of 0.0285ppb/hPa
was experimentally derived and applied to sample measure-
ments.
To assess the performance of the FTIR analyser against
a standard in-situ measurement technique fortnightly flask
samples have been taken at Lauder since mid-2009.Analysed
Fig. A1. Location of the Central European GAW stations and the Karlsruhe FTIR instrument.
Red arrow is indicative for the line of sight of the FTIR instrument.
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the nighttime/wind filter. When applying the filter for com-
mon signals we observe a reasonable correlation between the
Schauinsland in-situ and the Karlsruhe FTIR data (correla-
tion coefficient of about 0.6). For the nighttime/wind filter
the respective correlation coefficient is 0.26 (if we remove
an outlier it is 0.47).
In summary, the here proposed filter for common sig-
nals removes significantly less data than the simple night-
time/wind filter. In addition it seems to very efficiently re-
move local small-scale signals, whereas the simple night-
time/filter does not that efficiently remove these local small-
scale signals.
Appendix B
The Lauder in-situ FTIR dataset
The Lauder FTIR analyser is a prototype of that described in
Griffith et al. (2012); Hammer et al. (2013). Continuous 10
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minute measurements of CO2, CH4, CO and N2O re made
from air drawn from an inlet located at the top of a 10 me-
tre mast. A roughing pump delivers sample air to a mani-
fold at a rate of 10 l/min from this the FTIR analyser draws
off sample air at 0.5 l/min. Daily measurements of a single
working tank (prepared by NIWA-Gaslab, New Zealand) al-
low calibration of the atmospheric sample to the NOAA04
CH4 scale. The precision of the measurements is 0.2 ppb.
Due to the large operational pressure range a residual pres-
sure sensitivity (Hammer et al., 2013) of 0.0285ppb/hPa
was experimentally derived and applied to sample measure-
ments.
To assess the performance of the FTIR analyser against
a standard in-situ measurement technique fortnightly flask
samples have been taken at Lauder since mid-2009.Analysed
Fig. A2. Overview of the coincident Schauinsland and Jungfraujoch in-situ CH4 time series.
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the nighttime/wind filter. When applying the filter for com-
mon signals we observe a reasonable correlation between the
Schauinsland in-situ and the Karlsruhe FTIR data (correla-
tion coefficient of about 0.6). For the nighttime/wind filter
the respective correlation coefficient is 0.26 (if we remove
an outlier it is 0.47).
In summary, the here proposed filter for common sig-
nals removes significantly less data than the simple night-
time/wind filter. In addition it seems to very efficiently re-
move local small-scale signals, whereas the simple night-
time/filter does not that efficiently remove these local small-
scale signals.
Appendix B
The Lauder in-situ FTIR dataset
The Lauder FTIR analyser is a prototype of that described in
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tion are roughly 2% lower than the Schauinsland mole fraction.
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Fig. A4. Example of Schauinsland and Jungfraujoch CH4 in-situ
data for a period in November 2010. Upper panel: all data. Lower
panel: data retained after applying the filter for common signals.
minute measurements of CO2, CH4, CO and N2O are made
from air drawn from an inlet located at the top of a 10 me-
tre mast. A roughing pump delivers sample air to a mani-
fold at a rate of 10 l/min from this the FTIR analyser draws
off sample air at 0.5 l/min. Daily measurements of a single
working tank (prepared by NIWA-Gaslab, New Zealand) al-
low calibration of the atmospheric sample to the NOAA04
CH4 scale. The precision of the measurements is 0.2 ppb.
Due to the large operational pressure range a residual pres-
sure sensitivity (Hammer et al., 2013) of 0.0285ppb/hPa
was experimentally derived and applied to sample measure-
ments.
To assess the performance of the FTIR analyser against
a standard in-situ measurement technique fortnightly flask
samples have been taken at Lauder since mid-2009.Analysed
Fig. A3. De-trended seasonal cycles observed in the in-situ data of Schauinsland and Jungfrau-
joch. The Jungfraujoch CH4 mole fraction are roughly 2% lower than the Schauinsland mole
fraction.
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Fig. A4. Example of Schauinsland and Jungfraujoch CH4 in-situ data for a period in Novem-
ber 2010. Upper panel: all data. Lower panel: data retained after applying the filter for common
signals.
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Fig. A5. Comparison of coincident Schauinsland in-situ and Karl-
sruhe FTIR CH4 data for different in-situ data filters. Left panel: un-
filtered data; central panel: nighttime/wind filter; right panel: filter
for common signals in the Jungfraujoch and Schauinsland data. The
regression lines are shown as red line. The number of achieved daily
coincidences (N ), the correlation coefficient (R), and the slope of
the regression line (sl) is written in each graph. The N , R, and sl
values after removing outliers (which are marked by arrows) are
given in parentheses. Please note that the plot on the right panel is
also shown in Fig. 8 (left panel) but there on an optimised scale.
at the NIWA-Gaslab, the resultant GC/FID derived CH4 flask
sample concentrations are also calibrated to the NOAA04
scale. A comparison of 71 flask samples and coincident FTIR
analyser measurements over the period 2009 to 2013 show
a −0.67ppb bias (with a 1 sigma sd of 2.03ppb) in the
FTIR analyser measurements. This bias is not seasonally de-
pendent and within the GAW network comparability recom-
mended limit of +/− 2ppb (WMO, 2012).
Additionally, in accordance with the recommendations of
a WMO audit of the Lauder site GAW measurements con-
ducted in 2010 (Zellweger et al., 2010) it is envisaged both
the Lauder FTIR analyser and flask CH4 in-situ datasets will
be submitted to the GAW WDCGG database in the first half
of 2014.
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